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AUTHOR'S NOTE 
TO THE FIRST EDITION 

The present book is a development of ideas contained in 
the many paragraphs of another book in Malay entitled: 
Risalah Untuk Kaum Muslimin, which I wrote and completed 
during the first few months of 1974. Due to many 
circumstances which demanded my attention at horne and 
abroad, however, the Risalah has not yet been sent to the 
press. 

In this book, what is contained in Chapter III was 
composed and completed during the month of Ramaqan 
of 1395 (1975), and delivered as a Lecture under the same 
title to the International Islamic Conference held in April 
1976 at the Royal Commonwealth Society, London, in 
conjunction with the World of Islam Festival celebrated 
there that year. It was published as a monograph in the 
same year by the Muslim Youth Movement of Malaysia 
(ABIM) , KuaIa Lumpur, and in 1978 it appeared, together 
with other Lectures delivered on the same occasion by 
various Muslim scholars, in a book of one volume entitled: 
The Challenge of Islam, edited by Altaf Gauhar and published 
by the Islamic Council of Europe, London. 

All the other Chapters of the book were begun in March 
1977 and completed in April of the same year, during my 
appointment as Visiting Scholar and Professor of lslamics 
at the Department of Religion, Temple University, 
Philadelphia, U.S.A., in the Winter and Spring of 1976-
1977. What is contained in Chapter V was presented as a 
Paper entitled: "Preliminary Thoughts on the Nature of 
Knowledge and the Definition and Aims of Education", 
addressed to the First World Conference on Muslim 
Education held at Mecca in April 1977. It will appear, 
together with other selected Papers of the Conference, in a 
book entitled: Aims and Objectives of Islamic Education, edited 
with an introduction by myself and published by King 
Abdulaziz University and Hodder & Stoughton, London, 
1979, as one of a series of seven books. 

Syed Muhammad Naquib aI-Attas 
Kuala Lumpur, Mu1.larram 1399/ December 1978. 



PREFACE TO THE SECOND 
PRINTING 

Almost twenty years have elapsed since the first printing 
of this book, but the seminal ideas pertaining to the 
problem of Muslim education and allied topics of an 
intellectual and revolutionary nature, such as the idea of 
islamization of contemporary knowledge and a general 
definition of its nature and method, and the idea of the 
Islamic University, the conceptualization of its nature and 
final establishment, were formulated much earlier in the 
mid-nine teen-sixties. They were formulated, elaborated, 
and disseminated here in Malaysia and abroad in academic 
lectures and various conferences and more than 400 public 
lectures, and were born out of the need for creative 
thinking and clarification of the basic concepts based upon 
the religious and intellectual tradition of Islam, and upon 
personal observation and reflection and conceptual 
analysis throughout my teaching experience in Malaysian 
universities since 1964. These ideas have also been 
communicated to the Islamic Secretariat in Jeddah in early 
1973, at the same time urging the relevant authorities to 
convene a gathering of reputable scholars of Islam to 
discuss and deliberate upon them.! There is no doubt that 
these ideas have been instrumental in the convening of the 
First World Conference on Muslim Education held at 
Mekkah in early 1977, where the substance of Chapter V of 
this book was published in English and Arabic and read as 
a keynote address at the Plenary Session.2 In 1980, a 
commentary of a few paragraphs of that Chapter 
pertaining to the concept of education in Islam was 
presented and read as a keynote address at the Plenary 
Session of the Second World Conference on Muslim 

1 Document sent to the Secretariat dated 15 May 1973. 
2 On April 3, 1977 (see the Conference Book, King Abdul Aziz University, 

Jeddah and Mecca al-Mukarramah, 1397/1977, pp. 35 and 37). 



Education held alisiamabad early the same year.:! 
Thenceforth, for the successive convenings of the World 

Conference on Muslim Education held in various Muslim 
capital cities, I was not invited and my ideas have been 
appropriated without due acknowledgement and 
propagated since 1982 by ambitious scholars, activists, 
academic operators and journalists in vulgarized forms to 
the present day.'! Muslims I1lUSt be warned that plagiarists 
and pretenders as well as ignorant imitators affect great 
mischief by debasing values, imposing upon the ignorant, 
and encouraging the rise of mediocrity. They appropriate 
original ideas for hasty implementation and make false 
claims for themselves. Original ideas cannot be 
implemented when vulgarized; on the contrary, what is 

3 See my The Concept of Education in /sliim, Kuala Lumpur 1980, p.v. and 
note 2. 

4 In January 1982 a seminar was held in Islamabad focussing its 
attention to and calling for the 'Islamization of Knowledge', a phrase 
which was taken from this very book (see p. 162). As mentioned 
above, Chapter V of this book was published in English and in 
Arabic, and presented and read as a keynote address in the First 
World COllferellce Muslim Educaljon held at Mekkah in early 1977. 
The phrase is found on page 21 of the English version. Indeed, not 
merely the phrase, but the whole idea including the plan of what 
constitutes the islamization of knowledge and the method of its 
implementation, as well as the conceptualization of the Islamic 
university, came from this book (together with the commentary of a 
few paragraphs ill Chapter V, i.e. the work entitled: The Concept of 
Education in I~ujm, 1980), whose contents were made known to 

Professor Ismail R. al-Faruqi since 1976. The manuscript of this book 
was entrusted to him for publication at that time, and 1 never saw it 
again. When it became apparent to me that he was betraying the 
trust I put ill him concerning authorship of the seminal ideas 
contained ill the book, and sensing his intention to make use of 
them him~elf, I subsequently had the book published here in Kuala 
Lumpur in 1978. There is llO doubt that this book and tlle book 
elaborating on the concept of education in Islam have been 
appropriated by al-Faruqi for the cOIlvening of the seminar at 
Islamabad, to which I was obviously not welcomed and after which 
his Islamization of Knowledge, printed in MaIyland, U.S.A. in 1982, 
appeared. 
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praiseworthy in them will turn out to become blameworthy, 
and their rc::jection will follow with the dissatisfaction that 
will emerge. So in this way authentic and creative 
intellectual effort will continually be sabotaged. It is Hot 
surprising that the situation arising out of the loss of adab 
also provides the breeding ground for the emergence of 
extremists who make ignorance their capital. 

Since the value and validity of new ideas call best be 
developed and clarified along logical lines by their original 
source, I have by means of my own thought, initiative and 
creative eH'ort, and with God's succour and the aid of those 
whom God has guided to render their support, conceived 
and established an international Institute aligned to the 
purpose of the further development, clarif1cation and 
correct implementation of these ideas until they rnay come 
to full realization. 

The International Institute of Islamic Thought and 
Civilization (ISTAC), although f'ormulated and 
conceptualized much earlier, was officially opened in 1991, 
and among its most important aims and o~jectives are to 
conceptualize, clarify, elaborate, scientific and 
epistemological problems encountered by Muslims in the 
present age; to provide an Islamic response to the 
intellectual and cultural challenges of the modern world 
and various schools of thought, religion, and ideology; to 
f'ormulate an Islamic philosophy of education, including 
the definition, aims and objectives of Islamic educalion; to 

formulate an Islamic philosophy of science; to study the 
meaning and philosophy of Islamic an and architecture, 
and to provide guidance f'or the islamization of the arts 
and art education; to publish the results of our researches 
and studies from time to time f'or dissemination in the 
Muslim WOI-ld; to establish a superior library reflecting the 
religious and intellectual traditions both of the Islamic and 
Western civilizations as a means to attaining the realization 
of the above aims and objectives. Those with 
understanding and discernment will know, when they 
ponder over the significance of these aims and objectives, 
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that these are not merely empty slogans, for they will 
realize that these aims and objectives reflect a profound 
grasp of the real problems confronting the contemporary 
Muslim world. The aims and objectives of the Institute are 
by no means easy to accomplish. But with concerted effort 
from dedicated and proven scholars who will deliberate as 
a sort of organic body which is itself rooted in authentic 
Islamic learning and are at the same time able to teach 
various modern disciplines, we shall, God willing, realize 
the fulfilment of our vision. Even so, a significant measure 
of these aims and objectives has in fact already been 
realized in various stages of fulfilment. Concise books have 
already been published by ISTAC outlining frameworks for 
Islamic philosophies of education including its definition 
and its aims and objectives;' of science;6 of psychology and 
epistemology,7 as well as other such works which altogether 
will be integrated to project what I believe to be the 
worldview of Islam. ~ It is within the framework of this 
worldview, formulated in terms of a metaphysics, that our 
philosophy of science and our sciences in general must 
find correspondence and coherence with truth. ISTAC has 
already begun operating as a graduate institution of higher 
learning open to international scholars and students 
engaged in research and studies on Islamic theology, 
philosophy, and metaphysics; science, civilization, 
languages and comparative thought and religion. It has 

5 AI-Attas, 'The Concept ojEducation in islam, ISTAG, Kuala Lumpur, 1991 
(first published in 1980). 

6 Ibid., isliirn and the PhilosOPh. V ojScience, ISTAG, Kuala Lumpur, 1989. 
7 Ibid., 'The Nature oj lvIan and the Psychology of'the Human Soul, ISTAC, 

Kuala Lumpur, 1990. 
8 ibid., The intuitioll of Existence. lSTAC, Kuala Lumpur, 1990; On 

Quiddity and Essence, ISTAC, Kuala Lumpur, 1990; 'The Meaning and 

Experience of Happiness in islam, ISTAG, Kuala Lumpur, 1993. These, 
together with the works cited in notes 6 and 7, represent outlines of 

Islamic psychology, cosmology and ontology forming the substance 
of a fonhcoming book entitled Prolegomena to the Metaphysics ofisliim. 
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already assembled a respectable and noble library 
reflecting the fields encompassing its aims and objectives; 
and the architecture of ISTAC is itself a concrete 
manifestation of artistic expression that springs from the 
well of creative knowledge.9 

This book was originally dedicated to the emergent 
Muslims, for whose hearing and understanding it was 
indeed meant, in the hope that they would be imelligently 
prepared, when their time comes, to weather with 
discernment the pestilential winds of secularization and 
with courage to create necessary changes in the realm of 
our thinking that is still floundering in the sea of 
bewilderment and self·doubt. The secularizing 'values' 
and events that have been predicted would happen in the 
Muslim world have now begun to unfold with increasing 
momentum and persistence due still to the Muslims' lack 
of understanding of the true nature and implications of 
secularization as a philosophical program. It must be 
emphasized that our assault on secularism is not so much 
directed toward what is generally understood as 'secular' 
Muslim state and government, but more toward 
secularization as a philosophical program, which 'secular' 
Muslim states and governments need not necessarily have 
to adopt. The common understanding among Muslims, no 
doubt indoctrinated by Western notions, is that a secular 
state is a state that is not governed by the 'ulamil, or whose 
legal system is not established upon the revealed law. In 
other words it is not a theocratic state. But this setting in 
contrast the secular state with the theocratic state is not 
really an Islamic way of understanding the matter, for since 
Islam does not involve itself in the dichotomy between the 
sacred and the profane, how then can it set in contrast the 
theocratic state with the secular state? An Islamic stale is 
neither wholly theocratic nor wholly secular. A Muslim 

9 See the brief intellectual history and philosophy of ISTAC outlined in 
The Beacon on the Crest of a Hill, ISTAC, Kuala Lumpur, 1991, by Dr. 
Wan Mohd. Nor Wan Daud, who is Associate Professor at ISTAC. 
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state calling itself secular does not necessarily have to 
oppose religious truth and religious education; does not 
necessarily have to divest nature of spiritual meaning; does 
not necessarily have to deny religious values and virtues in 
politics and human affairs. But the philosophical and 
scientific process which I call 'secularization' necessarily 
involves the divesting of spiritual meaning from the world 
of nature; the desacralization of politics from human 
affairs; and the deconsecration of values from the human 
mind and conduct. Remember that we are a people 
neither accustomed nor' permitted to lose hope and 
confidence, so that it is not possible for us simply to do 
nothing but wrangle among ourselves and rave about 
empty slogans and negative activism while letting the real 
challenge of the age engulf us without positive resistance. 
The real challenge is intellectual in nature, and the 
positive resistance must be mounted from the fortification 
not merely of political power, but of power that is founded 
upon right knowledge. 

We are now again at the crossroads of history, and 
awareness of Islamic identity is beginning to dawn in the 
consciousness of emergent Muslims. Only when this 
awareness comes to full awakening with the sun of 
knowledge 'will there emerge from among us men and 
women of spiritual and intellectual maturity and integrity 
who will be able to play their role with wisdom and justice 
in upholding the truth. Such men and women will know 
that they must return to the early masters of the religious 
and intellectual tradition of Islam, which was established 
upon the sacred foundation of the Holy Qur'an and the 
Tradition of the Holy Prophet, in order to learn from the 
past and be able to acquip spiritually and intellectually for 
the future; they will realize that they must not simply 
appropriate and imitate what modern secular Western 
civilization has created, but must regain by exerting their 
own creative knowledge, will, and imagination what is lost 
of the Muslims' purpose in life, their history, their values 
and virtues embodied in their sciences, for what is lost can 
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never be regained by blind imitation and the raving of 
slogans which deafen with the din of 'development'; they 
will discern that development must not involve a 
correspondence of Islam with the facts of contemporary 
events that have strayed far from the path of truth;1O and 
they will conceive and formulate their own definitions and 
conceptions of government and of the nature of 
development that will correspond with the purpose of 
Islam. Their emergence is conditional not merely upon 
physical struggle, but more upon the achievement of true 
knowledge, confidence and boldness of vision that is able 
to create great changes in history. 

Syed Muhammad Naquib Al-Attas 
Kuala Lumpur 

27 Mubarram 1414/17 July 1993 

10 See my lsliim and the Philosophy of Science, ap. cit., pp. 23-25. 
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I 

THE CONTEMPORARY 

WESTERN CHRISTIAN 
BACKGROUND 

About ten years ago* the influential Christian philoso
pher and one regarded by Christians as among the fore
most of this century, Jacques Maritain, described how 
Christianity and the Western world were going through a 
grave crisis brought about by contemporary events arising 
out of the experience and understanding and interpreta
tion of life in the urban civilization as manifested in the 
trend of neo-modernist thought which emerged from 
among the Christians themselves and the intellectuals -
philosophers, theologians, poets, novelists, writers, artists 
- who represent Western culture and civilization. l Since 
the European Enlightenment, stretching from the 17th to 
the 19th centuries, and with the concomitant rise of reason 
and empiricism and scientific and technological advances 
in the West, English, Dutch, French and German philo
sophers have indeed foreshadowed in their writings the 
crisis that Maritain described, though not quite in the same 
manner and dimension, for the latter was describing in 
conscious and penetrating perception the events of con
temporary experience only known as an adumbrated pre
diction in the past. Some Christian theologians in the 

* This was written in 1976. 
1 See his Le Paysan de la Garonne, Paris, 1966. 
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earlier half of this century also fOl'esaw the coming of such 
a crisis, which is called secularization. Already in the earlier 
half of the 19th century the French philosopher-sociologist, 
Auguste Comte, envisaged the rise of science and the over
throw of religion, and believed, according to the secular 
logic in the development of Western philosophy and 
science, that society was 'evolving' and 'developing' from 
the primitive to the modern stages, and observed that 
taken in its developmental aspect metaphysics is a tran
sition from theolof,'J' to science;2 and later that century the 
German philosopher-poet and visionary, Friedrich 
Nietzsche, prophesied through the mouth of Zarathustra
at least for the Western world - that God is dead.3 Western 
philosophers, poets, novelists have anticipated its coming 
and hailed it as preparing for an 'emancipated' world with 
no 'God' and no 'religion' at all. The French Jesuit, pale
ontologist Pierre Tielhard de Chardin, followed by other 
theologians like the German Dietrich Bonhoeffer and the 
American Paul Tillich, sensing the trend of contemporary 
events and the thoughts that recognized their significance 
to Christianity and the Western world, began to accept the 
inevitability of the impending religious and theological 
crisis that would emerge as a result of secularization, and 
being already influenced by it they counselled alignment 
and participation in the process of secularization, which is 
seen by many as irresistably spreading rapidly throughout 
the world like a raging contagion.4 The Nietzschean cry the 

2 See his General View of Positivism, trans. J.H. Bridges, London, 
1880. Also H. Martineau's Comte's Positive Philosophy, London, 

1853, 
3 See H.L Mencken's the Philosophy of Nietzsche, Boston, 1913. 

For a brief but popular commentary on Nietzsche's philoso
phy, see W. Durant, The Story of Philosophy, New York, 1926, 
chapter IX. The Modern Library, New York, has published 
some of his works in one volume (The Philosophy of 
Nietzsche) containing Zarathustra, Beyond Good and Evil, 
Genealogy ofAJorals, Ecce Homo, and Birth of Tragedy. 

4 For Tielhard de Chardin's thoughts, see his The Future of 
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'God is dead', which is still ringing in the Western world, is 
now mingled with the dirge that 'Christianity is dead'; and 
some of the influential theologians among the Christians 
- particularly the Protestants, who seem to accept the fate 
of traditional Christianity as such, and are more readily 
inclined toward changing with the times - have even 
started to initiate preparations for the laying out of a new 
theological ground above the wreckage in which lay the 
dissolute body of traditional Christianity, out of which a 
new secularized Christianity might be resurrected. These 
theologians and theorists align themselves with the forces 
of neo-modernist thought. They went so far as to assert 
triumphantly, in their desire to keep in line with contem
porary events in the West, that secularization has its roots 
in biblical faith and is the fruit of the Gospel and, there
fore, rather than oppose the secularizing process, Chris
tianity must realistically welcome it as a process congenial 
to its true nature and purpose. European and A.merican 
theologians and theorists like Karl Barth, Friedrich 
Gogarten, Rudolph Bultmann, Gerhard von Rad, Arend van 
Leeuwen, Paul van Buren, Harvey Cox and Leslie Dewart -
and many more in Europe, England and America, both 
CatllOlic and Protestant - have found cause to call for 
radical changes in the interpretation of the Gospel and in 
the nature and role of the Church that would merge them 
logically and naturally into the picture of contemporary 
Western man and his world as envisaged in the secular 
panorama of life. 5 While some of the Christian theologians 

Man, London, 1964; and The Appearance of Man, New York, 
1966. For Bonhoeffer, see his Ethics, New York, 1955; and 
Prisoner for God, New York, 1959. For Tillich, see his Systematic 
Theology, Chicago, 1951 (vol. I); and The Courage to Be, New 
Haven, 1952. 

5 For an expression of their ideas, see Barth, Chunh Dogmatics, 
Edinburgh 1956-1963; The Humanity oj God, Richmond, Va., 
1960; Gogarten, Verhiingnis und Hoffnung der Neuziet, Stuttgart, 
1953; Der Mensch zwischen Gott und Welt, Stuttgart, 1956; 
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and intellectuals think that the religious and theological 
crisis felt by them has not yet taken hold of the Christian 
community, others feel that the generality among them 
and not only the intellectuals are already enmeshed in the 
crisis. Its grave implications for the future of traditional 
Christianity is widely admitted, and many are beginning to 
believe in the predictions of the Austrian psychoanalyst, 
Sigmund Freud, whose The Future of an Illusion6 is regarded 
as the greatest assault on theism in Western history. 
Furthermore the Christians who on the whole are 
apparently opposed to secularization, are themselves un
consciously assiduous accomplices in that very process, to 
the extent that those aware of the dilemma confronting 
them have raised general alarm in that there has now 
emerged with increasing numbers and persistence what 
Maritain has called "immanent apostasy" within the 
Christian community.7 Indeed many Christian theologians 
and intellectuals forming the avant-garde of the Church 
are in fact deeply involved in 'immanent apostasy', for 
while firmly resolving to remain Christian at all costs they 
openly profess and advocate a secularized version of it, 
thus ushering into the Christian fold a new emergent 
Christianity alien to the traditional version to gradually 
change and supplant it from within. In such a state of 
affairs it is indeed not quite an exaggeration to say that we 
are perhaps spectators of events which may yet lead to 
another Reformation in Christian history." The theologians 
and intellectuals referred to above are not only preparing 

Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, New York, 1951 (vol. I) 
and 1955 (vol. II); Von Rad, Genesis: A~ Commentary, Philadel
phia, 1961; Van Buren, The Secular Meaning of the Gospel, New 
York, 1963; Van Leeuwen, Christianity and World Histary, New 
York, 1965; Cox, The Secular City, New York, 1965; Dewart, The 
Future of Belief, New York, 1966. 

6 London, 1928. 
7 Le Paysan de la Garonne, p. 16. 
8 See John A.T. Robinson, The New Refannation?, London, 1965. 
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ground for a new secularized version of Christianity, but 
they also tragically know and accept as a matter of his
torical fact that the very ground itself will be ever-shifting, 
for they have come to realize, by the very relativistic nature 
of their new interpretation, that that new version itself _ 
like all new versions to come - will ultimately again be 
replaced by another and another and so on, each giving 
way to the other as future social changes demand. They 
visualize the contemporary experience of secularization as 
part of the 'evolutionary' process of human history; as part 
of the irreversible process of 'coming of age', of 'growing 
up' to 'maturity' when they will have to 'put away childish 
things' and learn to have 'the courage to be'; as part of the 
inevitable process of social and political change and the 
corresponding change in values almost in line with the 
Marxian vision of human history. And so in their belief in 
permanent 'revolution' and permanent 'conversion' they 
echo within their existential experience and consciousness 
the confession of the Danish philosopher Soren Kierkegaard: 
'We are always becoming Christians".9 Thus they naturally 
advocate in their attempt to align themselves with secular
ization a reconceptualization of the Christian Gospel; a 
redefinition of their concept of God; a dehellenization of 
Christian dogma. And Christianity, by virtue of its cultural 
nature and developmental experience, and based as it has 
always been upon a historically shifting foundation of 
hermeneutics, might lend itself easily to the possible real
ization of their vision of the future. This trend of events 
disconcerting to many traditional Christians, is causin~ 
much anxiety and foreboding and reflected plainly in 
Mascall's book where he reiterates that instead of con
verting the world to Christianity they are converting 
Christianity to the world.1O 

While these portents of drastic change have aroused the 

9 See his The Present 11ge, New York, 1962. 
10 E.L. Mascall, The Secularization of Christianity, New York, 1966, 

passim, e.g., pp. 101-2. 
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consternation of the traditional Catholic theologians, 
whose appeals of distress have caused Pope John XXIII to 
call for an aggiornamento to study ways and means to 
overcome, or at least to contain, the revolutionary crisis in 
the Christian religion and theology, and to resist secular
ization through the enunciation of the ecumenical move
ment, and the initiation of meaningful dialogues with 
Muslims and others, in the hope not only of uniting the 
Christian community but of enlisting our conscious or un
conscious support as well in exorcising the immanent 
enerny, they nonetheless admit, albeit grudgingly, that 
their theology as understood and interpreted during these 
last seven centuries is now indeed completely out of touch 
with the 'spirit of the times' and is in need of serious scru
tiny as a prelude towards revision. The Protestants, ini
tiated by the 19th century German theologian and histo
rian of the development of Christian dogma, Adolf von 
Harnack, have since been pressing for the dehellenization 
of Christianity;ll and today even Catholics are responding 
to this call, for now they all see that, according to them, it 
was the casting of Christianity in Hellenic forms in the 
early centuries of its development that is responsible, 
among other tenacious and perplexing problems, for the 
conceiving of God as a suprarational Person; for making 
possible the inextricably complicated doctrine of the 
Trinity; for creating the condition for the possibility of 
modern atheism in their midst - a possibility that has in 
fact been realized. This is a sore point for the Catholic 
theologians who cleave to the permanence of tradition, 
who realize that the discrediting of Hellenic epistemology 
_ particularly with reference to the Parmenidean theory 
of truth, which formed the basis of Scholastic thought 
centered on the Thomistic metaphysics of Being - must 
necessarily involve Catholicism in a revolution of Christian 
theology. For this reason perhaps - that is, to meet the 
challenge of the Protestant onslaught which came with the 

11 See his Histmy of Dogma, (Eng. trans.), London, 1894-99. 
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tide of the inexorable advance of Modernist thought ill the 
European Enlightenment, and the logical development of 
the epistemological theory and method of the French 
philosopher, Rene Descartes, which greatly influenced the 
form in which European philosophy and science was to 
take - renewed interest in the study of Thomistic 
metaphysics have gained momentum this century among 
Catholic philosophers such as Maritain, Etienne Gilson 
and Joseph Marechal, who each has his own school of 
interpretation cast within the infallible metaphysical mould 
fashioned by the Angelic Doctor. But some of the disciples 
of the former two, notably Dewartl2 and his followers, while 
not going as far as Von Harnack in condemning helleniza
tion as the perpetrator in the corruption of Christian 
dogma, nonetheless admit that hellenization has been res
ponsible for retarding the development of Christian dog
ma, restricting its growth, as it were, to the playpen of 
philosophical enquiry and its development to the kinder
garten of human thought. So in 'a world come of age', they 
argue controversially, Christian thought must no longer -
cannot any longer - be confined to the crib of childish 
and infantile illusions if it were to be allowed to rise to the 
real challenge of maturity. And thus with new impetus 
derived from the phenomenology of Edmund Husserl and 
the existentialism of Martin Heidegger, and further forti
fied by recent advances in linguistic analyses contributed 
by the philosophers of language, notably those belonging 
to the Vienna Circle,13 they press on vigorously for the 

12 See Dewart's The Future of Belief, cited in note 5 above. The 
title of the book, also subtitled: 'Theism in a World COllle of Age', 
alludes to Freud's work cited in note 6 above. The subtitle 
alludes to a phrase of Bonhoeffer on the manuing of the 
consciousness of Western man. 

13 The 'Vienna Circle' was the name invented and suggested by 
Otto Neurath for a group of renowned philosophers - of 
which he was a member - formed around the physicist
philosopher, Moritz Schlick, at the University of Vienna from 
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demythologization of Christian scripture and the dehel
lenization of its dogma. 

Whatever the outcome may be Christians as a whole do 
not deny that their most serious problem is the 'problem of 
God'. Already as alluded to briefly in connection with the 
Parmenidean correspondence theory of truth, the prob
lem of God is outlined against the background of the 
problem of the existence of objects. Since according to 
Parmenides thought and being are identical, and being is 
that which fills space, it follows that in the correspondence 
theory of truth a proposition or an uttered thought or 
meaning is true only if there is a fact to which it corres
ponds. Being as such is necessary. The later Greek philoso
phers including Plato and Aristotle never doubted the 
necessity of being. Indeed, to regard being as necessary was 
the essential element of the Greek world view. However 
they distinguished between the necessity of being as such 
- that is, as concrete reality, existing as actuality as a whole 
- and individual beings, regarding individual beings as 
contingent. The being of the world as such is necessary 
and hence also eternal, but individual beings, including 
that of a man, are contingent as they have an origination 

1925-1936. They formulated what is known as 'the scientific 
conception of the world' characterized by two features: it is 
empiricist and positivist, and is marked by the application of a 
certain method, namely logical analysis, as practised in 
modern symbolic logic. Their secular, scientific world
conception influenced many branches of formal and 
empirical sciences extending beyond philosophy, such as 
arithmetic, physics, geometry, biology and psycholob'J', and 
the social sciences. The leading representatives of the Circle's 
scientific world-conception were Albert Einstein, Bertrand 
Russell and Ludwig Wittgenstein. For a concise exposition 
of the historical background of the Vienna Circle, its 
scientific world-conception, its discussion of fields of 
problems, see OUo Neurath's Empi'ricism and Sociology, 
Dordrecht, 1973, X. 
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in time and space and sutTer change and dissolution and 
final end. The being of man as a species, however, like the 
being of the world as such, is necessary and indeed also 
eternal. It is quite obvious that when Christianity officially 
adopted Aristotelian philosophy into its theology,!l it had to 
deny necessary being to the creatures and affirm necessary 
being only to God Who alone is Eternal. Thus whereas 
Christian scholastic theology, like the Greeks, affirmed 
God as the Supreme Being Whose Being is Necessary, it did 
not regard the being of the world and nature as necessary, 
for as created being the world is by nature contingent. 
However, since it continued to adopt the Parmenidean 
epistemology, and while it denied necessary being to the 
creatures, it could not deny the necessity of the being of 
creatures as to their intelligibility; hence the creatures are 
contingent as to their being, but necessary as to their being in 
thought. In this way the identity of being - and also its 
necessity - and intelligibility is retained. Since a distinc
tion was made between necessary being and contingent 
being, and with reference to the creatures their being 
necessary is in thought and not in actuality, a real dis
tinction was thus made between essence and existence in 
creatures. The essence of the creature is its being in 
thought, and this is necessary; its existence is its actuality 
outside of thought, and this is contingent. As to God, it was 
affirmed that obviously His Essence should be identical 
with His Existence as Necessary Being. This distinction 
between essence and existence in creatures was apparently 
made on the basis of Thomas Aquinas' observation, which 
in turn seems to have been based on a misunderstanding 
of Avicenna's position, that every essence or quiddity can 
be understood without anything being known of its exist
ing, and that, therefore, the act of existing is other than 

14 I.e., as accomplished by Thomas Aquinas in what came to be 
known as the Thomistic Synthesis, see further below, pp. 
33-36. 
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essence or quiddity.IS The only Being whose quiddity is also 
its very act of existing must be God. It was this observation 
that made William of Ockham, less than a hundred years 
later, to draw the far reaching conclusion that if every 
essence or quiddity can be understood without anything 
being known of its existing, then no amount of knowledge 
could possibly tell us whether it actually existed. The 
conclusion drawn from this was that one would never be 
able to know that anything actually exists. From the 
ensuing doubt that Ockham raised about the existence of 
objects, it follows that the existence of God is likewise cast 
in doubt. Our knowledge of things is based upon the 
existence of objects. Even if the external existence of 
objects remain problematic, at least their being in thought 
is known. But their being in thought, which constitute 
'formal' knowledge, can also possibly be caused, as such, by 
an efficient cause other than the actually existing objects 
- such as by God, or by the very nature of the mind itself 
- and hence, the problem as to the 'objective' reality of 
ideas become more complicated for philosophy and can
not be established by it. Ultimately this trend of philosophy 
naturally led to consequences resulting in the casting of 
doubt also on knowledge of the essence of the creatures, 
and not merely its existence. The epistemological conse
quences of doubting the existence and essence of objects 
created the 'problem of God'. Mter Ockham, Descartes, 
following the logical course of deduction from the obser
vation of Aquinas, sought to establish the existence of the 
self by his famous cogito argument, from which he ulti
mately based his a priori certainty for the existence of God. 
But his failure to prove the existence of God led to the 

15 See T. lzutsu's profound analysis of this problem in his The 
Concept and Reality of Existence, Tokyo, 1971; also 
P.Morewedge, The Metaphysics of Avicenna, New York, 1973. 
See also W.E. Carlo, The Ultimate Reducibility of Essence to 
Existence in Existential Metaphysics, the Hague, 1966. 
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problem becoming more acute. Descartes established the 
existence of the self, the existence of the individual crea
ture, man, to himself by means of empirical intuition; this 
does not necessarily establish the existence of objects 
outside of thought. In the case of the existence of God, the 
more impossibly complicated it became, seeing that unlike 
man He is not subject to empirical intuition. Now what is 
more problematic about the existence of God is that since 
His being in thought, His Essence, cannot be known, and 
since His Being is identical with His Existence, it follows 
that His Existence also cannot be known. His Existence -
in the correspondence theory of truth - can be known 
only if the identity of His Being and His Existence can be 
demonstrated rationally, which is not possible to accom
plish. At least up till the present time the idea that God's 
Existence can rationally be demonstrated is only a matter of 
faith. Philosophically, and according to the development of 
thought flowing from Christian Aristotelianism, which 
some would prefer to refer to more properly as Aristotelian 
Christianity, the unknowability of God, of His Existence, 
and of other metaphysical notions about reality and truth 
was finally established in the West in the 18th century by 
the German philosopher Immanuel Kant. 16 

To augment this problem of self-evolved doubt about 
God, the God they have conceived since the earliest peri
ods in the development of Christian dogma was formulated 
on the basis of a highly improbable conceptual amalgam 
consisting of the theos of Greek philosophy, the yahweh of 
the Hebrews, the deus of Western metaphysics, and a host 
of other traditional gods of the pre-Christian Germanic 

16 On the formation and development of the problems and 
conceptions mentioned in the above paragraph, see W. 
Windelband's A History of Philosophy, translated by J.H. Tufts, 
New York, 1953, parts I to VI. As an introductory reading to 

the relevant periods, see W.H. Wright's A Hislmy of Modern 
Philosophy, New York, 1954, chapters I to XII. 
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traditions. What is now happening is that these separate 
and indeed mutually conflicting concepts, artificially fused 
together into an ambiguous whole, are each coming apart, 
thus creating the heightening crisis in their belief in a God 
which has already been confused from the very beginning. 
Furthermore they understand Christianity as historical, 
and since the doctrine of the Trinity is an integral part of 
it, their difficulty is further augmented by the necessity that 
whatever be the formulation of any new Christian theism 
that might possibly emerge, it must be cast in the Trini
tarian crucible. The notion of person in the Augustinian 
concept of the Trinity is left vague, and although Boethius 
and Aquinas and others through the centuries till the 
present time have attempted to define it, the problem, like 
the Gordian Knot, has naturally become more complicated 
and elusive. In spite of their concession that very real 
limitations inhere in Hellenism and that modern Western 
culture has transcended Scholasticism, they argue that, 
rather than succumb to the philosophical reduction of 
God to a mere concept, or to a vague and nebulous pre
sence, the vagueness of their early predecessors must be 
interpreted as indicating the direction in which 'develop
ment' is to be pursued. In this way the Hellenic thought 
structure is conveniently made to appear as 'open ended' 
and not 'closed' or impeding 'development', so that it 
might readily be adapted to the equally 'open ended' 
Christian theism that may be envisaged from time to time 
as human 'evolution' in line with historical 'development' 
demands. Thus as long as God is conceived of as Three of 
Something it would always allow for future change with the 
changing world in a relativistic fashion; and this relativism 
allows the believer to be free to conceive whatever notion 
of God fancies him most, that is the scriptural, or the 
patristic (hellenic), or the mediaeval (scholastic), or the 
modern (existential?) in such wise that it also allows him or 
her to align with 'contemporary experience', which is 
historically minded. Aside from this and because of the 
problematic nature of their concept of God, the very name 
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'God' itself is now becoming problematic for them, to such 
an extant that they even contemplate discarding it 
altogether and leaving it to history to coin a new name for 
connoting a more relevant and adequate concept to refer 
to the ultimate presence and reality in which they believe. 
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II 

SECUlAR-SECUlARIZATION

SECUlARISM 

In the preceding pages I have tried to convey in brief 
outline and cursory sketch the real contemporary situation 
in the Western Christian world. Although the sketch is very 
brief I believe that it has at least captured in summary and 
true perspective the essential components comprising the 
fundamental problems that beset Western Christian 
society. We must see, in view of the fact that secularization 
is not merely confined to the Western world, that their 
experience of it and their attitude towards it is most 
instructive for Muslims. Islam is not similar to Christianity 
in this respect that secularization, in the way in which it is 
also happening in the Muslim world, has not and will not 
necessarily affect our beliefs in the same way it does the 
beliefs of Western man. For that matter Islam is not the 
same as Christianity, whether as a religion or as a civil
ization. But problems arising out of secularization, though 
not the same as those confronting the West, have certainly 
caused much confusion in our midst. It is most significant 
to us that these problems are caused due to the introduc
tion of Western ways of thinking and judging and believing 
emulated by some Muslim scholars and intellectuals who 
have been unduly influenced by the West and overawed by 
its scientific and technological achievements, who by virtue 
of the fact that they can be thus influenced betray their 
lack of true understanding and full grasp of both the 
Islamic as well as the Western world views and essential 
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beliefs and modes of thought that project them; who have, 
because of their int1uential positions in Muslim society, 
become conscious or unconscious disseminators of unnec
essary confusion and ignorance. The situation in our midst 
can indeed be seen as critical when we consider the fact 
that the Muslim Community is generally unaware of what 
the secularizing process implies. It is therefore essential 
that we obtain a clear understanding of it from those who 
know and are conscious of it, who believe and welcome it, 
who teach and advocate it to the world. 

The term secular, from the Latin saeculum, conveys a 
meaning with a marked dual connotation of time and 
location; the time referring to the 'now' or 'present' sense of 
it, and the location to the 'world' or 'worldly' sense of it. 
Thus saeculum means 'this age' or 'the present time', and 
this age or the present time refers to events in this world, 
and it also then means 'contemporary events'. The em
phasis of meaning is set on a particular time or period in 
the world viewed as a historical process. The concept secular 
refers to the condition of the world at this particular time or 
period or age. Already here we discern the germ of mean
ing that easily develops itself naturally and logically into the 
existential context of an ever-changing world in which 
there occurs the notion of relativity of human values. This 
spatio-temporal connotation conveyed in the concept 
secular is derived historically out of the experience and 
consciousness born of the fusion of the Graeco-Roman and 
Judaic traditions in Western Christianity. It is this 'fusion' of 
the mutually conflicting elements of the Hellenic and 
Hebrew world views which have deliberately been incorpo
rated into Christianity that modern Christian theologians 
and intellectuals recognize as problematic, in that the 
former views existence as basically spatial and the latter as 
basically temporal in such wise that the arising confusion of 
worldviews becomes the root of their epistemological and 
hence also theological problems. Since the world has only 
in modern times been more and more understood and 
recognized by them as historical, the emphasis on the 
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temporal aspect of it has become more meaningful and has 
conveyed a special significance to them. For this reason 
they exert themselves in efforts emphasizing their con
ception of the Hebrew vision of existence, which they think 
is more congenial with the spirit of 'the times', and 
denouncing the Hellenic as a grave and basic mistake, as 
can be glimpsed from the brief sketch in the preceding 
chapter. 

Secularization is defined as the deliverance of man "first 
from religious and then from metaphysical control over his 
reason and his language ".17 It is "the loosing of the world 
from religious and quasi-religious understandings of itself, 
the dispelling of all closed world views, the breaking of all 
supernatural myths and sacred symbols... the 'defatali
zation of history', the discovery by man that he has been 
left with the world on his hands, that he can no longer 
blame fortune or the furies for what he does with it. ... ; [it 
is] man turning his attention away from the worlds beyond 
and toward this world and this time". 18 Secularization 
encompasses not only the political and social aspects of life, 
but also inevitably the cultural, for it denotes "the disap
pearance of religious determination of the symbols of cul
tural integration".19 It implies "a historical process, almost 
certainly irreversible, in which society and culture are 
delivered from tutelage to religious control and closed 
metaphysical world views".2o It is a "liberating develop
ment", and the end product of secularization is historical 
relativism.21 Hence according to them history is a process of 

17 By the Dutch theologian Comelis van Peursen, who occupied 
the chair of philosophy in the University of Leiden. This defi
nition is cited by the HalVard theologian HalVey Cox in his The 
Secular City, New York, 1965, p. 2, and is quoted from a report 
on a conference held at the Ecumenical Institute of Bossey, 
Switzerland, in September, 1959 (see ibid., p. 13, note I). 

18 Cox, ibid, pp. 2 and 17. 
19 Ibid., p. 20 
20 Loc. cit. 
21 Ibid., pp. 30-36. 
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secularization.~~ The integral components in the dimen
sions of secularization are the disenchantment of nature, 
the desacralization of politics, and the deconsecration of 
values. 23 By the 'disenchantment' of nature - a term and 
concept borrowed from the German sociologist Max 
Weber24 - they mean as he means, the freeing of nature 
from its religious overtones; and this involves the dispelling 
of animistic spirits and gods and magic from the natural 
world, separating it from God and distinguishing man from 
it, so that man may no longer regard nature as a divine 
entity, which thus allows him to act freely upon nature, to 
make use of it according to his needs and plans, and hence 
create historical change and 'development' . By the 
'desacralization' of politics they mean the abolition of 
sacral legitimation of political power and authority, which is 
the prerequisite of political change and hence also social 
change allowing for the emergence of the historical 
process. By the 'deconsecration' of values they mean the 
rendering transient and relative all cultural creations and 
every value system which for them includes religion and 
worldviews having ultimate and final significance, so that in 
this way history, the future, is open to change, and man is 
free to create the change and immerse himself in the 
'evolutionary' process. This attitude towards values 
demands an awareness on the part of secular man of the 
relativity of his own views and beliefs; he must live with the 
realization that the rules and ethical codes of conduct 

22 Ibid., passim, and see p. 109. 
23 Ibid., pp. 21-23. 
24 The phrase 'disenchantment of the world' was used by 

Freidrich Schiller and quoted by Weber. Another term which 
Weber used in this connection is rationalization. See Weber's 
Essays in Sociology, New York 1958, see also his Sociology of 
Religion, Boston, 1964. See chapter III and V of the former; 
and for Weber's concept of rationalization, see Talcott 
Parson's explanation of it in the Introduction to the latter 
work, pp. xxxi-xxxiii. 
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which guide his own life will change with the times and 
generations. This attitude demands what they call 'matu
rity', and hence secularization is also a process of 'evolu
tion' of the consciousness of man from the 'infantile' to the 
'mature' states, and is defined as "the removal of juvenile 
dependence from every level of society .... the process of 
maturing and assuming responsibility .... the removal of 
religious and metaphysical supports and putting man on 
his own".25 They say that this change of values is also the 
recurrent phenomenon of "conversion" which occurs "at 
the intersection of the action of history on man and the 
action of man on history", which they call "responsibility, 
the acceptance of adult accountability".2b Now we must take 
due notice of the fact that they make a distinction between 
secularization and secularism, saying that whereas the 
former implies a continuing and open-ended process in 
which values and worldviews are continually revised in 
accordance with 'evolutionary' change in history, the latter, 
like religion, projects a closed worldview and an absolute 
set of values in line with an ultimate historical purpose 
having a final significance for man. Secularism according to 
them denotes an ideology.~7 VVhereas the ideology that is 
secularism, like the process that is secularization, also 
disenchants nature and desacralizes politics, it never quite 
deconsecrates values since it sets up its own system of values 
intending it to be regarded as absolute and final, unlike 
secularization which relativises all values and produces the 
openness and freedom necessary for human action and for 
history. For this reason they regard secularism as a menace 
to secularization, and urge that it must be vigilantly 
watched and checked and prevented from becoming the 
ideology of the state. Secularization, they think, describes 
the inner workings of man's 'evolution'. The context in 
which secularization occurs is the urban civilization. The 

25 Cox, ibid., pp. 109; 119. 
26 Ibid., p. 123. 
27 Ibid., p. 21. 
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structure of common life, they believe, has 'evolved' from 
the primitive to the tribal to the village to the town to the 
city by stages - from the simple social groupings to the 
complex mass society; and in the state of human life, or the 
stage of man's 'evolution', this corresponds to the 'develop
ment' of man from the 'infantile' to the 'mature' states. 
The urban civilization is the context in which the state of 
man's 'maturing' is taking place; the context in which 
secularization takes place, patterning the form of the civili
zation as well as being patterned by it. 

The definition of secularization which describes its true 
nature to our understanding corresponds exactly with what 
is going on in the spiritual and intellectual and rational and 
physical and material life of Western man and his culture 
and civilization; and it is true only when applied to describe 
the nature and existential condition of Western culture and 
civilization. The claim that secularization has its roots in 
biblical faith and that it is the fruit of the Gospel has no 
substance in historical fact. Secularization has its roots not 
in biblical faith, but in tl1e interpretation of biblical faith by 
Western man; it is not the fruit of the Gospel, but is the 
fruit of the long history of philosophical and metaphysical 
conflict in the religious and purely rationalistic worldviewof 
Western man. The interdependence of the interpretation 
and the worldview operates in history and is seen as a 
'development'; indeed it has been so logically in history 
because for Western man the truth, or God Himself, has 
become incarnate in man in time and in history. 

Of all the great religions of the world Christianity alone 
shifted its center of origin from Jerusalem to Rome, sym
bolizing the beginnings of the westernization of Christianity 
and its gradual and successive permeation of Western 
elements that in subsequent periods of its history produced 
and accelerated the momentum of secularization. There 
were, and still are from the Muslim point of view, two 
Christianities: the original and true one, and the Western 
version of it. Original and true Christianity conformed with 
Islam. Those who before the advent of Islam believed in the 
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original and true teachings of Jesus (on whom be Peace!) 
were true believers (mu 'min and muslim). After the advent 
of Islam they would, if they had known the fact of Islam and 
if their belief Oman) and submission (islam) were truly 
sincere, have joined the ranks of Islam. Those who from the 
very beginning had altered the original and departed from 
the true teaching of Jesus (Peace be upon him!) were the 
creative initiators of Western Christianity, the Christianity 
no~ known to us. Since their holy scripture, the Gospel, is 
denved partly from the original and true revelation of Jesus 
(upon whom be Peace!), the Holy Qur'an categorizes them 
as belonging to the People of the Book (Ahl al-Kitab). 
Among the People of the Book, and with reference to 

Western Christianity, those who inwardly did not profess 
real belief in the doctrines of the Trinity, the Incarnation 
and the Redemption and other details of dogma connected 
with these doctrines, who privately professed belief in God 
alone and in the Prophet Jesus (on whom be Peace!), who 
set up regular prayer to God and did good works in the way 
they were spiritually led to do, who while in this condition 
of faith were truly and sincerely unaware of Islam, were 
those referred to in the Holy Qur'an as nearest in love to 
the Believers in Islam. 28 To this day Christians like these and 
other People of the Book like them are found among 
mankind; and it is to such as these that the term mu'min 
(believer) is also sometimes applied in the Holy Qur'an. 

Because of the confusion caused by the permeation of 
Western elements, the religion from tl1e outset and as it 
developed resolutely resisted and diluted the original and 
true teachings of Christianity. Neither the Hebrews nor the 
original Christians understood or knew or were even 
conscious of the presently claimed so called 'radicalism' of 
the religion as understood in the modern sense after its 
development and secularization as Western Christianity, 
and the modern interpretation based upon reading - or 

28 AI-Alii'idah (5): 85-88. 
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rather misreading - contemporary experience and con
sciousness into the spirit and thought of the past is nothing 
but conjecture. The evidence of history shows early 
Christianity as consistently opposed to secularization, and 
this opposition, engendered by the demeaning of nature 
and the divesting of it of its spiritual and theological sig
nificance, continued throughout its history of the losing 
battle against the secularizing forces entrenched paradox
ically within the very threshold of Western Christianity. The 
separation of Church and State, of religious and temporal 
powers was never the result of an attempt on the part of 
Christianity to bring about secularization; on the contrary, 
it was the result of the secular Western philosophical atti
tude set against what it considered as the anti-secular 
encroachment of the ambivalent Church based on the 
teachings of the eclectic religion. The separation repre
sented for Christianity a status quo in the losing battle 
against secular forces; and even that status quo was gradually 
eroded away so that today very little ground is left for the 
religion to play any significant social and political role in 
the secular states of the Western world. Moreover the 
Church when it wielded power was always vigilant in acting 
against scientific enquiry and purely rational investigation 
of truth, which seen in the light of present circumstances 
brought about by such 'scientific' enquiry and 'rational' 
investigation as it developed in Western history is, however, 
partly now seen to be justifiable. Contrary to secularization 
Christianity has always preached a 'closed' metaphysical 
world view, and it did not really 'deconsecrate' values 
including idols and icons; it assimilated them into its own 
mould. Furthermore it involved itself consciously in sacral 
legitimation of political power and authority, which is 
anathema to the secularizing process. The westernization of 
Christianity, then, marked the beginning of its secular
ization. Secularization is the result of the misapplication of 
Greek philosophy in Western theology and metaphysics, 
which in the 17th century logically led to the scientific 
revolution enunciated by Descartes, who opened the doors 
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to doubt and skepticism; and successively in the 18th and 
19th centuries and in our own times, to atheism and 
agnosticism; to utilitarianism, dialectical materialism, evolu
tionism and historicism. Christianity has attempted to resist 
secularization but has failed, and the danger is that having 
failed to contain it the influential modernist theologians 
are now urging Christians to join it. Their fanciful claim 
that the historical process that made the world secular has 
its roots in biblical faith and is the fruit of the Gospel must 
be seen as an ingenious way of attempting to extricate 
Western Christianity from its own self-originated dilemmas. 
While it is no doubt ingenious it is also self-destructive, for 
this claim necessitates the accusation that for the past two 
millenia Christians including their apostles, saints, theo
logians, theorists and scholars had misunderstood and 
misinterpreted the Gospel, had made a grave fundamental 
mistake thereby, and had misled Christians in the course of 
their spiritual and intellectual history. And this is in fact 
what they who make the claim say. If what they say is 
accepted as valid, how then can they and Christians in 
general be certain that those early Christians and their 
followers throughout the centuries who misunderstood, 
misinterpreted, mistook and misled on such an important, 
crucial matter as the purportedly secular message of the 
Gospel and secularizing mission of the Church, did not also 
misunderstand, misinterpret, mistake and mislead on the 
paramount, vital matter of the religion and belief itself; on 
the doctrine of the Trinity; on the doctrine of the Incar
nation; on the doctrine of the Redemption and on the 
reporting and formulation and conceptualization of the 
revelation? Since it ought to be a matter of absolute, vital 
importance for them to believe that the report of the very 
early Christians about the nature of the God Who revealed 
Himself to them was true, it would be futile for them to 
overcome this problem by resorting to belief in human 
'evolution' and historicity and the relativity of truths 
according to the experience and consciousness of each 
stage of human 'evolution' and history, for we cannot 
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accept an answer based merely on subjective experience 
and consciousness and 'scientific' conjecture where no 
criteria for knowledge and certainty exist. What they say 
amounts to meaning that God sent His revelation or 
revealed Himself to man when man was in his 'infantile' 
stage of 'evolution'. 'Infantile' man then interpreted the 
revelation and conceptualized it in dogmatic and doctrinal 
forms expressing his faith in them. Then when man 
'matures' he finds the dogmatic and doctrinal concept
ualizations of 'infantile' man no longer adequate for him to 
express his faith in his time, and so he must develop them 
as he develops, otherwise they become inadequate. Thus 
they maintain that the dogmatic and doctrinal concep
tualizations 'evolve', but they 'evolve' not because they are 
from the very beginning necessarily inadequate, but 
because as man 'develops' they become inadequate if they 
fail to develop correspondingly. This in our view of course 
does not solve the problem of the reliability of the reporting 
of the revelation, the more so when it was the work of 
'infantile' man. Moreover this way of integrating religion 
with the evolutionary theory of development seems to lead 
logically to circular reasoning. Why should God send His 
revelation or reveal Himself to 'infantile' man and not to 
'rnature' man, especially since God, Who created man, 
must know the stage of growth at which he was at the 
moment of the revelation? Even a man would not send a 
vitally important message or reveal himself meaningfully to 
an infant. They may answer that God did not send His 
revelation or reveal Himself to 'mature' man but to 'infan
tile' man instead precisely in order to initiate the process of 
'maturing' in him so that when he 'developed' to 'maturity' 
he would be able to know its true meaning and purpose. 
But then, even in his allegedly 'mature' stage in this 
modern, secular age, Western man is still inadequately 
informed about God, and still groping for a meaning in 
God. It seems then that Western man who believes in this 
version of Christianity must either admit that man is still 
'infantile', or that the revelation or the conceptualization 
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of its meaning and purpose is from the very beginning 
necessarily inadequate. As regards the revelation itself, it 
would be impossible for them to ascertain beyond doubt 
that it was reliably formulated and reported, for there exists 
other reports, apart from that of St. Barnabas, and both 
from the Ante-Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers, which con
tradicted the report on which the conceptualization which 
became the 'official' version of Christianity now known to 
us is based. 

Western man is always inclined to regard his culture and 
civilization as man's cultural vanguard; and his own 
experience and consciousness as those representative of the 
most' evolved' of the species, so that we are all in the pro
cess of lagging behind them, as it were, and will come to 
realize the same experience and consciousness in due 
course sometime. It is with this attitude that they, believing 
in their own absurd theories of human evolution, view 
human history and development and religion and religious 
experience and consciousness. We reject the validity of the 
truth of their assertion, with regard to secularization and 
their experience and consciousness and belief, to speak on 
our behalf. The secularization that describes its true nature 
clearly when applied to describe Western man and his 
culture and civilization cannot be accepted as true if it is 
intended to be a description of what is happening in and to 

the world and man in which it is also meant to be 
applicable to the religion of Islam and the Muslims, and 
even perhaps to the other Eastern religions and their 
respective adherents. Islam totally rejects any application to 
itself of the concepts secular, or secularization, or secular
ism as they do not belong and are alien to it in every 
respect; and they belong and are natural only to the 
intellectual history of Western-Christian religious expe
rience and consciousness. We do not, unlike Western 
Christianity, lean heavily for theological and metaphysical 
support on the theOlies of secular philosophers, meta
physicians, scientists, paleontologists, anthropologists, 
sociologists, psychoanalysts, mathematicians, linguists and 
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other such scholars, most of whom, if not all, did not even 
practise the religious life, who knew not nor believed in 
religio~ without doubt and vacillation; who were skeptics, 
agnostics, atheists, and doubters all. In the case of religion 
we say that in order to know it man's self itself becomes the 
'empirical' subject of his own 'empiricism', so that his study 
and scrutiny of himself is as a science based upon research, 
investigation and observation of the self by itself in the 
course of its faith and sincere subjugation to Revealed Law. 
Knowledge about religion and religious experience is 
therefore not merely obtained by purely rational specu
lation and reflection alone. Metaphysics as we understand it 
is a science of Being involving not only contemplation and 
intellectual reflection, but is based on knowledge gained 
through practical devotion to that Being Whom we 
contemplate and sincerely serve in true submission 
according to a clearly defined system of Revealed Law. Our 
objection that their authorities, on whose thoughts are 
based the formulation and interpretation of the facts of 
human life and existence, are not reliable and acceptable 
insofar as religion is concerned on the ground stated above 
is valid enough already. We single out religion because we 
cannot discuss the issue of secularization without first 
coming to grips, as it were, with religion by virtue of the 
fact that religion is the fundamental element in human life 
and existence against which secularization is working. Now 
in their case it seems that they have found it difficult to 
define religion, except in terms of historicity and faith 
vaguely expressed, and have accepted instead the definition 
of their secular authorities who when they speak of religion 
refer to it as part of culture, of tradition; as a system of 
beliefs and practices and attitudes and values and aspi
rations that are created out of history and the confron
tation of man and nature, and that 'evolve' in history and 
undergo a process of 'development', just as man himself 
'evolves' and undergoes a process of 'development'. In this 
way secularization as they have defined it will of course be 
viewed by the theists among them as a critical problem for 
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religion precisely because man believes that his belief cast 
in a particular form - which according to the atheists is an 
illusion - is real and permanent; whereas in point of fact 
- at least according to the modern theists - it must 
change and 'develop' as man and history 'develop'. Now 
the view that religion undergoes 'development' in line with 
human 'evolution' and historicity is indeed true in their 
case, just as secularization is true and seen as a historical 
development in their experience and consciousness.29 We 
say this because, from the point of view of Islam, although 
Western Christianity is based on revelation, it is not a revealed 
religion in the sense that Islam is. According to Islam the 
paramount, vital doctrine of Western Christianity such as 
the Trinity, the Incarnation and the Redemption and other 
details of dogma connected with them are all cultural 
creations which are categorically denied by the Holy 
Qur'an as divinely inspired. Not only the Holy Qur'an, but 
sources arising within early Christianity itself, as we have 
just pointed out, denied their divinely inspired origin in 
such wise that these denials, historically valid as succinct 
evidence, present weighty grounds for doubting the reliabi
lity and authenticity of the reporting and subsequent 
interpretation and conceptualization of the revelation. The 
Holy Qur'an indeed confirms that God sent Jesus (Peace be 
upon him!) a revelation in the form known as ai-Infit (the 
Evangel), but at the same time denies the authenticity of 
the revelation as transmitted by the followers of some of the 
disciples. In the Holy Qur'an Jesus (on whom be Peace!) 
was sent as a messenger to the Children of Israel charged 
with the mission of correcting their deviation from their 
covenant with God and of confirming that covenant with a 

29 Even philosophy in the West has now more and more come 
to be regarded as unable to give a conclusive answer to its 
permanent question about truth. Philosophy attempts to 

clarifY only the "truth-perspective" of the age in which the 
crisis of truth occurs, and is hence now regarded as an 'open 
science'. Advocates of this view are clearly representatives of 
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second covenant; of conveying Glad Tidings (Gospel) of the 
approaching advent of the Universal Religion (Islam) which 
would be established by the Great Teacher whose name he 
gave as AJ:unad (Mu}:lammad). The second covenant was 
meant to be valid until the advent of Islam when the Final 
and Complete Revelation would abrogate previous 
revelations and be established among mankind. 30 So in the 
Holy Qur'an God did not charge Jesus (on whom be 
Peace!) with the mission of establishing a new religion called 
Christianity. It was some other disciples and the apostles 
including chiefly Paul who departed from the original 
revelation and true teachings based on it, and who began 
preaching a new religion and set about establishing the 
foundations for a new religion which later came to be 
called Christianity. At the beginning even the name 
'Christian' was not known to it, and it developed itself 
historically until its particular traits and characteristics and 
attributes took form and became fixed and clarified and 
refined and recognizable as the religion of a culture and 
civilization known to the world as Christianity. The fact that 
Christianity also had no Revealed Law (shaii'ah) expressed 
in the teachings, sayings and model actions (i.e., sunnah) of 
Jesus (on whom be Peace!) is itself a most significant 
indication that Christianity began as a new religion not 
intended as such by its presumed founder, nor authorized 
as such by the God Who sent him. Hence Christianity, by 
virtue of its being created by man, gradually developed its 
system of rituals by assimilation from other cultures and 
traditions as well as originating its own fabrications; and 

the spirit of secularization, which demands 'openness' in 
every vision of truth. See, for example, G.A. Rauche, 
ContemporalY Philosaphicai Alternatives and the Crisis of Truth. 
the Hague, 1970. 

30 See al-Ma'idah (5): 49; 75; 78; 119-121; Ai 'lmran (3): 49-51; 
77-79; ai-Nisei' (4): 157; 171; al-Tawbah (9): 30-31; al-Ra'd 
(13): 38-39; al-SafJ (61): 6; 9; al-Baqarah (2): 106; 135-140; 
Saba (34): 28. 
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through successive stages clarified its creeds such as those 
at Nicea, Constantinople and Chalcedon. Since it had no 
Revealed Law it had to assimilate Roman laws; and since it 
had no coherent world view projected by revelation, it had 
to borrow from Graeco-Roman thought and later to 
construct out of it an elaborate theology and metaphysics. 
Gradually it created its own specifically Christian 
cosmology, and its arts and sciences developed within the 
vision of a distinctly Christian universe and world view. 

From its earliest history Western Christianity, as we have 
pointed out, came under the sway of Roman influences 
Witll the concomitant latinization of its intellectual and 
theological symbols and concepts which were infused with 
Aristotelian philosophy and worldview and other Western 
elements that gradually 'disenchanted' nature and dep
rived it of spiritual significance. This divesting and demean
ing of nature to a mere 'thing' of no sacred meaning was 
indeed the fundamental element that started the process of 
secularization in Western Christianity and the Western 
world. Christianity failed to contain and Christianize these 
elements, and unwittingly, then helplessly, allowed the 
secularizing developments engendered by alien forces 
within its very bosom to proceed relentlessly and inexorably 
along logical lines in philosophy, theology, metaphysics and 
science until its full critical impact was realized almost too 
late in modern times. 

The Western concept of religion does not in our view 
come under the category of revealed religion in the strict 
sense as applicable to Islam. We cannot accept, to mention 
a scientific example, Nathan Soderblom's categorization of 
Christianity as a revealed religion according to his typology 
of religion3l

• For us it is for the most part a sophisticated 
form of culture religion, distinguished only by the fact that 
it claims possession of a revealed Book which, though partly 
true, it nevertheless was not intended nor authorized by 

31 See his The Nature of Revelation, London, 1933. 
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that Book to call upon mankind universally in the manner 
that a revealed religion was called upon to do from the very 
beginning without need of further 'development' in the 
religion itself and its sacred laws. A revealed religion as we 
understand it is complete and perfect in its adequacy for 
mankind from the very beginning. The Holy Qur'an says 
that Islam is already made complete and perfect for 
mankind, and this claim to completion and perfection is 
substantiated from its very beginning by history. The name 
Isliim was given to the religion from the very beginning just 
as the name Muslim was given to denote the adherents of 
the religion from the very start. The Revelation itself was 
completed dming the lifetime of the Holy Prophet, who 
may God bless and give Peace!, who himself interpreted it 
in his life and whose Sacred Law he patterned in his 
teachings, his thoughts and sayings and model actions 
(sunnah). Even his Companions and contemporaries acted 
and behaved in a manner divinely inspired to become the 
standard and criterion for the future; and they questioned 
him urgently whilst he was yet among them on every 
conceivable and actual problem of daily life and right 
conduct and thought and action and guidance that 
summarized the needs of mankind and whose answers 
would suffice for man for all ages and generations to come. 
They all acted in a concerted and significantly knowing 
manner emphasizing their consciousness that this was the 
Final Revelation from God, the Ultimate Religion for man
kind, the Last Prophet to appear among men. That age in 
history became the Criterion for the future, as the future 
truth and values that guide to it were all there, so that Islam 
and the time of the Holy Prophet (may God bless and give 
him Peace!) is always relevant, is always adequate, is always 
'modern' or new, is always ahead of time because it 
transcends history. In this way the essentials of what made 
religion a truly revealed one was completed and perfected, 
and for this reason we say that Islam knew and recognized 
its realization from the moment of its actual existence. As 
such it transcends history and is not subject to the kind of 
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self-searching 'evolution' and 'development' that Christian
ity experienced and will continue to experience. Though 
some of us use the terms 'tradition' and 'traditional' in the 
context of Islam yet these terms do not and are not meant 
to refer to the kind of tradition that originated in man's 
creative activity which evolves in history and consists of 
culture32

• They always refer to the Holy Prophet, who may 
God bless and give Peace!, and to the religious way and 
method of the Prophets of the Abrahamic . tradition'; and 
this tradition is originated by revelation and instruction 
from God, not created and passed on by man in history. So 
now we who follow that religious way and method are 
following that 'tradition'. Since Islam is the religion which 
transcends the influences of human 'evolution' and histo
ricity, the values embodied in it are absolute; and this 
means that Islam has its own absolute vision of God, of the 
Universe, of Reality, of Man; its own ontological, cosmo
logical, psychological interpretation of reality; its own world 
view and vision of the Hereafter having a final significance 
for mankind. As such therefore it completely rejects the 
notion of 'deconsecration' of values if that were to mean 
the relativization of all values continually recurring in 
history as they mean. Islam certainly deconsecrates all 
values in the sense of all unislamic values; in the sense of 
values that run counter to Islam and to the truth which is 
partially found in the other world religions and in the good 
traditions of man and his society (al ma'rufi. There cannot 
be for Islam a deconsecration of every value system inclu
ding its own, because in Islam all value systems that need 
deconsecration, all human and cultural creations including 
idols and icons, have already been deconsecrated by it so 
that there is need of no further 'evolution' of values, or of 
relativization of values, since its values which include the 
truth as partially found in other world religions and in the 
good in man and his society, are already the ultimate for 
mankind. The same is the case with the 'desacralization' of 

32 We are referring here to the concept of naqL 
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politics, of political power and authority. In Islam, more so 
even than in Christianity, the desacralization of politics was 
not originally just an idea that came to be gradually 
realized in history; it was recognized from the very begin
ning and began with Islam itself. Islam indeed desacralizes 
politics, but not to the extent they mean, for Islam itself is 
based on Divine Authority and on the sacred authority of 
the Holy Prophet (may God bless and give him Peace!), 
which is no less than the reflection of God's Authority, and 
on the authority of those who emulate his example. Thus 
every Muslim individually, and collectively as society and 
nation and as a Community (ummah) all deny to anyone, to 
any government and state, sacral legitimacy unless the 
person or the government or the state conforms with the 
practice of the Holy Prophet (may God bless and give him 
Peace!) and follow the injunctions of the Sacred Law 
revealed by God. Indeed, the Muslim in fact does not owe 
real allegiance and loyalty even to legitimate king and 
country and state; his real allegiance and fealty and loyalty 
is to God and to His Prophet to the exclusion of all else. 
And the same is true with regard to the 'disenchantment' 
of n.ature, which is the most fundamental component in the 
dimensions of secularization. It is the disenchantment of 
nature that brought about the chaos of secularization 
which is ravaging the Western world and Christianity in 
contemporary life; and because the crisis caused is so 
ominously portentious for the future of man and his world 
- ~eeing that secularization is becoming a global CIisis - I 
think it proper to show in brief and generalized but fairly 
accurate sketch the salient features marking its origins and 
history of development in the Western world.33 

33 The follo\\;ing sketch outlined from page 33 to 38is most 
cursory. For a fuller treatment of this subject, see S.H. Nasr's 
Man and Nature, London, 1976. 
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Before the rise of Christianity, in ,the Olympian age of 
Antiquity nature was not separated from the gods. But 
when degeneration and decadence of religion began to set 
in among the Greeks, the gods were gradually banished 
from nature, which then became devoid of spiritual 
significance. Originally the Greek cosmology, like those of 
the other peoples of Antiquity, was permeated with spiritual 
forces governing and maintaining and sustaining the 
universe. Their philosophers sought to discover the under
lying principle - what they called the arche - the spiritual 
substance that forms the ground of all reality. As the gods 
were driven away from their respective domains in nature, 
Greek philosophy was transformed from the symbolic inter
pretation of nature to become more and more concerned 
with explaining nature in plain naturalistic and purely 
rational terms reducing its origin and reality to mere 
natural causes and forces. When Aristotle introduced Greek 
philosophy to the Roman world where Christianity was later 
to formulate and establish itself as the religion of the 
Roman Empire and of the West, this pure rationalism and 
concomitant naturalism, stripping nature of its spiritual 
meaning that the intellect alone could recognize and seek 
to fathom, were already prevalent factors in the interpre
tation of the Roman worldview. No doubt other forms of 
philosophy that recognized the spiritual significance of 
nature, a contemplative intellectualism or metaphysics, still 
existed in both the Greek and Roman worlds, but 
Aristotelianism held sway over the rest, so that by the time 
Christianity appeared on the scene pure rationalism and 
naturalism had already dominated the life and mind of the 
Latin peoples. Christianity itself came under the influence 
of this naturalistic portrayal of nature devoid of symbolic 
significance, and reacted to this influence by demeaning 
the Kingdom of Nature and neglecting serious contem
plation of it in favour of the Kingdom of God having no 
connection whatever with the world of nature. That is why 
the only connection that could happen between the two 
Kingdoms in Christianity would logically be the supernatural 
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one. Elements of Greek cosmology which stressed the 
paramount role of the intelligence as the prime means by 
which man is able to interpret the spiritual significance of 
nature were then still prevalent, and this obviously led to a 
confrontation with Christian theology which had come 
under the sway of naturalistic rationalism. The outcome of 
this religio-philosophical confrontation was that Christian 
theology began to suppress the role of intelligence, and 
hence also the knowledge of spiritual truth, and at the 
same time urged unquestioning faith through the exercise 
not of human intelligence and reason but of sheer human 
will which made love the basis of faith. Thus knowledge and 
certainty, which are both aspects of the same truth and 
which constitute the very essence of the intellect, was 
relegated to a somewhat inferior status in comparison with 
a purely rational theology. We have distinguished the 
intelligence or the intellect from the rational mind or 
reason in this way in order to describe the case in Western 
intellectual history. In our view, however, the intelligence is 
both the intellect (al- 'aql) as well as its projection in the 
human mind which creates and organizes its mental 
activity, that is, the ratio or reason which we also designate 
as 'aql. The fact that we use the same term to designate 
both concepts demonstrates that we make neither 
dichotomy nor separation between the activities of the two 
aspects of the same cognitive principle in man. Thus it is 
therefore obvious that when we apply in English the same 
term 'rational' to describe an aspect of Islam, we do not 
mean the same thing as when the same term is applied in 
the discussion of Western intellectual history and its 
influence on Christian theology and metaphysics and on 
the development of Christianity as in the above case. What 
is considered 'rational' in Islam does not merely pertain to 
the mind's systematic and logical interpretation of the facts 
of experience; or its rendering intelligible and manageable 
to reason the data of experience; or its abstraction of facts 
and data and their relationships; or the grasping of nature 
by the mind, and the law-giving operation the mind renders 
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upon nature. Since reason is a projection of the intellect, it 
functions in conformity with the intellect, which is a 
spiritual substance inherent in the spiritual organ of 
cognition known as the 'heart' (al-qalb). Hence the under
standing of spiritual realities is also within the province of 
reason and is not necessarily divorced from rational under
standing of them. In the case of Christian theology and its 
latinized vocabulary the two terms intellectus and ratio 
corresponding with sapiential and scientific knowledge 
respectively, have been understood not as being in 
conformity with each other, and each has been stressed 
over the other in different periods of its history; the 
intellectus in the case of Augustine, and the ratio in the case 
of Aquinas. Christian theology suppressed the sapiential 
role of the intellect and stressed the scientific role of the 
purely rational, which can only operate on nature devoid of 
spiritual significance and follow its own naturalistic logic to 
its final conclusion. Once the rational became more or less 
severed from the intellectual, the world of nature is seen as 
a material, physical object with no connection with the 
spiritual reality and truth underlying it. As such nature 
became rejected as it was of no use and even obstructive to 
the Christian endeavour to attain to the world of spirit. It 
was inevitable that Aristotelianism became absorbed into 
Christian theology and metaphysics, and this assimilation of 
Aristotelian philosophy into Christian theology was finally 
accomplished in the 13th century when Aquinas achieved 
what came to be known in the intellectual history of the 
West as the Thomistic Synthesis. Rational philosophy and 
theology, without the intellectual criterion, naturally led to 
doubt about the existence of objects as Ockham, deriving 
from the Thomistic metaphysics of being, was to demon
strate soon after:H In the development of science in the 
West, the logical result of this rationalism and seculariza
tion of nature was highlighted by the Copernican revo-

34 See above pp. 9-12. See also Dewart, The Future of Belief, pp. 
152-159. 
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lution in physics in which the decentralization of the earth 
in the cosmos brought repercussions that reduced the 
importance of man himself therein. It finally led to man 
being deprived of cosmic significance; he became 
terrestrialized and his transcendence was denied him. 
Already in the Western Christian world view he was con
ceived as a fallen creature, and this terrestrialization indeed 
seemed to conform with the salvific purport assigned to the 
doctrine of Redemption. Perhaps more important in its 
secularizing effect to the development of science in the 
West, the Cartesian revolution in the 17th century effected 
a final dualism between matter and spirit in a way which left 
nature open to the scrutiny and service of secular science, 
and which set the stage for man being left only with the 
world on his hands. Western philosophy developed reso
lutely and logically alongside the secularizing science. Man 
began to be conceived more and more in terms empha
sizing his humanity, individuality and freedom. Already he 
was rid of the gods of nature who all fled from his rational 
onslaughts which made nature natural for him to act upon, 
and now his self-assertion by means of a secularizing 
philosophy and science sought to wrench his freedom from 
the God of the Universe so that he might act freely upon 
the nature confronting him. While in the 17th and 18th 
centuries Christian philosophers still believed in the 
possibility of a science of metaphysics with which to 
interpret and prove the reality of spiritual truths such as 
God, the soul and its immortality, the world as a whole, the 
trend and methods of secular thought and logic had 
already penetrated, as we have briefly seen, into its 
metaphysical structure at least since the 13th century. In 
the 15th and 16th centuries, during the period known as 
the Renaissance, Western man seemed already to have lost 
interest in Christianity as a religion. They engaged eagerly 
in the pursuit of knowledge and the revival of ancient 
civilization which they were beginning to acquaint 
themselves with again after what was to them a period of 
decay, a period in which Christianity seemed included. 
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They emphasized the importance of the newly discovered 
ancient sources and rejected mediaeval standards and 
methods. They were thrilled by the 'discovery' of the world 
and of man, and lost interest in mediaeval theology and 
metaphysics as the interpreter of reality in favour of the 
'new' or modern scientific interpretation. In this 
interpretation they laid emphasis on man and his place in 
the universe. The very name renaissance, which means 'to be 
born', surely reflects the intellectual atmosphere of the 
period in which Western man felt himself being born into 
a new world of new possibilities; a new realization of his 
powers and potentials. From the 17th to the 19th centuries 
the European Enlightenment was related to, and indeed 
was a continuation of the Renaissance. This period was 
characterized by its zeal for the materialization and secular
ization of the ideal man in an ideal society. Naturalist 
philosophers wrote on natural law, natural religion, and 
stressed humanity, freedom, liberty, justice. Their ideas 
were turned to reality in America and served as the basic 
philosophy of Independence. If renaissance means 'to be 
born', then enlightenment refers to Western man's 'coming 
of age' from the state of infancy in which his reason had to 
depend on the aid of others, but which is now realized as 
matured and fully fledged to lead on its own. Thus while 
Christian philosophers sought to erect a science of 
metaphysics, they were in fact - by virtue of the secular 
elements that had since many centuries penetrated into its 
metaphysical structure - only leading their metaphysics 
towards final dissolution, corroded, as it were, from within 
by those very elements it harboured. Christianity was ulti
mately blamed as having forfeited the confidence of 
Western man in 'revealed' religion. After Kant in the 18th 
century, metaphysics was considered an unnecessary and 
deceptive guide to reality and truth which should be aban
doned by rational, thinking men, as it was demonstrated by 
philosophy that spiritual realities and truths cannot be 
known and proved, and that none can be certain of their 
existence. It is the fruits of secularizing philosophy and 
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science, which were altogether alien to the soil of true 
Christianity, which eventually led Western man to believe in 
human evolution and historicity. Now in our time that 
belief and secularization going hand in hand has almost 
supplanted Western Christianity in the heart and mind of 
Western man. The disenchantment of nature and terres
trialization of man has resulted, in the former case, in the 
reduction of nature to a mere object of utility having only a 
functional significance and value for scientific and tech
nical management and for man; and in the latter case, in 
the reduction of man of his transcendent nature as spirit 
emphasizing his humanity and physical being, his secular 
knowledge and power and freedom, which led to his 
deification, and so to his reliance upon his own rational 
efforts of enquiry into his origins and final destiny, and 
upon his own knowledge thus acquired which he now sets 
up as the criterion for judging the truth or falsehood of his 
own assertions. 

It is clear then that the disenchantment of nature under
stood in the sense derived from the historical development 
of secular philosophy and science and its influence upon 
Western Christian theology as sketched above is most 
certainly opposed to the Islamic view of nature. The Holy 
Qur'an declares in no uncertain terms that the whole of 
nature is as it were a great, open Book to be understood 
and interpreted. The Holy Qur'an also says that those 
among mankind who possess intelligence, insight, under
standing, discernment, knowledge, know the meaning of 
that Book, for nature is like a book that tells us about the 
Creator; it 'speaks' to man as a revelation of God. The Holy 
Qur'an's description of nature and man - both in their 
outward manifestation and their inward hiddenness - as 
iiyiit (words, sentences, signs, symbols) is self-explanatory in 
that respect. Nature has cosmic meaning and must, because 
of its symbolical connection with God, be respected. Man 
according to the Holy Qur'an is God's vicegerent (khalifah) 
and inheritor of the Kingdom of Nature. This does not 
mean that he should be presumptuous enough to regard 
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himself as "copartner with God in creation" as some moder
nist and even traditional Western Christian theologians 
think. He must treat nature justly; there must be harmony 
between him and nature. Since he has been entrusted with 
the stewardship of the Kingdom of Nature which belongs to 
God, he must look after it and make legitimate use of it, 
and not ruin and spread chaos over it. If nature is like a 
great, open Book then we must learn the meaning of the 
Words in order to discern their tentative and final purposes 
and enact their biddings and invitations and instructions to 
beneficial use in such wise that we may come to know and 
acknowledge in grateful appreciation the overwhelming 
generosity and wisdom of the incomparable Author. It is 
not surprising, though regrettable, that Bonaventure of 
Bagnoregio, a contemporary of Aquinas, never developed 
this important symbolical significance of nature into 
Christian theology, for he too did remark tllat nature is like 
an open Book which those who know the meaning of the 
Words are able to understand and interpret. This remark
able observation by him was undoubtedly derived from the 
Holy Qur'an, whose Latin translation was available to him. 
But it is not surprising that he did not develop the idea into 
Christian theology because Western Christianity was then 
not inclined to treat nature respectfully as a subject of study 
in the intellectual sense. Moreover, and with reference to 
the intellect, Bonaventure was the leading follower of 
Augustine who stressed the importance of the intellect in 
man as the organ of contemplation of higher truths. At that 
time Aquinas was deeply involved in the defense of Aristotle 
against Augustinianism and Platonism and Neo-Platonism 
which predominated among the Averroeist and Avicennan 
schools in the University of Paris. The ultimate victory went 
to Aquinas, and Augustinianism along with its stress upon 
the intellect was vanquished. Only in our day has some 
notice begun to be made of Bonaventure's observation 
about nature/' albeit only in a rather incidental sort of way 

35 This was during the International Congress of the VII 
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without assigning to it centrality and importance. The 
disenchantment of nature in the sense they mean has 
divested nature of any cosmic significance and severed its 
symbolical connection with God; it deprived man's respect 
for nature to the extent that he treats nature which once 
held him in awe with a ruthless sort of vindictiveness; it has 
destroyed the harmony between man and nature. The 
terrestrialization and secularization of man, his material
ization and humanization, has caused him to de consecrate 
his values; to deity himself and without real authority and 
wisdom to play the role of creator, and that made him un
just to nature - both human nature which includes spirit 
and the world of nature. It is true that the Holy Qur'an also 
'disenchanted' nature from the very moment of its reve
lation, and we can adduce more sacred verses in clear testi 
mony of this fact without having to resort to hermeneutics 
than the mo<;!ernist Western-Christian theologians can from 
the Gospel; and yet we shall never be forced to find 
desperate utterance in compromising the meaning of the 
Revelation with secularization such that will make us see in 
those sacred verses the roots of secularization, or that 
secularization is the fruit of the Holy Qur'an. Islam 
'disenchanted' nature, but only in the sense of, and so far 
as, banishing the animistic and magical superstitions and 
beliefs and false gods from nature where indeed they do 
not belong. Islam did not completely deprive nature of 
spiritual significance, for its sees in Creation, in the heavens 
and the earth and what lies between; in the sun and the 
moon and the stars; in the alternation of night and day; in 

Centenary of St. Bonaventure of Bagnoregio, held in Rome 
on the 19-26 of September, 1974, which I attended and of 
which I was a member. As far as I know, there is one book 
which treats of the subject of Bonaventure's concept of 
nature as a Book of God, and this book seems to be the only 
serious and systematic analysis of the subject in recent times: 
W. Rauch, Das Buch Gottes Eine Systernatische Untersuchung iiber 
des BuchbegrifJs bei Bonaventura, Munchen, 1961. 
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the fecundating winds and life-giving rains and canopic 
skies; in the surging, spreading seas and the majestic 
mountains; in the rivers and fields and the multiplicity of 
varying colours and qualities; in the sustaining grains and 
fruits and in the animals and plants and minerals; in all 
these and their outer and inner workings and in the forces 
of nature and many more that we do not know; in man and 
his mate of like nature and the love set between them; in 
our creation and procreation, our ships and habitations 
and fabrications; in every thing in the farthest horizons and 
in our very selves - the Signs of God.36 The phenomenon 
of Islam and its impact in the history of world cultures and 
civilizations did in our view bring about the proper disen
chantment of nature, and the proper desacralization of 
politics, and the proper deconsecration of values, and hence 
without bringing about with it secularization. Not only is 
secularization as a whole the expression of an utterly 
unislamic worldview, it is also set against Islam, and Islam 
totally rejects the explicit as well as implicit manifestation 
and ultimate significance of secularization; and Muslims 
must therefore vigorously repulse it wherever it is found 
among them and in their minds, for it is as deadly poison to 
true faith (zmiin). The nearest equivalent to the concept 
secular is connoted by the Quranic concept of al-~wyiit al
dunya: 'the life of the world', or 'the worldly life'. The word 
dunyii, derived from dana, conveys the meaning of 
something being 'brought near'; so that the world is that 
which is brought near to the sensible and intelligible experience 
and consciousness of man. By virtue of the fact that what is 
brought near - the world - surrounds us, as it were, and 
overwhelms us, it is bound to distract us from conscious
ness of our final destination which is beyond it, what comes 
after it: al-iikhimh or the Hereafter. Since it comes at the end, 

36 See, for example, Yllnus (10): 5-6; al-Jfijr (15): 16; 19-23; 85; 
al-Nal;l (16): 3; 5-8; 10-18; 48; 65-69; 72-74; 78-81; al-Anltiya' 
(21): 16; al-Nand (27): 59-64; Ghafir, al-Mu'min (40): 61; 64; 
al-Mulk (57): 2-5; 15; and Fu~~ilat, al-Sajdah (41): 53. 
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al-iikhimh is felt as 'far', and this accentuates the distraction 
created by what is 'near'. The Holy Qur'an says that the 
Hereafter is better than the life of the world; it is more 
abiding, everlasting. But the Holy Qur'an does not 
derogate the world itself, or dissuade from contemplation 
and reflection and interpretation of its wonders; it only 
warns of the distracting and ephemeral nature of the life of 
the world. The warning emphasis in the concept of 'the life 
of the world', or 'the worldly life' (al-/:tayiit al-dunya) is the 
life of it, so that the world and nature is not demeaned as in 
the concept secular. That is why we said that al-l}ayat al
dunya is the nearest equivalent to 'secular' in the Islamic 
worldview projected by the Holy Qur'an. Now since the 
world is that which is 'brought near', and since the world 
and nature are Signs of God, it is the Signs of God that are 
brought near, and it would be blasphemous to derogate the 
world and nature knowing them in their true purpose. It is 
the Mercy and Loving Kindness of God that He caused His 
Signs to be brought near to us, the better for us to 
understand their meaning. There can be no excuse, 
therefore, for those who, struck by awe of the Signs, 
worship them instead of God to whom they point; or those 
who, seeking God, yet reject the Signs because they see 
nothing in them but distraction; or again those who, 
denying God, appropriate the Signs for their own ends and 
change them in pursuit of illusory 'development'. The 
world cannot develop as it is already perfect - only life in 
the world can develop. There is a final end to the world just 
as there is a final end to life in the world. Development of 
life in the world is that which leads to success in the 
Hereafter, for there is no meaning to 'development' unless 
it is aligned to a final objective.37 We have said that 
secularization as a whole is not only the expression of an 
utterly unislamic world view, but that it is also set against 
Islam; and yet we have also pointed out that the integral 
components in the dimensions of secularization - that is, the 

37 See below pp. 86 - 88. 
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disenchantment of nature, the desacralization of politics, 
and the deconsecration of values - when seen in their 
proper perspectives, indeed become part of the integral 
components in the dimensions of Islam, for they reflect 
one of the fundamental elements in the Islamic vision of 
reality and existence, and characterize Islam in true and 
real manifestation in history bringing about the effect that 
revolutionizes the world view of man. But it must be 
emphasized that the integral components which to the 
Western world and Western man and Christianity represent 
the dimensions of secularization, do not in the same sense 
represent themselves to Islam in spite of the fact that they 
exhibit great similarities in their 'style of action' upon man 
and history. In the same way that a Christian and a Muslim 
are basically the same insofar as they are human beings and 
believe in religions which are closely similar to one another, 
yet it cannot be said, because they are the same in their 
human characteristics and there are apparent similarities 
between their religions, that there could be such a thing as 
Christian Islam or Islamic Christianity, since this would 
confuse the two religions. Whatever 'Islamic Christianity' or 
'Christian Islam' is, it is definitely neither Christianity nor 
Islam. Christianity is Christianity and Islam is Islam. So it is 
manifestly erroneous for Muslims - particularly some 
'ulamii' who follow the so-called 'modernist' trend set by 
some scholars and intellectuals, and those scholars and 
intellectuals themselves who have some experience of 
Western knowledge and culture and civilization, who since 
the end of the last century and the beginning of this one 
till our present day have been unduly overawed by Western 
achievements - to speak, in their well meaning but 
misguided attempts to elevate the Muslim mind to the level 
of modern achievements in science and technology and the 
human sciences and socio-economic realities, of such 
nonsense as, for example, "Islamic Socialism" or "Socialism 
in Islam". They confuse Islam and Socialism and are thus 
responsible for the confusion of Muslims and for leading 
them astray and causing unnecessary conflict in their midst. 
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Socialism is a separate, secular ideology, and there can never 
be such a reality as 'Islamic Socialisln' or 'Socialism in 
Islam'. If they desire and intend to convey the idea that 
certain integral components in the dimensions of socialism 
are parallel with or similar to those in the dimensions of 
Islam, then they should express the idea in other ways not 
susceptible of an ambiguous interpretation such as, for 
example, 'the social, political, and economic dimensions of 
Islam'- or some other such expressions which could, with 
a modicum of intellectual effort, be very easily conceived 
and regarded and accepted as a valid interpretation of the 
Islamic worldview. But their failure to understand this, and 
their determination to write as they did, betray clearly their 
lack of true familiarity with and depth of knowledge of 
either or both Islam and Western culture and civilization. 
And as such they constiLUte a continuing threat to the 
Muslim Community in its welfare and right guidance. So 
then in the same way that there can never be an 'Islamic 
Socialism', so there can never really be an 'Islamic Secular
ism'; and secularization can never really be a part of Islam. 
Hence those integral components whose historical and 
cultural effect in the West pertain to the dimensions of 
secularization, and which are not necessarily the monopoly 
of Western culture and civilization because they also play an 
important historical and cultural role in the impact of 
Islam in human history and culture, should simply be inter
preted in their proper Islamic perspective as the integral 
components in the dimensions of islamization. Islamization 
is the liberation of man first from magical, mythological, 
animistic, national-cultural tradition opposed to Islam, and 
then from secular control over his reason and his language. 
The man of Islam is he whose reason and language are no 
longer controlled by magic, mythology, animism, his own 
national and cultural traditions opposed to Islam, and 
secularism. He is liberated from both the magical and the 

31:) See below pp. 169 183. Appendix, On Islamization: The Case 
Of The jHalay-indonesian Archipelago. 

secular world VIews. We have defined the nature of 
islamization as a liberating process. It is liberating because 
since man is both physical being and spirit, the liberation 
refers to his spirit, for man as such is the real man to whom 
all conscious and significant actions ultimately refer. The 
liberation of his spirit or soul bears direct influence upon 
his physical being or body in that it brings about peace and 
harmony within himself in his manifestation as a human 
being, and also between him as such and nature. He has, in 
liberation in this sense, set his course towards attainment to 
his original state, which is in harmony with the state of all 
being and existence (i.e. Jiprah). It is also liberation from 
subservience to his physical demands which incline toward 
the secular and ir~justice to his true self or soul, for man as 
physical being inclines towards forgetfulness of his true 
nature, becoming ignorant of his true purpose and ur~just 
to it. Islamization is a process not so much of evolution as 
that of devolution to original nature; man as spirit is already 
perfect, but man as such when actualized as physical being 
is subject to forgetfulness and ignorance and injustice to 
himself and hence is not necessarily perfect. His' evolution' 
towards perfection is his progress towards realization of his 
original nature as spirit. Thus in the individual, personal, 
existential sense islamization refers to what is described 
above in which the Holy Prophet represents the highest 
and most perfect Example; in the collective, social and 
historical sense islamization refers to the Community's 
striving towards realization of the moral and ethical quality 
of social perfection achieved during the age of the Holy 
Prophet (may God bless and give him Peace!) who created 
it under Divine Guidance. We have also defined 
islamization as involving first the islamizatioll of language, 
and this fact is demonstrated by the Holy Qur'an itself 
when it was first revealed among the Arabs. Language, 
thought and reason are closely interconnected and are 
indeed interdependent in projecting to man his worldview 
or vision of reality. Thus the islamization of language brings 
about the islamization of thought and reason, not in the 
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secular sense, but in the sense we have described.39 The 
islamization of Arabic by being charged with Divine 
inspiration in the form of Revelation transformed the place 
of Arabic among the languages of mankind to become the 
only divinely inspired living language and is in that sense 
'new' and perfected to the superlative degree so that it -
especially its basic Islamic vocabulary - is not subject to 
change and development nor governed by the vicissitudes 
of social change as in the case of all other languages which 
derive from culture and tradition. The elevation of Arabic 
as the language in which God revealed the Holy Qur'an to 
mankind caused the language as no other to be preserved 
unchanged and alive and to remain perpetually as the 
exalted standard of Arabic, as the linguistic criterion in 
every respect, exhibiting its highest and most excellent 
expression. With regard to meaning pertaining to Islam, 
therefore, every such meaning is governed by the semantic 
vocabulary of the Holy Qur'an and not by social change, so 
that adequate knowledge about Islam is made possible for 
all at all times and generations, since such knowledge 
including its ethical, axiological, aesthetical and logical 
norms is already an established matter, and not one that 
'evolves' and 'develops' as man and history allegedly 
'evolve' and 'develop'. If there occurs then a sense of 
inadequacy about Islam and its relevance to changing 
situations, this illusory sense in reality occurs not because 
Islam is inadequate or irrelevant, but because the sense of 
inadequacy and irrelevance arises simply due to 
forgetfulness (nisyiin) causing ignorance (jaM) which can 
be remedied by learning and remembrance. Ignorance 
causes confusion (~ulm), and ignorance and confusion are 
the results of deislamization, which does occur among 
Muslims in history. Deislamization is the infusion of alien 
concepts into the minds of Muslims, where they remain and 
influence thought and reasoning. It is the causing of 
forgetfulness of Islam and of the Muslim's duty to God and 

39 See above, pp. 30 - 32; 38 - 43. 
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to His Prophet, which is the real duty assigned to his true 
self; and hence it is also injustice (~ulm) to the self. It is 
tenacious adherence to pre-Islamic beliefs and super
stitions, and obstinate pride and ideologization of one's 
own pre-Islamic cultural traditions; or it IS also 
secularization. 

We observed earlier that Western theologians have made 
a distinction which appears to them as significant between 
secularization and secularism, where secularism is a name 
denoting not a process, but a crystallization, as it were, of 
the process of secularization into a particular and distinct 
form, an ideology. They have also implied that every ism is 
ideology. This of course depends upon how the term 'ideo
logy' is understood and to what term the ism is suffixed. In 
the first instance, if ideology is taken to mean a set of 
general ideas, or philosophical program without having any 
reference to its interpretation and implementation as the 
worldview of a state, then so is secularization, as they have 
conceived it, an ideology; the distinction being that the 
worldview of one is 'closed' and that of the other is 'open'. 
If, however, ideology is taken to mean a set of general ideas, 
or philosophical program which finds expression as the 
official worldview of a state, then again, secularization, as 
they have conceived it, is also an ideology; for they have 
conceived secularization not merely as a historical process 
in which man is passively immersed, but that man himself is 
ever engaged actively in creating the process, so that in 
each generation man sets forth a philosophical program 
projecting a worldview officially adopted by the state even if 
that worldview should be in the form of a secular relativism. 
Secularization then, in the way they have conceived it, is 
not different from secularizationism. In the second instance, 
we say that not every ism is ideological in the second sense 
of the concept ideology as described above. Indeed it is the 
second sense of the concept ideology that we are in fact 
concerned with, since that is the sense they have in mind 
although they have not stated it definitely, for both 
secularism and secularization in the way they have 
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conceived it almost as similar worldviews are worldviews 
applicable to state and society. So then in this sense, which 
is the sense they mean, we say that not every ism is 
ideological, for it depends upon the conceptual 
designation of the term to which it is suffixed. When ism is 
suffixed to secular, or capital, or social, or nihil, it denotes 
an ideology. But when ism is suffixed to real, or rational, it 
does not denote an ideology in this sense. Perhaps so in the 
first sense described above. Nevertheless we can conceive 
and speak of an Islamic rationalism, and not of an Islamic 
secularism; so as far as we are concerned the implications 
inherent in the second sense of the concept ideology, 
although undoubtedly derived from the first sense of it, 
deserves our immediate attention, for that is the sense in 
which secularism and secularization, or secularization ism 
pose an immediate threat to us. Irrespective of the aca
demic distinction made between the 'open' worldview 
projected by secularization ism on the one hand, and the 
'closed' worldview projected by secularism on the other, 
both are equally opposed to the worldview projected by 
Islam. As far as their opposition to Islam is concerned we 
do not find the distinction between them significant 
enough for us to justify our making a special distinction 
between them from the point of view of practical judge
ment. In fact, in spite of what those theologians say about 
secularization having its roots in biblical faith and secular
ism in Western philosophy and science - a claim which we 
have shown to be incorrect in that both have their roots in 
Western philosophy and science and metaphysics - the 
one might, according to the logic of historicity and 'evolu
tion', indeed merge with the other. So in this book, there
fore, and particularly with reference to its title: islam and 
Secularism, the term secularism is meant to denote not 
merely secular ideologies such as, for example, Commu
nism or Socialism in its various forms, but encompasses also 
all expressions of the secular worldview including that pro
jected by secularization, which is none other than a secular 
historical relativism which I have called secularizationism. 
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We have said earlier that Christianity has no Revealed 
Law or shati'ah such as we have in Islam, and this is because 
it was not really a revealed religion in the sense \ve 
understand. We also said that it has no clear concept of 
religion except in terms of faith vaguely expressed, and this 
fact is also related to what is said in the preceding sentence. 
Christian dogma develops, and has been developing since 
earliest times; it has always existed in a process of devel
opment. The realization that the religion develops is a 
recent discovery even among the theologians, and this is 
also perhaps why it has never been nor ever will be easy fur 
them, in their experience and consciousness of existence, 
to define belief and faith and religion. Their secular 
authorities have indeed put forward what ill fact amounts 
to descriptions of religion, which they ultimately reduce to a 
system of doctrines and pledges and rites which they 
understand to have 'developed' and 'evolved' with mall as 
part of the historical process and the 'maturing' of man. 
The deeper aspects of religion are dealt with and inter
preted not by theology, but by a new science which they 
have developed for that purpose called the Philosophy of 
Religion. The word religion itself, derived from Middle 
English religioun, from Old French religion, from Latin 
religio, which vaguely refers to a 'bond between man and 
the gods', does not yield much information about its mean
ing as a real and fundamental aspect of human life. 
Moreover, the idea of a covenant vaguely discerned behind 
the 'bond' existing between man and the gods has, because 
of the peculiar structure of the language, become COIl

fusingly opaque when applied to refer to the Universal God 
of true religion. No doubt there is general agreement 
among mankind that the concept of religion has to do with 
a kind of bond, but this is not clearly explained in the vari
ous religions, and no revealed Book of the People of the 
Book made any reference to any fundamental and original 
covenant between man and God. Only in the Holy Qur'an 
is there found clear reference to this most important basis 
of religion, as will be shown in the next chapter. 
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III 

ISLAM: THE CONCEPT OF 
RELIGION AND THE 

FOUNDATION OF ETHIC:S 
AND MORALITY 

The concept couched in the term dirt, which is generally 
understood to mean reii1:,rion, is not the same as the concept 
religion as interpreted and understood throughout Western 
religious history. When we speak of Islam and refer to it in 
English as a 'religion', we mean and understand by it the 
din, in which all the basic connotations inherent in the 
term {hn40 are conceived as gathered into a single unity of 
coherent meaning as reflected in the Holy Qur'an and in 
the Arabic language to which it belongs. 

The word din derived from the Arabic root DYN has 
many primary significations which although seemiugly 
contrary to one another are yet all conceptually intercon
nected, so that the ultimate meaning derived from them all 
presents itself as a clarified unity of the whole. By 'the 
whole' I mean that which is described as the Religion of 
Islam, which contains within itself all the relevant possi-

40 In this chapter my interpretation of the basic connotations 
inherent in the term din is based on Ibn Man:t;ur's standard 
classic, the Lisiin al-'Amb (Beyrouth, 1968, 15v.), hereafter 
cited as LA. For what is stated in this page and the next, see 
vol. 13: 166, col. 2-171, col. 2. 
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biliLies of meaning inherent in the concept of dlu. Since we 
are dealing with an Islamic concept which is translated into 
reality intimately and profoundly lived in human 
experience, the apparent contrariness in its basic meanings 
is indeed not due to vagueness; it is, rather, due to the 
contrariness inherent in human nature itself, which they 
faithfully reflect. And their power to reflect human nature 
faithfully is itself dear demonstration of their lucidity and 
veracity and authenticity in conveying truth. 

The primary significations of the term dln can be 
reduced to four: (l)indebtedness; (2) submissiveness; (3) judi
cious power, (4) natural inclination or tendency. In what 
presently follows, I shall attempt to explain them briefly 
and place them in their relevant contexts, drawing forth 
the coherent ultimate meaning intended, which denotes 
the faith, beliefs and practices and teachings adhered to by 
the Muslims individually and collectively as a Community 
and manifesting itself altogether as an objective whole as 
the Religion called Islam. 

The verb dana which derives from ain conveys the mean
ing of being indebted, including various other meanings con
nected with debts, some of them contraries. In the state in 
which one finds oneself being in debt - that is to say, a 
da'in - it follows that one subjects oneself, in the sense of 
yielding and obeying, to law and ordinances governing debts, 
and also, in a way, to the creditor, who is likewise desig
nated as a da'in.41 There is also conveyed in the situation 
described the fact that one in debt is under obligation, or 
dayn. Being in debt and under obligation naturally involves 
judgement: dayniinah, and conviction: idanah, as the case may 
be, An the above significations including their contraries 
inherent in dana are practicable possibilities only in 

4] Dii'in refers both to debtor as well as creditor, and this apparent 
contrariness in meaning can indeed be resolved if we 
transpose both these meanings to refer to the two natures of 
man, that is, the rational soul and the animal or carnal soul. 
See below pp. 67-70. 
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organized societies involved in comrnerciallife in toums and 
cities, denoted by rnudun or mada'in. A town or city, a 
rnadlnah, has a fudge, TUler; or governoT - a dayyan. Thus 
already here, in the various applications of tlle verb dana 
alone, we see rising before our mind's eye a picture of 
civilized living; of societal life of law and order and justice 
and authority. 12 It is, conceptually at least, connected 
intimately with another verb maddana-l:l which means: to 

42 It is I think extremely important to discern both the intimate 
and profoundly significant connection between the concept 
of din and that of rnadinah which derives from it, and the role 
of the Believers individually in relation to the fonner and 
collectively in relation to the latter. 
Considerable relevance must be seen in the significance of 
the change of name of the town once known as Yathrib to al
Madinah: the City - or more precisely, Madinatu'i-Nabiy: the 
City of the Prophet - which occurred soon after the Holy 
Prophet (may God bless and give him Peace!) made his 
historic Flight (hijrah) and settled there. The first 
Community of Believers was formed there at the time, and its 
was that Flight that marked the New Era in the history of 
mankind. We must see the fact that al-Madinah was so called 
and named because it was there that true din became realised 
for mankind. There the Believers enslaved themselves under 
the authority and jurisdiction of the Holy Prophet (may God 
bless and give him Peace!), its dayyiin; there the realization of 
the debt to God took definite form, and the approved 
manner and method of its repayment began to unfold. The 
City of the Prophet signified the Place where true ain was 
enacted under his authority and jurisdiction. We may further 
see that the City became, for the Community, the epiLOme of 
the socio-political order of Islam; and for tlle individual 
Believer it became, by analogy, the symbol of the Believer's 
body and physical being in which the rational soul, in 
emulation of him who may God bless and give Peace!, 
exercises authority and just government. For further relevant 
interpretations, see below, pp. 54-63; 64-70; 71-79; 82-83. 

43 LA, vol. 13:402,col. 2-403,col.l. 
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build or to found citie~~ to civilize, to refine and to humanize; 
from which is derived another term: tarnaddun, meaning 
civilization and refinement in social culture. Thus we derive 
from the primary signification of being in a state of debt 
other correlated significations, such as: to abase oneself, to 
serve (a master), to become enslaved; and from another such 
signification of judge, ruler and governor is derived meanings 
which denote the becoming mighty, powerful and strong, a 
master, one elevated in rank, and glorious, and yet further, the 
meanings: judgement, requital or reckoning (at some appoint
ed time). Now the very notion of law and order and justice 
and authority and social cultural refinement inherent in all 
these significations derived from the concept din must 
surely presuppose the existence of a mode or manner of 
acting consistent with what is reflected in the law, the order, 
the justice, the authority and social cultural refinement - a 
mode or manner of acting, or a state of being considered as 
normal in relation to them; so that this state of being is a state 
that is customary or habitual From here, then, we can see 
the logic behind the derivation of the other primary 
signification of the concept din as custom, habit, disposition or 
natural tendency. At this juncture it becomes increasingly 
clear that the concept din in its most basic form indeed 
reflects in true testimony the natural tendency of man to 
form societies and obey laws and seek just government. The 
idea of a kingdom, a cosmopolis, inherent in the concept din 
that rises before our vision is most important in helping us 
attain a more profound understanding of it, and needs be 
reiterated here, for we shall have recourse to it again when 
we deal with the religious and spiritual aspects of man's 
existential experience. 

I have thus far explained only in cursory manner the 
basic conce'pt of (fin, reducing the various connotations to 
four primary significations and showing their mutual actual 
and primary conceptual connections, in the context of 
human 'secular' relations. In the religious context, that of 
the relationship between man and God, and what God 
approves of man's relations with his fellow-men, the 
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primary significations, while maintaining their basic 
meanings, nevertheless undergo profound synthesis and 
intensification at once true to the experience described 
and to the description of the Religion of Islam as the objec
tive faith, beliefs and practices and teachings experienced 
and lived by each and every member of the Muslim Com
munity as well as by the Community as a whole. 

How can the concept of being indebted be explained in the 
religious and spiritual context? - one may ask; what is the 
nature of the debt?, and to whom is the debt owed? We 
answer that man is indebted to God, his Creator and 
Provider, for bringing him into existence and maintaining 
him in his existence. Man was once nothing and did not 
exist, and now he is: 

~ ..:.r ;JL ..:.r 0~:J1 LiL. ..>..il.) 
'- I" .:.:..u.:,...J...,.. , . .:.r:-- .).r .J . I.>..J 

~ :u.w I LiL..) :.:..;J... :u.b..J I LiL. I..:J 

U ~I L;~ ~ ~I LiL.) 

y>.1 l.il>. <V ~ I ~ 

~WI ~I wi ..:.I~ 

Man We did create from a quintessence of clay; 
Then We placed him as a drop of sperm in a place of 
rest, firmly fixed; 
Then We made the sperm into a clot of congealtxl 
blood; then of that clot We made a lump; then We 
made out of that lump bones and clothed the bones 
with flesh; then We developed out of it another 
creature. So blessed be God, the Best to create! 'H 

The man who ponders seriously his origin will realize thal a 
few decades ago he did not exist, and the whole of 
mankind now existing neither existed nor knew of their 
possible present existence. The same truth applies to all 
ages of man from the beginnings of his existence in time. 

44 Al-Mu'miniin (23):12-14. 
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So naturally he who ponders thus sincerely knows intu
itively that his sense of being indebted for his creation and 
existence cannot really be directed to his parents, for he 
knows equally well that his parents too are subject to the 
same process by the same Creator and Provider. Man does 
not himself cause his own growth and development from 
the state of a clot of congealed blood to the one that now 
stands mature and perfect. He knows that even in his 
mature and perfect state he is not able to create for himself 
his sense of sight or hearing or other - and let alone move 
himself in conscious growth and development in his 
helpless embryonic stage. Then again: 

i~1 .j-! .:.r ~..> .i;.. I ~I.) 

~~I) ~..>~ !...",..>~ .:.r 

~Y; ~II~I-y 

l;,~ .}. I}l.: 

'''Vhen thy Lord drew forth from the Children of Adam 
- from their loins - their descendents, and made 
them testity concerning themselves (saying): "Am I not 
your Lord?" - they said:"Yea! we do testity!"'5 

The rightly guided man realizes that his very self, his 
soul, has already acknowledged God as his Lord, even 
before his existence as a man, so that such a man 
recognizes his Creator and Cherisher and Sustainer. The 
nature of the debt of creation and existence is so tremen
dously total that man, the moment he is created and given 
existence, is already in a state of utter loss, for he possesses 
really nothing himself, seeing that everything about him 
and in him and from him is what the Creator owns Who 
owns everything. And this is the purport of the words in the 
Holy Qur'an: 

45 ,41-A 'uqP) : 1 72. 
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~ ~ .jL.:JI) 

'Verily man is in loss (khusrin)'. {ti 

Seeing that he owns absolutely nothing to 'repay' his debt, 
except his own consciousness of the fac~ that }~e i~ hims~lf the very 
substance of the debt, so must he repay wuh hUIlself, so 
must he 'return' himself to Him vvbo owns him absolutely. 
He is himself the debt to be returned to the Owner, and 
'returning the debt' means to give himself up in service, .or 
khidmah, to his Lord and Master; to abase himself before Hun 
- and so the rightly guided man sincerely and consciously 
enslaves himself for the sake of God in order to fulfill His 
Commands and Prohibitions and Ordinances, and thus to 
live out the dictates of His Law. The concept of 'return' 
alluded to above is also evident in the conceptual structure 
of din,for it can and does indeed mean, as I will elaborate 
in due course, a 'return to man's inherent nature', the 
concept 'nature' referring to the spiritual and not 
altogether the physical aspect of man's beingY It must also 
be pointed out that in the words of the Holy Qur'an: 

46 AI-'Asri(103):2. 
47 The ~oncept of return is also expressed in the meaning of 

the term 'uwwida in the sense of returning to the past, that is, 
to tradition. Hence the signification of din as custom or 
habit. In this sense it means return to the tradition of the 
Prophet Ibl'ahim (upon whom be Peace!). In this connection 
please see above p.54 and below, pp. 61-65. It must be 
pointed out that by 'tradition' here is not meant the kll1d of 
tradition that originated and evolved in human history and 
culture and had its source in the human mind. It is rather, 
what God has revealed and commanded and taught His 
Prophets and Messengers, so that although they appeared in 
successive and yet unconnected periods in history, they 
conveyed and acted as if what they conveyed and acted upon 
had been embodied in the continuity of a tradition. 
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'By the heaven that hath rain'!" 

the word interpreted as 'rain' is raj, which means literally 
'return',,9 It is interpreted as rain because God returns it 
time and again, and it refers to good return in the sense of 
benefit, profit, and gain. Raj is therefore used synonymously 
in this sense with rabal]" meaning gain/,ll which is the 
opposite or contrary of khusr, loss, to which reference has 
already been made above. Now it is appropriate to mention 
here that one of the basic meanings of din which has not 
been explained above is recurrent rain, rain that returns 
again and again; and hence we perceive that din here, like 
such a rain, alludes to benefit and gain (raba{t). When we say 
that in order to 'repay' his debt man must 'return' himself 
to God, his Owner, his 'returning himself' is,like the 
returning rain,sl a gain unto him. And this is the meaning 
of the saying: 

e) ~ ,).) cr 

'He who enslaves himself gains (rabi!w whose infinitive 
noun is: raba(t). '52 

The expression 'enslaves himseIr (dana nafsahu) means 
'gives himself up' (in service), and hence also 'returns 
himself (to his Owner) as explained.53 The same meaning 

48 ~4l-?Ziriq(86):1l; LA, vol. 8:120, col.2. 
49 There is a close connection between the concept here des

cribed and the application of the verb raja 'a in its vaIious forms 
in the Holy Qur'an with reference to man's return to God. 

50 LA, vol. 2:442, col. 2-445, col. 1. 
51 True dill brings life to a body otherwise dead just as 'the rain 

which God sends down from the skies, and the life which he 
gives therewith to an earth that is dead.' See al
Baqamh(2):164. 

52 L4, vol. 13:1667, col. 1. 

53 It clearly refers to the man who, having consciously realized 
that he is himself the subject of his own debt to His Creator 
and Sustainer and Cherisher, enslaves himself to his self and 
hence 'returns' himself to his true Lord. 
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is expressed in the words of the Holy Prophet, may God 
bless and give him Peace!: 

~ ,).) cr ~I 
..::..)I.M..: U ~-' 

the intelligent one is he who enslaves himself (dana 
nafsahu) and works for that which shall be after 
death."S4 

That which shall be after death' is that which shall be 
reckoned good, the requital, the good return. This good 
return is like the returning rain which brings benefit to the 
earth by bringing life to it and by causing goodly growth 
beneficial to life to grow from it. In like manner that rain 
gives life to the earth which would otherwise be dead, so 
does din give life to man, without which man would be as 
one who is, as it were, also 'dead'. This is aptly symbolized 
by God's Words in the Holy Qur'an, where He says: 

WI cr .JJI Jy,1 L,-, 

4J Y' .M..: J»I 1 ...., l::-> t.; '1.0 cr 

.. .In the rain which God sends down from the skies, and 
the life which He gives therewith to an earth that is 
dead _ ss 

By returning himself to his Lord and Master, by loyal!)' 
and truly following and obeying God's Commands and 
Prohibitions and Ordinances and Law, the man thus acting 
will be requited and will receive his good return multiplied 
many times over, as God says in the Holy Qur'an: 

L..,. L.;, -'" .>1J I J> h. ,:?.:J I.; 0"" 

~..r? t.; ~I .J <..i.......::.. 

54 U, vol. 13:169, col. 2. 
55 Al-Baqarah (2):164 
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'Who is he who will loan (yuqrilju) to God a beautiful 
loan (qarrjn,n (UlSanan) which God will double to his 
credit and multiply many times?56 

, Notice here that the verb used to signify 'loan' (yuqril!u), 
trom qara4a, qanJ. has not the same connotation as that 
which is termed as 'debt' (dayn), for the latter term is 
applicable to man only. The "loan' here meant is 'the 
return of that which is owned 'originally' by the One Who 
now asks for it, and which is to be returned to Him.' Man is 
God;'s property and his existence is only 'lent' him for a 
time. On the other hand the expression 'goodly loan' 
(qar4an IJasanan) as applied to man has a metaphorical 
significance, in that it is his 'service to God', his 'good 
wor~s' that is meant, for these can indeed be said to belong 
to ium, and for the offering of which he will be requited in 
abundance. God is the Requiter, the Supreme Judge: al
dayyiin. He is the King, malik, of the Day of Judgement and 
Requital,y~w.m al-tfin, also called the Day of Reckoning, 
yawm al:Zusab.o7 The fact that God is referred to as King, and 
everythmg else as the Kingdom over which He exercises 
Absolute Power and Authority, malakiit, shows again that 
man is His !namhik, His slave. So tfin in the religious context 
also refers to the state of being a slave. sd We referred a while 
ago to man's 'returning himself' as meaning 'giving himself 
up in service' (khidmah) to God. We now say that in effect 
wha~ is truly me~nt is not 'service' in the sense of any 
serVICe, or the kind offered to another man or human 
institution. The concept of khidmah implies that the one 

56 Al-Baqarah (2) :245. 

57 Din also means correct reckoning: ~isiib al-Fl~a~. It is the 
apportioning of the precisely correct measure to a number 
or thing so that it fits into its proper place: 'adad al-mustawii. 
This somewhat mathematical meaning conveys the sense of 
~here being a system or law governing all and maintaining all 
III perfect equilibrium. See LA. vol. 13:169, col. 1. 

58 L{, vol. 13: 170, col. 1. 
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who gives such service is 'free', is not a bondman, but is 'his 
own master' in respect of himself. The concept mamltlk, 
however, conveys the implicit fact of ownership by the one 
who takes his service. The rnamliik is possessed by the rniilili. 
So we do not say of one who serves God that he is a khiidim, 
meaning servant, but that he is God's '£ibid, and he is in 
truth God's 'abd, meaning also servant or slave, which term 
has the connotation of 'being owned' by Him Whom he 
serves. In the religious context, therefore, 'abd is the 
correct term of reference to one who, in the realization 
that he is indebted absolutely to God, abases himself in 
service to Him; and hence the act of service appropriate for 
him is called 'ibiidah and the service is 'ibiidat, which refers 
to all conscious and willing acts of service for the sake of 
God alone and approved by Him, including such as are 
prescribed worship. By worshipping God in such manner of 
service the man is fulfilling the purpose for his creation 
and existence, as God says in the Holy Qur'an: 

.. :.u~ ;11 ~ ;11) ..:rJ1 -.::...iG. l.o) 

'I have only created the Jinn and Man that they may 
serve Me' (ya 'budiini) .'" 

When we say that such a man is fulfilling the purpo~t' for 
his creation and existence, it is obvious that that man's 
obligation to serve God is felt by him as normal because it 
comes as a natural inclination on the man's part to do so. 
This natural tendency in the man to serve and worship God 
is also referred to as tfin, as we have observed in the 
beginning in connection with its connotation as (W;/Olli, 

habit, and disposition. However, here in the religious context 
is has a more specific signification of the natural stale oj 
being called fitrah. In fact din does also mean fi(rah.';iI Fi{mh is 
the pattern according to which God has created all things. 

59 Al-Dhiiliyiit( 51) :56. 
60 LA,vol. 5:58, cols. 1 & 2; see also al-Rum(30):30. 
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It is God's manner of creating, sun nat Allah, and everything 
fits each into its pattern created for it and set in its proper 
place. It is the Law of God. Submission to it brings 
harmony, for it means realization of what is inherent in 
one's true nature; opposition to it brings discord, for it 
means realization of what is extraneous to one's true 
nature. It is cosmos as opposed to chaos; justice as opposed to 
injustice. When God said:"Am I not your Lord?", and man's 
true self, testifying for itself, answered: "Yea!" in 
acknowledgement of the truth of God's Lordship, it has 
sealed a Covenant with God. Thus when man is manifested 
as man in this wordly life he will, if rightly guided, 
remember his Covenant and act accordingly as outlined 
above, so that his worship, his acts of piety, his life and 
death is lived out for the sake of God alone. One of the 
meanings of fitrah as din refers to the realization of this 
Covenant by man.til Submission in the sense described 
above means conscious, willing submission, and this 
submission does not entail loss of 'freedom' for him, since 
freedom in fact means to act as his true nature demands. The 
man who submits to God in this way is living out the din. 

Submission, we say again, refers to conscious and willing 
submission, for were it neither conscious nor willing it 
cannot then mean real submission. The concept of 
submission is perhaps common to all religions, just as belief 
or faith is the core of all religions, but we maintain that not 
all religions enact real submission. Neither is the 
submission meant the kind that is momentary or erratic, 
for real submission is a continuous act lived throughout the 
entire span of one's ethical life; nor is it the kind that 
operates only within the realm of the heart without 
manifesting itself outwardly in the action of the body as 
works performed in obedience to God's Law. Submission to 
God's Will means also obedience to His Law. The word 
denoting this sense of submission is aslama, as is evident in 

61 LA, vol. 5:56, col. 2,57, col. 1. 
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the Holy Qur'an where God says: 

.J.J "<P.-3 r-L I ~ l,:.) ..:r-->- I 0"') 

Who can be better in religion (din) than one who 
submits (aslama) his face (i.e., his whole self) to God ... "' 

The din referred to is none other than Islam. There are, no 
doubt, other forms of din, but the one in which is enacted 
total submission (istislam) to God alone is the best, and this 
one is the only din acceptable to God, as He says in the 
Holy Qur'an: 

If anyone desires a religion (din) other than Islam (al
Islam), never will it be accepted of him ... b3 

and again: 

Verily the Religion (ai-din) in the sight of God is Islam 
(al-Islam) . ti4 

According to the Holy Qur'an, man cannot escape being ill 
the state of living a din since all submit (aslama) to God's 
will. Hence the term din is also used to denote religions 
other than Islam. However, what makes Islam different 
from the other religions is that the submission according to 
Islam is sincere and total submission to God's Will, and this is 
enacted willingly as absolute obedience to the Law revealed 
by Him. This idea is implicitly expressed in the Holy 
Qur'an, for example, in the following passage: 

~I ..13 0~ .J.JI ~.)~I 

62 ~l-Nisa' (4):125. 
63 ~li 'Irnran (3):85. 
64 Ali 'Irnran (3):19.x 
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JI...)- ..}> .)':JIJ ..;,:" ~I J 0"" 

.)~ Y:! ~IJ lA>';; 

Do they seek or other than the religion (Jin) of God? 
while all creatures in the heavens and on earth have, 
willing or unwilling, submitted (aslama) to His Will, and 
to Him shall they all be returned.GS 

The form in which submission is enacted or expressed is 
the form of the Jin, and it is here that diversity occurs 
between one Jin and another. uti This form, which is the 
manner of institution of belief and faith, the manner of 
expression of the law, the manner of religious attitude and 
ethical and moral conduct - the manner in which 
submission to God is enacted in our life, is expressed by the 
concept rnillah. Islam follows the millah of the Prophet 
IbrahIm (Abraham), which is also the rnillah of the other 
Prophets after him (Peace be upon them all!). Their rnillah 
altogether is considered to be the form of the right religion 
Jin al-qayyim, because of all other rnilal, their rnillah alone 
inclined perfectly, I;anifan, towards the true Religion (al
Islam). They thus anticipate Islam in religious faith and 
belief and law and practice and hence are called also 
Muslims, even though the Religion of Islam as such 
reached its perfect crystallization only in the form 
e~ternalized by the Holy Prophet (may God bless and give 
hml Peace!). Other religions have evolved their own 
systems or forms of submission based upon their own 
cultural traditions which do not necessarily derive from the 

65 .41i 'lmriin (3):83. 

66 This of course does not imply that the diversity between 
religions is only a matter of form, for the diflerence in the 
form indeed implies a dillerence in the conception of God, 
His Essence and Attributes and Names and Acts - a 
difference in the conception expressed in Islam as taw~iid: the 
Unity of God. 

mUlak of the Prophet Ibrahim (upon whom be Peace!) and 
yet some others, such as the ain of the Ahlu'l-Kitiib -
People of the Book - have evolved a mixture of their own 
cultural traditions with traditions based upon Revelation. It 
is to these various systems or forms of submission that, to 
return to the passage just quoted, the "unwilling" type of 
submission refers. 57 

67 In a sense, the words of God in the Holy Qur'an: 

.:.r.;.J1 J "yS'1 ':J 

- Let there be no compulsion in religion (al-Baqarah (2) :256) 
- corroborates what has been explained above in that in 
true religion there should be no compulsion: not only in the 
sense that, in the act of su~jugating to religion and 
submitting to it, one must not compel others to submit; but 
in the sense that even with oneself, one must subjugate and 
submit oneself wholeheartedly and willingly, and love and 
enjoy the submission. Unwilling submission betrays 
arrogance, disobedience and rebellion, and is tantamount to 
misbelief, which is one of the forms of unbelief (hufr). It is a 
mistake to think belief in One God alone is sutIicient in true 
religion, and that such belief guarantees security and 
salvation. IbUs (Satan), who believes in the One True God 
and knows and acknowledges Him as his Creator, Cherisher 
and Sustainer, his rabb, is nevertheless a misbeliever (kiiJir). 
Although IbUs submits to God, yet he submits grudgingly and 
insolently, and his hufr is due to arrogance, disobedience and 
rebellion, His is' the most notorious example of unwilling 
submission. Unwilling submission, then, is not the mark of 
true belief, and a kiiJir might therefore be also one who, 
though professing belief in One God, does not submit in real 
submission, but prefers instead to submit in his own 
obstinate way - a way, or manner, or form neither approved 
nor revealed and commanded by God. Real submission is 
that which has been perfected by the Holy Prophet (may God 
bless and give him Peace!) as the model for mankind, for 
that is the manner of submission of all the Prophets and 
Messengers before him, and the form approved, revealed, 
and commanded by God. Thus, the fundamental core of true 
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The concept of din in the sense of true obedience and 
n:al submission such as is here described in brief outline is 
manifested in living reality in the Religion of Islam. It is in 
Islam that true and perfect dtn is realized, for in Islam 
alone is its self·expression fuli1lled completely. Islam 
emulates the pattern or form according to which God 
governs His Kingdom; it is an imitation of the cosmic order 
manifested here in this worldly life as a social as well as 
political order. The social order of Islam encompasses all 
aspects of man's physical and material and spiritual 
existence in a way which, here and now, does justice to the 
individual as well as the society; and to the individual as a 
physical being as well as the individual as spirit, so that a 
Muslim is at once himself and his Community, and his 
Community is also he, since every other single member 
strives, like him, to realize the same purpose in life and to 
achieve the same goal. The social order of Islam is the 
Kingdom of God on earth, for in that order God, and not 
man, is still the King, the Supreme Sovereign Whose Will 
and Law and Ordinances and Commands and Prohibitions 
hold absolute sway. Man is only His vicegerent or khalifah, 
who is given the trust of government, the amanah, to rule 
according to God's Will and His Pleasure. When we say 
"rule", we do not simply mean to refer to the socio-political 
sense of 'ruling' , for we mean by it also - indeed far more 
fundamentally so - the ruling of one's self by itself, since 
the trust refers to responsibility and freedom of the self to 
do justice to itself. Of this last statement we shall have 
recourse to elaborate presently, since what is meant reveals 
the very principle of Islamic ethics and morality. Islam, we 

again, is a social order, but in that order every 
individual, each according to his latent capacity and power 
bestowed upon him by God to fulfill and realize his 
responsibility and freedom, strives to achieve and realize 

religion, then, is not the belief; but rather, more fundamen
tally, the submission; for the submission confirms and affirms 
the belie/to be true and genuine. 
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the ideal fi)l' himself in the Way"' mallifcslCd by tlie 
Revealed La~Y obeyed by all members of the Community. 
Thus then, just as every Muslim is a khalifah of God on 
earth, so is every Muslim also His slave, His 'abd, striving by 
himself to perfect his service and devotion, his 'ibadah, in 
the manner approved by God, his Absolute Master. And 
since every individual in this social order is answerable to 
God alone, so even in that social order each individual is 
personally directing his true and real loyalty, lti:ah, to God 
alone, his Real King. . 

We have already said that the concept dm reflects the 
idea of a kingdom - a cosmopolis. Commerce and trade 
are the life blood of the cosmopolis, and such activity 
together with its various implications is indeed inherent in 
the concept din as we have thus far described. It is no 
wonder then that in the Holy Qur'an worldly life is 
depicted so persistently in the apt metaphors of 
commercial enterprise. In the cosmopolis or kingdom 
reflected in the concept din, there is depicted the bustling 
activities of the traffic of trade. Man is inexorably engage in 
the trade: al-tijarah, in which he is himself the subject as 
well as object of this trade. He is his own capital, and his 
loss and gain depend upon his own sense of responsibility 
and exercise of freedom. He carries out the trust of buying 
and selling, of bay'ah, and bartering: ishtara, and it is his self 
that he buys or sells or barters; and depending upon his 
own inclination towards the exercise of his will and deeds 
his trade will either prosper: mbilJa'l-tijarah, or sutTer loss: 
mil mbi~/a 'l-tij·amh. In the situation that rises before our 

vision we must see that the man so engaged realizes the 
utter seriousness of the trading venture he has willingly 
undertaken. 70 He is not simply an animal that eats and 

68 By 'the Way' I mean what refers to i~Lliin, or perfectioll 1Il 

virtue. 
69 The Revealed Law, or shari.'ah, is the Law of God. 
70 See aL4~lZab (33):72. 
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drinks and sleeps and disports after sensual pleasure7l 
- no 

savage nor barbarian he who thus transcends himself in the 
realization of his weighty responsibility and consciousness 
of his freedom to fulfill and redeem himself of the burden 
of existence. It is of such as he who barters his self for his 
true self that God refers when He says in the Holy Qur'an: 

~I ~.>ll .:.r Sri ~I ..) 

Verily God has purchased of the Believers their 
selves _.72 

The concept mn with reference to the man of Islam73 pre
supposes the emergence in him of the higher type of man 
capable of lofty aspirations towards self-improvement - the 
self-improvement that is no less than the actualization of his 
latent power and capacity to become a perfect man. The 
man of Islam as a city dweller, a cosmopolitan, living a 
civilized life according to clearly defined foundations of 
social order and codes of conduct is he to whom obedience 
to Divine Law, endeavour towards realizing true justice and 
striving after right knowledge are cardinal virtues. The 
motive of conduct of such a man is eternal blessedness, 
entrance into a state of supreme peace which he might 
even here perchance foretaste, but which shall be vouch
safed to him when he enters the threshold of that other 
City and becomes a dweller, a citizen of that other Kingdom 
wherein his ultimate bliss shall be the beholding of the 
Glorious Countenance of the King. 

\Nhile Islam is the epitome of the Divine cosmic order, 
the man of Islam who is conscious of his destiny realizes 
that he is himself, as physical being, also an epitome of the 
cosmos, a microcosmic representation, 'iilam saghlr, of the 
MacrocosI1loS, al- 'iilam al-kaOir. Hence in the manner that 
Islam is like a kingdom, a social order, so the man of Islam 

71 See al-il.'riif(7):179. 72 il.l-Tawbah (9):111. 
73 The man of Islam, i.e., the Muslim. 
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knows that he is a kingdom in miniature, for in him, as in 
all mankind, is manifested the Attributes of the Creator, 
without the reverse being the case, since "God created man 
in His Own Image." Now man is both soul and body, he is at 
once physical being and spirit, and his soul governs his 
body as God governs the Universe. Man also has two souls 
analogous to his dual nature: the higher, rational soul: al
nafs al-niitiqah; and the lower, animal or carnal soul: al-nafs 
al-lJayawiiniyyah. Within the conceptual framework of the 
concept mn applied here as a subjective, personal, indi
vidual affair, man's rational soul is king and must exert its 
power and rule over the animal soul which is subject to it 
and which must be rendered submissive to it. The effective 
power and rule exercised by the rational soul over the 
animal soul and the subjugation and total submission of the 
latter to the former can indeed be interpreted as mn, or as 
islam in the subjective, personal, individual sense of the 
relationship thus established. In this context it is the animal 
soul that enslaves itself in submission and service and so 
'returns' itself to the power and authority of the rational 
soul. When the Holy Prophet (may God bless and give him 
Peace!) said: 

"Die before ye die."-

it is the same as saying: "Return before ye actually return"; 
and this refers to the subjugation of one's self by one's real 
self, one's animal soul by one's rational soul; and it is 
pertaining to knowledge of this Self that he means when he 
says: 

"He who knows his Self knows his Lord" 

Further, when God proclaimed His Lordship to Adam's 
progeny it is the rational soul of man that He addressed, so 
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that every soul has heard the "Am I not your Lord?" and 
answered "Yea!" and testified thus unto itself. So the man of 
Islam who is rightly guided acts accordingly as befits the 
true servant of God, His 'abd. We referred earlier to the 
purpose for man's creation and existence, saying that it is 
to serve God; and we said that the act of service on the 
man's part is called 'ibiidah and the service as such 'ibiidiit, 
which refers to all conscious and willing acts of service for 
the sake of God alone and approved by Him, including 
such as are prescribed worship. In poin t of fact, we now say 
further that to the man of Islam his whole ethical life is one 
continuous 'ibiidah, for Islam itself is a complete way of life. 
V\'hen the man has, by means of 'ibiidiit, succeeded in 
curbing his animal and carnal passions and has thereby 
rendered submissive his animal soul, making it subject to 
the rational soul, the man thus described has attained to 
freedom in that he has fulfilled the purpose for his creation 
and existence; he has achieved supreme peace4 and his 
soul is pacified, being set at liberty, as it were, free from the 
felters of inexorable fate and the noisy strife and hell of 
human vices. His rational soul in this spiritual station is 
called in the Holy Qur'an the 'pacified' or tranquil' soul: 
al-naJs al-mutma' innah. This is the soul that 'returns' itself 
willingly to its Lord, and to it will God address His Words: 

.lu JI ~) ~I v-U1 ~Il: 

~ J>~IJ 1.5~ .j J>~~ ~r ~I.J 

"0 thou soul at peace! Return thou to thy Lord, - well
pleased (thyself) and well-pleasing unto Him! Enter 
thou, then, among My servants! Yea, enter thou My 
Heaven!"75 

74 When we also say that Islfun means 'Peace', we refer in fact to 
the consequence of the submission denoted by the verb 
aslarna. 

75 AlFajr(89):27-30_ 
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This is the soul of the servant who has fulfilled in constant 
affirmation his Covenant with his Lord, and since nonc 
knows his Lord better than the true and loyal scrvant, who 
by reason of such service gains intimacy with his Lord and 
Master, so 'ibiidah means, in its final, advanced stages, know
ledge: rna 'l'ifah. 76 

I have traced in bare outline the fundamental core of the 
Religion of Islam and have shown in a general way which 
can, albeit, be elaborated to its minutest logical details ilS 
all-encompassing nalure which pervades the life of the 
individual as well as the society. I have said that Islam is the 
subjective, personal religion of the individual as well as the 
objective, pervading self-same religion of the Community 
- that it operates as the same religion in the individual as a 

76 We do not in the least imply here thal when 'ibiidah becomes 
identified with rna'rifah, the fonner as work or service ('aUlal) 
including prayer (~aliit) - i.e. the prescribed (Jan!), the 
confirmed practice of the Prophet (sunnah), the super
erogatory (nawafil) - is no longer incumbent on the one 
who attains to the latter, or that for such a one prayer Ineans 
simply intellectual contemplation, as some philosophers 
thought. Ma'rifah as 'knowledge' is both light cognition 
('ilm) and right feeling or spiritual mood (lJiil); and the 
former, which marks the final stages of the spiritual 'stations' 
(maqamiit), precedes the latter, which marks the beginlling of 
the spilitual 'states' (afwal). So ma'lifah marks the spiritual 
u-ansition-point between the spiritual station and the 
spilitual state. As such, and since it is knowledge that comes 
form God to the heart (qalb) and depends eI1lirely upon 
Him, it is not necessarily a permanent condition unless 
continually secured and fortified by 'ibiidah. He who discerns 
knows that it is absurd in the case of one who receives 
knowledge from God about God(i.e. the 'arij) to transform 
thereby his 'ibadah solely into contemplation, for the 'alif is 
acutely aware of the fact that he becomes one at least partly 
due to his 'ibiidah, which is the means by which he 
approaches his Lord. 
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single entity as well as the society composed collectively of 
such entities. 77 It is implicit in our exposition that Islam is 
both belief and faith (lman) as well as submission in service 
(islam); it is both assent of the heart (qalb) and mind( 'aql) 
confirmed by the tongue (lisan) as well as deed and work 
( 'amal); 7K it is the harmonious relationship established bet
ween both the soul and the body; it is obedience and loyalty 
(Wah) both to God as well as to the Holy Prophet (may 
God bless and give him Peace!); it is accepting whole
heartedly the truth of the Testimony (kalimah shahadah) 
that there is no God but Allah, and that Mul;lammad is the 
Messenger of Allah - Islam is the unity of all these, to
gether with what they entail, in belief and in practice, in 
the person of the Muslim as well as in the Community as a 
whole. There can be no separation, nor division, nor 
dichotomy between the harmoniously integrated parts of 
the unity thus established so that there can be, for Islam, no 

77 There is in u'uth no such thing as subjective Islam and 
objective Islam in the sense that the former implies less of its 
reality and truth than the latter, to the extent that the former 
is regarded as less valid and less authentic than the latter; or 
that the latter is other than the former as one independent 
reality and truth while the former is the many interpretations 
of the experience of the latter. We maintain that what is 
experienced as Islam by every individual Muslim subjectively 
is the same as Islam as it objectively is, and we use the terms 
'subjective' and 'objective' here to distinguish rather than to 

differentiate the one form the other. The distinction bet
ween the two pertains to the level of understanding and the 
degree of insight and practice existing between one Muslim 
and another. The distinction thus refers to the ihsiin
aspect of Islamic experience. In spite of the naturally differ
ent levels of understanding and degrees of insight and prac
tice existing between one Muslim and another vet all are 
Muslims and there is only one Islam, and what is c~mmon to 
them all is the same Islam. 

7'0 I.e.,' ibiidah and acts of 'ibiidiil. 
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true believer nor faithful one (lvlu'min) without such a one 
being also submissive in service (Muslim); no real assent of 
heart and mind confirmed by tongue without deed and 
work; no genuine obedience and loyalty to God without 
obedience and loyalty to His Messenger; nor can there be 
true acceptance of the Testimony that there is no God but 
Allah without also accepting Mul).ammad as His Messenger, 
who in fact first made manifest the Formula of Unity 
(kalimah al-tawljid). I have also pointed out the fundamental 
nature of the Quranic revelation of the soul's Covenant 
with God in respect of His Lordship and the concept of mn 
as reflecting the cosmos, as God's government of the realm 
of Creation, and I have drawn a comparison in respect of 
that concept of mn and the concept of the macrocosm and 
its analogous relationship with man as a microcosm in 
which his rational soul governs his animal soul and body as 
God governs His Kingdom. The soul's Covenant with God 
and the nature of the relationship revealed in that Cove
nant indeed occupies a central position in the concept of 
mn and is the fundamental basis of Islam, as I will reveal yet 
further. The Covenant was made to all souls of Adam's 
progeny and God addressed them both collectively as well 
as individually, so that it was a covenant made at once by 
every individual soul as well as all of them collectively to 
acknowledge God as their Lord. To acknowledge God as 
Lord (rabb) means to acknowledge Him as Absolute King 
(syn. malik) , Possessor and Owner (syn. ~a?db), Ruler, 
Governor, Master, Creator, Cherisher, Sustainer - since all 
these meanings denote the connotations inherent in the 
concept of Lord. All souls have the same status in relation to 
their Lord: that of being subject, possessed, owned, ruled, 
governed, enslaved, created, cherished and sustained. And 
since the Covenant pertained at once to the individual soul 
as well as to the souls collectively, so we see that here whell 
manifested as man within the fold of Islam the same souls 
are united in their endeavour to fulfill the Covenant collec
tively as society and Community (ummah) as well as indivi
dually in such wise that Islam is, as we have said, both 
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peisoiial and subjecli\ U as well social and coiiiinunal and
objective,’9 it is the harinotijous blending of both the
indi idual as well as the society. That hicli unites one
%luslim in(h idual to another in a wondrous and unique
bond of brotherhood which transcends the restricting limi—
tatiolis of i ace and nation and space and time and is much
stroilgel than even the familial bond of kinship is none
other than this Coenant, for those souls that here as inait
abide by that Covenant recognize each other as brothers, as
kindred souls. They were akin to one another in yonder
place and here they are brethren who love one another for
God’s sake. Though one be in the East and the other in the
West, yet they frel jo and comlort in each other’s talk, and
one who lives in a later generation than the other is
instructed and consoled b the words of his brother. They
were brothers in oh ccl in the same destiny long before they
appeared as earthly brothers, and they were true kith and
kin before they wet e born in earthly kinship. So here we
see that the same Coeiiant is the very basis of Islamic
brotherhood ukhuwwah). it is this real feeling of brother
hood among Muslims based upon such firm spiritual
foundations which no earthly power can rend asunder that
unite the indhidual to the society in islam without the mdi—
idual haing to suffer loss of individuality and personality,
nor the society its polity and authority.

In the islamic political and social organization — be it in
one form or another — the same Covenant becomes their
very foundation. The man of islam is not bound by the
social contract, miom does he espouse the doctrine of the
Social Contract. Indeed, though he lives and works within
the bounds of social polity and authority and contributes
his share towards the social good, and though he behaves m
if a social contract were in force, his is, nevertheless, an
individual contract reflecting the Covenant his soul has
sealed with God; for the Covenant is in reality made Jr each

and t’tIer i ndn’zdual wiul. The pm pose and cn I ii ethics m

islam is ultimately for the individual; what the man of lshtimi

does here he does in the wa he believes to be good onl
because God and His Messenger say so amid he trusts that

hisac tions will find hivour with God. Neither the state nor

the society aie for him real an(l true objects of his In> ahi

and obedience, for to him they are not the pm crogati es of
state and society to the extent that such conduct is due to
theni as their right; and if he in an islamic state and society
lives and stries for the good of the state and the wiety, it

is only because the society composed of individual nieti of
Islam and the state organized by them set the same Islainu
end amid purpose as their goal — otiiers isc lie is obliged to

oppose the state and stri e to correct the errant societ’ and
renhin(I them of their true aim in life. We know that iii die
ultimate analysis inami’s quest for ‘happiness’ — as I hey say
in pinlosophy in connection with ethics — is always for the

individual self. It is not the happiness’ of the cnllecti e en

tity that matters so much Inure than iiidi idual happiness:
and every mail in reality must indeed think and act for his
own salvation, for no other milan can be made m espousiblo
for his actions since every man bears his own bin dcii of res
ponsibility.80 ‘Happiness’ refers not to the physical entity iii

man, not to the animal soul and body of man: nor is it a

state of niind — it has to do with certainty of the tihtiniate
Truth and fulfilment of action in conformity with that cer
tainty; and certainty is a permanent condition referring to

what is permanent in man and perceived by his spit ituii

organ known as the heart (al-qaib). it is peace and security
and tranquility of the heart; it is know ledge, and knos ledge
is true belief; it is knowing one’s rightful, and hence
proper, place itt the realm of Creation and one’s proper
relationship with the Creator; it is a condition known as ‘ad!
or justice.

in Islam — because for it religion encompasses life iii its

79 See above, note 77. 80 See al-An’am (6):164.
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entirety - all virtue is religious; it has to do with the 
freedom of the rational soul, which freedom means the 
power to do justice to itself; and this in turn refers to exer
cise of its rule and supremacy and guidance and mainte
nance over the animal soul and body. The power to do 
justice to itself alludes to its constant affirmation and fulfil
ment of the Covenant it has sealed with God. Justice in Islam 
is not a concept referring to a state of affairs which can ope
rate only within a two-person-relation or dual-party-relation 
situation, such as: between one man and another; or bet
ween the society and the state; or between the ruler and the 
ruled; or between the king and his subjects. To the ques
tion: "Can one be unjust to one's self?" other religions or 
philosophies have not given a consistent clear-cut answer. 
Indeed in Western civilization, for example, though it is 
true that a man who commits suicide may be considered as 
committing an unjust act; but this is considered as such 
insofar only because his suicide deprives the state of the 
services of a useful citizen, so that his injustice is not to 
himself, but to the state and society. We have several times 
alluded to the concept that justice means a harmonious 
condition or state of affairs whereby every thing is in its 
right and proper place - such as the cosmos; or similarly, a 
sta.te of e~uilibrium, whether it refers to things or living 
bemgs. WIth respect to man, we say that justice means 
basically a condition and situation whereby he is in his right 
and proper place. 'Place' here refers not only to his total 
situation in relation to others, but also to his condition in 
relation to his self. So the concept of justice in Islam does 
l~ot.only re.fe: to relational situations of harmony and equi
IIbnum eXlstmg between one person and another, or bet
ween the society and the state, or between the ruler and the 
ruled, or between the king and his subjects, but far more 
profoundly and fundamentally so it refers in a primary way 
t~ the harmonious and rightly-balanced relationship exis
tmg between the man and his self, and in a secondary way 
only to such as exists between him and another or others 
between him and his fellow men and ruler and king and 
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state and society. Thus to the question: "Can one be unjust 
to one's self?" we answer in the affirmative, and add furtl1er 
that justice and injustice indeed begins and ends with the 
self. The Holy Qur'an repeatedly stresses the point that 
man, when he does wrong, is being unjust (z,iilim) to 
himself, and that injustice (:z;ulm) is a condition wrought by 
man upon his self.sl To understand this we have to refer 
once again to the soul's Covenant with God and to the 
belief that man has a dual nature in respect of his two souls 
and body. The real man can only in fact be his rational 
soul. If in his existence as a human being he allows his 
animal or carnal soul to get the better of him and conse
quently commits acts prohibited by God and displeasing to 
Him, or if he denies belief in God altogether, then he has 
thereby repudiated his own affirmation of God's Lordship 
which he as rational soul has covenanted with God. He 
does violence to his own Covenant, his individual contract 
with God. So just as in the case of one who violates his OW1l 

contract brings calamity upon himself, in tl1e same way he 
who does wrong or evil, who disobeys or denies God, 
violates the contract his soul has made with God, thereby 
being unjust to his soul. He has also thereby 'lied' -
kadhaba, another apt Quranic expression - against his own 
self (soul). It is important in the light of this brief expla
nation to understand why the belief in the resurrection of 
bodies is fundamental in Islam, for the soul reconstituted 
with its former body will not be able to deny what its body 
had done, for its very eyes, tongue, hands and feet or limbs 
- the organs of ethical and moral conduct - will testify 

81 See al-Nisa'(4):123; Yunus(10):44 
82 Analogically, the legal concept of habeas corpus (you must 

have the body) as a fundamental procedure of justice is 
perhaps only a mere imperfect reflection of the awesome and 
irrefutable Procedure to come. That the soul is capable of 
denial of acts of injustice is implied in al-A'rilf (7): 172-173; 
and in these Verses must be seen clear evidence of the soul's 
capacity (wus') to exercise a power (quwwah) of inclination 
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against its acts of ir~ustice to itself. Though in Islam in
justice ostensibly applies between man and God, and bet
ween man and man, and between man and his self, in 
reality, however, injustice is ultimately applicable - even in 
the two former cases - to man's self alone; in the Islamic 
world view and spiritual vision, whether a man disbelieves 
or disobeys God, or whether he does wrong to another 
man, it is really to his own self that he does wrong. Injus
tice, being the opposite of justice, is the putting a thing in a 
place not its own; it is to misplace a thing; it is to misuse or 
to wrong; it is to exceed or fall short of the mean or limit; it 
is to suffer loss; it is deviation from the right course; it is 
disbelief of what is true, or lying about what is true knowing 
it to be true. Thus when a man does an act of injustice, it 
means that he has wronged his own soul, for he has put his 
soul in a place not its own; he has misused it; he has made 
it to exceed or fan short of its real nature; he has caused it 
to deviate from what is right and to repudiate the truth and 
to sufTer loss. All that he has thus done - in one way or 
another - entails a violation of his Covenant with God. It is 
clear from what we say about injustice that justice implies 
knowledge of the right and proper place for a thing or a 
being to be; of right as against wrong; of the mean or limit; 
of spiritual gain as against loss; of truth as against 
falsehood. This is why knowledge (al- 'ilrn: rna'rifah: 'ilrn) 
occupies a most important position in Islam, where in the 
Holy Qur'an alone we i1nd more than eight hundred refer
ences to knowledge. And even in the case of knowledge, 
man has to do justice to it, that is, to know its limit of 
usefulness and not to exceed or fall short of it; to know its 
various orders of priority in relation to its usefulness to 

towards right or wrong resulting in its acquisition or earning 
(kasaba, iktasaba) of good or evil. In the Islamic concept of 
justice and injustice outlined above, t,he fact tllat the witness 
to a man's actions, good or bad, is his own self is of great 
significance. See also at-Nur (24):24. 
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one's self; to know where to stop and to know what can be 
gained and what cannot, what is true knowledge and what 
is learned guess and theory - in sum, to put every datum 
of knowledge in its right place in relation to the knowing 
one in such wise that what is known produces harmony in 
the one who knows. To know how to put what knowledge in 
which place is wisdom (lJiktnah). Otherwise, knowledge 
without order and seeking it without discipline does lead to 
confusion and hence to iI~ustice to one's self. 

Knowledge, as we understand it, is of two kinds: that 
given by God to man; and that acquired by man by means 
of his own effort of rational enquiry based upon expe
rience and observation.s4 The Erst kind can only be 
received by man through his acts of worship and devotion, 
his acts of service to God (ibadat) which, depending upon 
God's grace and his own latent spiritual power and capacity 
created by God to receive it, the man receives by direct 
insight or spiritual savouring (dhawq) and unveiling to his 
spiritual vision (kashj). This knowledge (tna 'Tifah) pertains 
to his self or soul, and such knowledge - as we have 
touched upon cursorily in our comparison of the analogous 
relationship obtained between the macrocosm and the 
microcosm - gives insight into knowledge of God, and for 
that reason is the highest knowledge. Since such knowledge 
ultimately depends upon God's grace and because it entails 
deeds and works of service to God as prerequisites to its 
possible attainment, it follows that for it knowledge of the 
prerequlSltes becomes necessary, and this includes 
knowledge of the essentials of Islam (arkan a/-islam and 
aTkan al-zman) , their meanings and purpose and correct 

83 'Order' and 'discipline' here do not refer to t.he kind of 
order and discipline in the systematic deployment of know
ledge found in modern universities and schools, but to the 
ordering of knowledge by the self that seeks to know, and to 
the disciplining of the self of itself to that ordering (see 
below pp. 83-85). 

84 For further elaboration, see below, pp. 143-148. 
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understanding and implementation ill everyday life and 
practice: every Muslim must have knowledge of these 
prerequisites, mllst understand the basic essentials of Islam 
and the Unity of God (taw~lld), and practise the knowledge 
(al'-ilm) in deeds and works of service to God so that every 
man of Ishun is in fact already in the initial stage of that 
first knowledge; he is set ready on the Straight Path (~ircl.t al
muslaqlm) leading to God. His further progress on the 
pilgrim's path depends upon his own performance and 
sincerity of purpose, so that some serve God as though they 
see Him, and others serve Him as though He sees them; 
and the pilgrim's progress to the former way from the latter 
is what constitutes the highest virtue (iflsan). The second 
kind of knowledge ('ilrn) is acquired through experience 
and observation; it is discursive and deductive and it refers 
to objects of pragmatical value. As an illustration of the 
distinction between the two kinds of knowledge we might 
suppose a mall and his neighbour who has just moved in to 
his neighbourhood. At first he knows his new neighbour 
only by acquaintance; he might know the other's general 
appearance and be able to recognize him when meeting in 
the street; he might learn his name, his marital status, the 
number of his children and many other such details of 
information which he can obtain by observation. Then he 
might, through inquiries from others he knows and private 
investigation, discover his neighbour'S occupation and 
place of work and appointment, and he might even find 
out, through further discreet investigation, how much he 
earns. He might go on investigating in this way without 
coming into direct contact with his neighbour and 
accumulate other data about him, and yet his knowledge of 
him would still be on the level of acquaintance and not of 
intimacy, for no matter how many more details he might 
add on to the knowledge about his neighbour thus 
acquired, there will be many more important personal 
details which he will never be able to know, such as the 
other's loves and fears and hopes and beliefs, his thoughts 
on life and death, his secret thoughts and feelings, his good 
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qualities and other details such as these. Now let us suppose 
that he decides to know the man directly and in troduces 
himself to him; he visits him often and eats and drinks and 
sports with him. Then after long years of faithful friendship 
and sincere companionship and devotion he might per
chance receive by direct and spontaneous revelation from 
his friend and companion some of the many personal 
details and secret thoughts and feelings that are now in a 
flash revealed in a way which he will not be able to obtain 
in a lifetime of investigation and observation and research. 
Even this knowledge, given as a result of intimacy, is never 
complete, for we know that no matter how close the inti
mate relationship between the man and his friend - or 
brother, or wife and children, or parents, or lover - there 
will always be for him that veil of mystery that ever enve
lopes the one to be known like an inl1nite series of Chinese 
spherical ivory carving within carving, only to be unveiled 
for him by direct revelation from the other. And the other 
too will know by contemplating his self the infinite nature 
of that self that ever eludes his cognitive quest, so that even 
he is not able to reveal except only that which he knows. 
Every man is like an island set in a fathomless sea enve
loped by darkness, and the loneliness his self knows is so 
utterly absolute because even he knows not his self com
pletely. From this illustration we may derive certain basic 
conditions analogous to the first kind of knowledge. First, 
the desire by the one who gives knowledge about himself to 
be known. Second, the giving of such knowledge pertains 
to the same level of being, and this is because comnnmica
tion of ideas and feelings is possible and call be under
stood. Third, to be allowed to approach and know him, the 
one who seeks to know must abide by rules of propriety and 
codes of conduct and behaviour acceptable to the one who 
desires to be known. Fourth, his giving knowledge about 
himself is based on trust after a considerable period of 
testing of the other's sincerity and loyalty and devotion ami 
capacity to receive - a period in which is established a firm 
bond of intimacy between the two. In like manner and even 
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more so, then, is the case with knowledge given by God. In 
respect of the first condition, He says in the Holy Qur'an 
that He has created man only that man may serve Him, and 
service in its profoundest sense ultimately means know
ledge (lila 'rilah), so that His purpose of creation is for the 
creature to know Him, as He says in a Holy Tradition 
( f:ladi til Qudsi~yy): 

"I was a Hidden Treasure, and I desired to be known so , 
I created Creation that I might be known." 

Thus God reveals Himself to the rational soul, which pos
sesses organs of spiritual communication and cognition 
such as the heart (al-qalb), which knows Him; the spirit (al
riil],) , which loves Him; and the secret or inmost ground of 
the soul (al-sirr) , which contemplates Him. Though the 
rational soul is not of the same level of being as God, there 
is yet in it that spark of Divine origin which makes it pos
sible for it to receive communication from above and to 
have cognition of what is received; and from this we derive 
analot,'J' for the second condition. In the case of the third 
condition, we say that man approaches God by sincere 
submission to His Will and absolute obedience to His Law; 
by conscious realization in himself of His Commands and 
Prohibitions and Ordinances, and by performance of acts 
of devotion and supererogatory worship approved by Him 
and pleasing umo Him, until such a rnan attains to the 
station in which His trust and friendship may be conferred 
upon him by means of knowledge given as a gift of grace to 
him for whom He has created the capacity to receive 
corresponding to the knowledge given. Thus His words in a 
Holy Tradition: 
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"1<.'iv lV! servant ceases not to draw nigh unto Me by 
supererogatory worship until I love him; and when I 
love him I am his car, so that he hears by Me, and his 
eye, so that he sees by Me, and his tongue, so that he 
speaks by Me, and his hand, so that he takes by Me." 

As to the fourth condition of trust, it is part of the third, 
and this is in itself already clear. We see then that such 
knowledge, by virtue of its very nature, imparts truth and 
certainty of a higher order than that obtained in knowledge 
of the second kind; and because of this, and of the b.ct that 
it pertains to the soul or self of man and its fulfilment of 
the Covenant made with God, knowledge of its prere
quisites, which is in fact based on this given knmvledge, is 
inextricably bound up with Islamic ethics and morality. By 
means of such knowledge and the practice it entails we 
guide and govern ourselves in daily conduct and set our 
value.s in life and ourselves aright. The first knowledge 
unveIls the mystery of Being and Existence and reveals the 
true relationship between man's self and his Lord, and 
since for man such knowledge pertains to the ultimate 
purpose for knowing, it follows that knowledge of its prere
quisites becomes the basis and essential foundation for 
knowledge of the second kind, for knowledge of the latter 
alone, withom the guiding spirit of the former, cannot truly 
lead man in his life, but only confuses and conil.,unds him 
and enmeshes him in the labyrinth of endless and purpose
less seeking. We also perceive that there is a limit for mall 
even 10 the first and highest knowledge; whereas no such 
limit obtains in the second kind, so that the possibility of 
perpetual wandering spurred on by intellectual deception 
and self~delusioll in constant doubt and curiosity is always 
real. The individual man has no lime to waste in his 
momentary sojourn on earth, and the rightly guided one 



knows that his individual quest for knowledge of the second 
kind must needs be limited to his own practical needs and 
suited to his nature and capacity, so that he may set both 
the knowledge and himself in their right places in relation 
to his real self and thus maintain a condition of justice. For 
this reason and in order to achieve justice as the end, Islam 
distinguishes the quest for the two kinds of knowledge, 
making the one for the attainment of knowledge of the 
prerequisites of the first obligatory to all Muslims (Jan! 
'ayn) , and that of the other obligatory to some Muslims 
only (Jar(i kifiiyah) , and the obligation for the latter can 
indeed be transferred to the former category in the case of 
those who deem themselves duty bound to seek it for their 
self improvement. The division in the obligatory quest for 
knowledge into two categodes is itself a procedure of doing 
justice to knowledge and to the man who seeks it, for all of 
the knowledge of the prerequisites of the first knowledge is 
good for man, whereas not all of the knowledge of the 
second kind is good for him, for the man who seeks that 
latter knowledge, which would bear considerable influence 
in determining his secular role and position as a citizen, 
might not necessarily be a good man. In Western civilization 
generally, because its conception of justice is based on 
secular foundations, it follows that its conception of know
ledge is also based upon similar foundations, or compli
mentary foundations emphasizing man as a physical entity 
and a rational animal being, to the extent that it admits of 
what we have referred to as the second kind of knowledge 
as the only valid 'knoVltledge' possible. Consequently, the 
purpose of seeking knowledge from the lower to the higher 
levels is, for Western civilization, to produce in the seeker a 
good citizen. Islam, however, differs in this in that for it the 
purpose of seeking knowledge is to produce in the seeker a 
good man. We maintain that it is more fundamental to pro
duce a good man than to produce a good citizen, for the 
good man will no doubt also be a good citizen, but the 
good citizen will not necessarily also be a good man. In a 
sense we say that Islam too maintains that the purpose of 
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seeking knowledge is to produce in the seeker a good 
citizen, only that we mean by 'citizen' a Citizen of that 
other Kingdom, so that he acts as such even here and now 
as a good man. The concept of a 'good man' in Islam con
notes not only that he must be 'good' in the general social 
sense understood, but that he must also first be good to his 
self~ and not be UI~just to it in the way we have explained, 
for if he were unjust to his self, how can he really be just to 
others? Thus we see that, already in this most fundamental 
concept in life - the concept of knowledge - Islam is at 
variance with Western civilization, in that for Islam (a) 
knowledge includes faith and true belief (i man); and that 
(b) the purpose for seeking knowledge is to inculcate 
goodness or justice in man as man and individual self, and 
not merely in man as citizen or integral part of society: it is 
man's value as a real man, as spirit, that is stressed, rather 
than his value as a physical entity measured in terms of the 
pragmatic or utilitarian sense of his usefulness to Slate and 
society and the world. 

I have been describing what constitutes the very core of 
the Religion of Islam, and in this description have 
explained in brief but simple and succinct manner the 
fundamental concept of din and of faith and belief in 
Islam. I have touched upon the Islamic worldview and have 
stressed the paramount importance of the Quranic concept 
of man's Covenant with God, showing how this Covenant is 
of an essential nature; it is the starting point in the Islamic 
concept of religion, and is the dominant element in all 
other Islamic concepts bound up with it, such as those of 
fi"eedom and responsibility, of justice, of knowledge, of 
virtue, of brotherhood; of the role and character of the 
individual and the society and of their mutual identity in 
the framework of the state and of collective lite. I have in 
this description also emphasized the role of the individual, 
and of the individual the self, or soul, and its journey of 
return to God. It now behoves me to describe in outline the 
Islamic vision of Reality, which is no other than the 
philosophical core of Islam which determines its world 
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view. Islam focusses its religious and philosophical VISIOn 

(shuhud) of Reality and its worldview on Being, and 
distinguishes between Being or Existence (wujud) and its 
modes which are existent (rnawjud); between Unity 
(wa~u1ah) and Multiplicity (kathrah); between Subsistence 
(baqa) and Evanescence ([ana). This vision of Reality is 
based upon revealed knowledge through religious 
experience, and embraces both the objective, metaphysical 
and ontological reality as well as the subjective, mystical and 
psychological experience of that reality. Phenomeno
logically Islam, in confirmation of its vision of Reality, 
aff1rms 'being' rather than 'becoming' or 'coming-into
being', for the Object of its vision is clear, established, per
manent and unchanging. This conf1rmation and affirma
tion is absolute because it springs from the certainty (yaqzn) 
of revealed knowledge; and since its Object is clear and 
eSlablished and permanent and unchanging, so likewise is 
lshim, together with its way of life and method of practice 
and values, an absolute reflection of the mode of the 
O~ject. Thus Islam itself is like its Object in that it emulates 
its ontological nature as subsisting and unchanging - as 
being; and hence affirms itself to be complete and perfect 
as confirmed by God's words in the Holy Qur'an, and it 
denies the possibility of ever being in need of completion 
or evolution towards perfection; and such concepts as 
development and progress and perfection when applied to man's 
life and history and destiny must indeed refer, in Ishim, 
ultimately to the spiritual and real nature of man. If this 
were not so, then it can never really mean, for Islam, true 
development and progress and perfection, as it would 
mean only the development and progress and perfection of 
the animal in man; and that would not be his true 
evolution unless such evolution realizes in him his true 
nature as spirit. 

Change, deveiojJlltent and prob,rress, according to the Islamic 
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viewpoint, refer to the return to the genuine Islam 
enunciated and practised by the Holy Prophet (may God 
bless and give him Peace!) and his noble Companions and 
their Followers (blessings and peace be upon them all!) 
and the faith and practice of genuine Muslims after them; 
and they also refer to the self and mean its return to its 
original nature and religion (Islam). These concepts per
tain to presupposed situations in which Muslims find them
selves going astray and steeped in ignorance of Islam and 
are confused and unjust to their selves. In such situations, 
their endeavour to direct their selves back onto the Straight 
and True Path and to return to the condition of genuine 
Islam - such endeavour, which entails change, is develop
ment; and such return, which consists in development, is 
progress. Thus, for Islam, the process of movement towards 
genuine Islam by Muslims who have strayed away from it is 
development; and such development is the only one that 
can truly be termed as progress. Progress is neither 'becom
ing' or 'coming-into-being', nor movement towards that 
which is 'coming-into-being' and never becomes 'being', 
for the notion of 'something aimed at' or the 'goal' 
inherent in the concept 'progress' can only cuntain real 
meaning when it refers to that which is already clear and 
permanently established, already being. Hence what is already 
clear and established, already in the state of being', cannot 
suffer change, nor is it subject to constant slipping from tbe 
grasp of achievement, not constantly receding beyond 
attainment. The term 'progress' reflects a definite dlU!dion 

that is aligned to a final purpose that is meant to be achieved 
in life; if the direction sought is still vague, still coming
into-being, as it were, and the purpose aligned to it is nul 

final, then how can involvement in it truly mean progress? 
Those who grope in the dark cannot be referred to as 
progressing, and they who say such people are progressing 
have merely uttered a lie against the true meaning and 
purpose of progress, and they have lied unto their selves! 
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Their similitude is that of a man 
Who kindled a fire; 
When it lighted all around him, 
God took away their light 
And left them in utter darkness. 
So they could not see. 
Deaf, dumb, and blind, 
They will not return (to the path). 
Or (another similitude) 
Is that of a rain-laden cloud 
From the sky: in it are zones 
Of darkness, and thunder and lightning: 
They press their fingers in their ears 
To keep out the stunning thunder-clap, 
The while they are in terror of death. 
But God is ever round 
The rejecters of Faith! 
The lightning all but snatches away 
Their sight; every time the light 
(Helps) them, they walk therein, 
And when the darkness grows on them, 
They stand still. 
Alld if God willed, He could take away 
Their faculty of hearing and seeing; 
For God hath power over all things.HI

' 
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The Islamic worldview is not to be conslrued as a dualism, 
for although two elements are involved, yet the one is 
independent and subsistent while the other is dependent 
upon it; the one is absolute and the other relative; the one 
is real and the other a manifestation of that reality. So there 
is only One Reality and Truth, and all Islamic values pertain 
ultimately to It alone, so that to the Muslim, individually 
and collectively, all endeavour towards change and develop
ment and progress and perfection is invariably determined 
by the worldview that projects the vision of the One Reality 
and confirms the affirmation of the same Truth. In this way 
in practice Muslims have been able to live their lives in 
accordance with the belief without suffering any change to 

be wrought that would disrupt the harmony of Islam and of 
their own selves; without succumbing to the devastating 
touch of time, nor to the attendant challenges in the vicissi
tudes of worldly existence. The man of Islam has with him 
the Holy Qur';lll which is itself unchanged, unchanging 
and unchangeable; it is the Word of God revealed in com
plete and final form to His Chosen Messenger and Last 
Prophet Mul).ammad (may God bless and give him Peace!). 
It is the clear Guidance which he carries with him every
where, not merely literally so, but more in his tongue and 
mind and heart, so that it becomes the very vital force that 
moves his human frame. I have said earliel~ when referring 
to man's contemplation of his self, how every man is like an 
island set in isolation in a fathomless sea enveloped by 
darkness, saying that the loneliness his self knows is so 
utterly absolute because even he knows not his self com
pletely. I must add that such utter loneliness basically 
springs from man's inability to answer his own persistent 
ageless inner question to himself: "Who am I?" and "What is 
my ultimate destiny?" We say that such experience of utter 
loneliness, however, assails only the heart of the man who 
denies God, or doubts Him, or repudiates his soul's Cove
nant with God; for it is, again, recognition and afTinnation 
of that same Covenant that established for man his identity 
in the order of Being and Existence. The man of Islam -
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he who coufirms and aflirms the Covenant within his self 
- is never lonely for even when contemplating his self he 
knows intuitively, through acts of 'ibadah that include 
constant recitation and rellection and contemplation of the 
words of God in the Holy Qur'an, how close that self is with 
God, his Creator and Lord, Whom he ever contemplates in 
remembrance (dhiklJ and with \'\'hom he has intimate con
verse (rnunajat). Such a man has identified his self to him
self and knows his ultimate destiny, and he is secure within 
his self and free from the terrifying echoes of absolute lone
liness and the breathless grip of silent fear. In affirmation 
of Being, the Holy Qur'an, the source of Islam and projec
tor of the Islamic worldview and the vision of the One 
Reality and Truth, is the expression of the finality and 
perfection of 'being' just as Islam is the phenomenological 
affirmation of 'being'; and he who conveyed the Holy 
Qur'an to mankind himself represents the finality and 
perfection of 'being' in man. The Holy Prophet, upon 
whom be God's blessing and Peace!, is the Seal of the 
Prophets, the universal and final Messenger of God to 
mankind,"" whom he leads from darkness to light;BY who is 
himself the Lamp spreading Light;!JO he is God's Mercy to all 
creatures,9! and His b.vour to those who believe in him and 
in what he brought"" and He is God's favour even to the 
People of the Book,!!! who may yet come to believe in him. 
He is man whom God has created with a character exalted 
as the standard for mankind;!!! he is the Perfect Man and 

exr:ellence. lfe it is who even God and His 
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Angels hOllour and bless as the greatest of men, and all 
true Believers, in compliance with God's Command, and ill 
emulation of His Angels, do likewise, and have done and 
will do so in this world and the next for as long as God wills; 
and in the Hereafter to him will God vouchsafe the Lauded 
Station.97 MuQ.ammad, the Messenger of God, is he whose 
very name is a miracle of fulfillment for he alone among all 
mankind is constantly praised in every age and generation 
after him without end, so that even taking into account the 
ages and generations before him he still would be the only 
man to whom such praise is due. We praise him out of 
sincere love and respect and gratitude for having led us out 
of darkness into light, and he is loved above all other 
human beings including our selves. Our love and respect 
for him is sllch that neither time nor memory could dull, 
for he is in our selves in every age and generation - nay, 
he is closer than ourselves,gg and we emulate his words 
(qawt) and model actions (fi't) and silent confirmation 
(taq1~r) of usages known to him, so that next to the Holy 
Qur'an he is our most excellent and perfect guide and 
exemplar in life. He is the perfect model for every Muslim 
male and female; adolescent, middle-aged and old, in such 
wise that Muslims do not suffer from the crises of identity. 
Because of him the external structure or pattern of Muslim 
society is not divided by the gap of generations such as we 
find prevalent in Western society. Western civilization is 
constantly changing and 'becoming' without ever achieving 
'being', except that its 'being' is and always has been a 
'becoming'. This is and has been so by virtue of the bet 
that it acknowledges no single, established Reality to fix its 
vision on; no single, valid Scripture to confirm and affirm 
in life; no single, human Guide whose words and deeds and 
actions and entire mode of life can serve as model to 

96 Al-A~tzab (33) :56. 
97 Bani Istii '"il (17) :79. 
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emulate in life, but that each and every individual must 
find for himself and herself each one's identity and 
meaning of life and destiny. Western civilization affirms the 
evanescent (lana') aspect of reality, and its values pertain to 
the secular, material and physical realities of existence. 
Western society is thus divided by gaps between the three 
generar.ions: the youth, the middle-aged, and the old. Each 
separate generation moves within the confines of its own 
attempts at finding a meaning for its own self and life in an 
ageless search for the answers to the questions "Who am I?" 
and "\Vhat is my destiny?" The youth, who at that stage 
experience change in life, consider the values handed 
down by their fathers, the middle-aged, no longer useful 
nor relevant to their way of life. Consequently, they do not 
take the middle-aged as models to guide them in life, and 
hence demand of them their freedom to choose their own 
destiny. The middle-aged, realizing that their values too, 
when they were in the prime of youth, did not succeed in 
guiding them in life, and now they know they are 
themselves unable to provide the necessary guidance for 
their sons, and so surrender freedom which they seek to 
choose their destiny in the hope that youth may yet succeed 
where they had failed. Now the youth, in demanding 
freedom to choose their own destiny, also know that they 
need guidance, which is unfortunately not available, fo~ 
even from their very midst they are unable to bring forth a 
leader who can play the role of perfect model whose 
example can be emulated by others. This disconcerting 
situation creates in youth uncertainty and much doubt 
about the future, and they desperately dare to hope that 
when reach the middle-age they would then be able to 
remould the world nearer to their heart's desire. But the 
middle-aged, who play the central role in moulding and 
preserving their state, society, and world, know from 
experience in their youth that their former values now no 
longer serve a purpose and have lost their meaning in life; 
and since their fonner search for identity has failed, so 
their present liyes do not reflect contentment of fulfillment 
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and are void of happiness. Thus the values they HOW 

esteem, the values that now become for them the measure 
of their success in searching for meaning in their individual 
lives, are only those promoting secular and materialistic 
achievements pertaining to the slate and society; and so 
they strive and relentlessly compete among themselves to 
gain high places in the social ladder, or wealth and power 
and world renown. In the midst of such struggle, they 
realize that their mental capacity and intelligence arc 
beginning to weaken; physical power and vitality are begin
ning to deteriorate, and consternation and regret and sad
ness begin to take hold of their selves when there appear ill 
successive series before their mental perception the vision 
of retirement from public life into the loneliness of old age. 
Consequently, they look to youth with nostalgia and set 
high hopes that the youth may yet bring forth the longed
for perfect model and exemplar in life for all society to 
emulate; and this attitude towards youth is the very core of 
the worship of Youth, which is one of the dominant LCa
tures of ~Western civilization since ancient times. The crisis 
of identity experienced by the middle-aged is somewhat 
similar to that experienced by the youth, with the exception 
that, for the middle-aged, the freedom to choose their 
destiny is increasingly limited, for time relentlessly moves 
on like a Greek tragedy to the very end. The old, in such a 
society, are mere creatures forgotten by society, because 
their very existence reminds the youth and middle-aged of 
what they would be like which they want to forget. The old 
remind them of dissolution and death; the old have lost 
physical power and vitality; they have lost success; they Ita\e 
lost memory and their use and function in society; they 
have lost friend and family - they have lost the future. 
When a society bases its philosophy of life upon secular 
foundations and espouses materialistic values to live by, it 
inevitably follows that the meaning and value and quality of 
life of the individual citizen therein is interpreted and mea
sured in terms of his position as a citizen; his occupation 
and use and working and earning power in relation to tht~ 
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state. When in old age all this is gone, so likewise his 
identity - which is in fact moulded by the secular role he 
plays - is lost. The three generations that in such wise 
comprise Western society are forever engaged in the search 
for identity and meaning of life; are forever moving in the 
vicious circle of unattainment; each generation dissatisfied 
with its own self-evolved values of life; each generation 
finding itself a misfit. And this condition, we maintain, is 
what we mean by injustice (;;;.ulrn). This condition is further 
aggravated by the fact that in Western society there exists 
also a crisis of identity between the sexes, in that women are 
engaged, as women, in the search for their own, separate 
identity. Islamic society is not beset by such condition. The 
individuals within the generations that comprise it, whether 
male or female, have already established their identity and 
recognized their ultimate destiny; the former through 
recognition and confirmation of the Covenant, and the 
latter through affirmation and realization of that Covenant 
by means of sincere submission to God's Will and 
obedience to His Law such as enacted as Islam. The man 
who brought to us the Holy Qur'an as it was revealed to 
him by God, who thus brought to us the Knowledge of our 
identity and destiny, whose own life is the most excellent 
and perfect interpretation of the Holy Qur'an so that his 
life becomes for us the focus of emulation and true guiding 
spirit, is the Holy Prophet, may God bless and give him 
Peace! By his teaching and example he has shown us the 
right and true practice of Islam and of Islamic virtues; he is 
the perfect model not merely for one generation, but for 
all generations; not merely for a time, but for all time. 
Indeed, we say that the concept 'perfect model' can fulfill 
its true meaning only if he who is thus described, such as 
Mul;ammad alone is, embodies within his self all the 
permanent human and spiritual values necessary for man's 
guidance in life, whose validity is such that they serve man 
not only for the span of his individual lifetime, but for as 
long as man lives in this world. So every generation of 
Muslims, emulating his example, passes on the way of life 
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he patterncd to the next in such wIse lilaL no gap;, 
crises of identity occur between them, but lhal each 
preceding generation guides the next by and 
affirming his example in their lives. 
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IV 

THE MUSLIM DILEMMA 

The major problems that beset Muslim society today 
must be understood against the background of historical 
confrontation which Western culture and civilization had 
perpetuated against Islam, and whose causes are to be 
traced from the earliest periods in the formation of Chris
tianity before the advent of Islam. One of the definitions of 
knowledge is to know the cause of the existence of a thing, 
for knowledge of the cause leads to knowledge of the 
nature of the thing caused. Thus knowledge of the cause, 
or causes, of the dilemma in which we find ourselves today 
is itself a partial solution to the problem. For this reason it 
is important for us to discern the underlying causes that 
pose critical problems for us today, of which some have 
their origins within our own world and our own intellectual 
history, and some originated from without as eflects of the 
confrontation alluded to above. From the point of view of 
their critical impact upon our lives it matters little whether 
these problems originated from within or without, as they 
all create equally destructive consequences for our society 
and Community. It is important to know whether there is 
such a confrontation, and if so to know why and how it 
happened and what its nature is that it should persist in 
history and in the present and future. 

That Western culture and civilization, which includes 
Christianity as an integral part of it, has been assuming the 
posture of confrontation against Islam there can be no 
doubt. The root cause of the confrontation is to be dis
cerned in the origins of Christianity and the rise of Islam as 
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I understand them and as I will allempt to convey in the 
cursory sketch th;:lt now follows. 

We must yisualize the religious situation in the world 
cen wries before the advent of Ishlm when Christianity was 
ill the process uf formation. It would not have been the 
least difficult for the early religious authorities among the 
Christians - the thinkers and theorists to realize when 

assessed their position in the world that of all the 
world religions kncmrn at the lime Christianity alone 

not only the potentiality and capacity to become, 
like the others, a wodd religion, but more important to be 
developed iIlto a uuiversal religion that would dominate 
over nations and 'world affairs. They would have clearly 
seen, ,dth their mind's eye upon the vista of world 
religions known at the time, that neither Judaism, nor 
Zoroastrianism, nor Hinduism and Buddhism, nor Confu
cianism could in l~lct develop into a world force as a 
universal religion. Indeed at that time these religions had 
already existed many centuries before the new religion, 
and none of them went beyond the confines of their own 
nations and cultures and worlds, but remained as if 
insulated within their own domains and spberes of influ
ence in the peripheral regions that surrounded them. This 
was truly so by virtue of the fact that in the case of Judaism 
it was a national religion restricted only to a slIlall and 
persecuted race occupying the lands of the diaspora; and 
as such it could not and did in fact not disseminate itself to 
other nations of the world. Zoroastrianism too was national 
in character, though not in essence as in the case of 
Judaism, in that it was peculiar to the cullural and tradi
tional traits of the ancient Persians which could not pos
sibly be adopted other nations of the world. The same 
was true in the case of Hinduism and Buddhism, which did 
not doctrines of salvation like the one Christjanity 
\',as formulating, and hence they did not possess the salvific 
spirit of mission which was necessary to make religion 
uni\"ersally acknowledged. This was no doubt a great t~ictor 
that accounted for the fact of their insulat.ion within their 

own regions in spile of their long preexistence comparable 
with the others. No doubt Bnddhism did spread [0 China 
and Japan and Southeast Asia, as also did Hinduism in the 
region last mentioned, but this was not necessarily because 
of any salvific spirit of mission; and moreover their illl1u
enee extended only among the peoples of the peripheral 
regions. Confucianism, like Judaism, was likewise a Il~Hio

nal religion. In this case the worship of ancestors made it 
impossible for peoples other than Chinese to become 
Confucians, and Confucianism was thus meallt. fur the 
Chinese so that it too could not possibly be adopted by the 
various nations of the world. Furthermore it was not a 
religion in the sense understood particularly by the adhe
rents of 'revealed' religions. Thus in this brief summing up 
of the religious situation in the world before the advel1l of 
Islam, and the assessment of the future role of Christianity, 
the astute minds and self-conscious perception of the 
pioneers of the new religion must indeed have realized the 
tremendous role open to Christianity in that it alone could 
develop into a universal religion. 

Now the very idea of universality in religion is itself 
unique and revolutionary in its effect upon human life, for 
110 cosmopolitan life, no universal citizenship, is possible 
and conceivable unless the God of religion is also a 
Universal God. In his book The Ancient Ci(y,'m Numa Denis 
Fustel de Coulanges, a French thinker and historian of 
ideas, says that the Greek polis never became universal 
because what was missing was the Universal God of Chris
tianity.lIJ() According to him Christianity preached a univer
sal religion from its first appearance, for it called to the 
whole human race. IO

) In reality however, and according to 
our view, the idea of universality in religion, in spite of the 
claim of theologians and other Western thinkers that it was 
Christianity that originated it, and thal only after the 

99 New York, 1956; see Book III, chapters ~)-5. 
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beginning of Christianity were its implications regarding 
universal citizenship possible to realize, was not originally 
Christian. According to the Holy Qur'an the true religion 
was from the very beginning universal since it refers to one 
and the same Universal God. It was thus God Who revealed 
to man the universal religion. But man gradually forgot 
and aberrations in religion became common among men 
so that from time to time God had to reveal the universal 
religion again and again through His Prophets and Mes
sengers. The idea of the universal religion did not origi
nate in man's intellect and gradually evolve and develop in 
his culture and history. It was revealed to him by God, 
otherwise he would not be able to conceive it. This was why 
in spite of the great intellectual achievements of Greek and 
other sages and philosophers of antiquity reflecting the 
brilliance and originality of their ideas, they never con
ceived a universal religion. Since we have earlier stated that 
Christianity is not, strictly speaking, a revealed religion, but 
that it is a culture religion created by man and that it 
evolved and developed in history, 1O~ whence then and how 
did the idea of a universal religion come to be claimed as 
having originated in Christianity? The answer according to 
what can be interpreted from the Holy Qur'an is that God 
revealed to Jesus (on whom be Peace!) tlle coming of the 
Holy Prophet (may God bless and give him Peace!) who 
would finally establish among mankind the Universal Reli
gion (IsHim).Jesus (on whom be Peace!) informed his dis
ciples about what God had revealed to him and preached 
concerning it to his followers. But those who later altered 
the substance of his teachings, appropriated this idea of a 
universal religion and applied it to their own new creation. 
So the so-called Christian idea of a universal religion was 
taken from the sermons of Jesus (on whom be Peace!) 
where he meant it to refer to Isliim, but which was later appro
priated for the new religion Christianity. God's Plan, how
ever, can neither be confounded nor prevented from 

102 See above, pp. 20-25; 27-29. 
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coming to pass, tor in spite of its first claim to what in fact 
was borrowed and artificially created universality, and a 
head start of six centuries preceding Islam, Christianity 
naturally never fully realized it in history. The realization in 
history of the true universal religion still became a fact with 
the advent of Islam, when from the very beginning of its 
manifestation it addressed itself to the whole of mankind 
and forged a firm bond of brotherhood among members of 
its multiracial Community, the like of which was never seen 
nor would ever be seen in any other religion. Within less 
than a century after its advent, the Community of Islam 
comprised not only of Arabs and. other Semites, but also 
Persians, Egyptians, Berbers, Europeans, Africans, Indians, 
Chinese, Turks, and Malays. Islam did not have to wait for 
almost two millenia to realize its universal character. 

The rise of Islam changed the world; and in the wake of 
global changes great and far reaching repercussions 
occurred in the West and within Christianity itself. The 
rapid dissemination of Islam throughout the world caused 
two major historic events in the West which shaped its sub
sequent history and destiny. One was the dissolution of the 
cultural unity of the Mediterranean basin, which had for 
centuries moulded the way of life of the peoples of the 
surrounding regions; the other was the consequent shift in 
the axis of Western Christian life from Rome to the North 
centered around Aix Ia Chapelle where the new Caroling
ian dynasty had assumed power and temporal leadership of 
Western civilization. These two major events not only 
changed Western culture and civilization in 'body', but in 
'spiIit' as well; and these two significant events in the history 
of a civilization were rightly considered by the Belgian his
torian, Henri Pirenne, as the true historical criteria which 
supported his thesis that it was the rise and expansion of 
Islam that brought about the beginnings of the Middle Ages 
in Western history.lO:; Christianity itself suffered a separation 

103 See his two important works: A History of Europe, London, 
1967; and Muhammad and Charlemagne, London, 1958. 
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of destinies between Rome and Constantinople; the one 
moulding itself more and more into the forms of the 
Western European cultural traditions and the other 
assuming its Byzantine identity. Apart from the inf1uences 
which went deep into the religion of the West, Islam also 
caused revolutionary changes in the linguistic, social, 
cultural, political and economic aspects of Western life. 
Muslim centers of learning in the West radiated knowledge 
to the Western world, and with that knowledge Western 
scholars, thinkers and theologians were able to regain their 
lost intellectual legacies of ancient civilizations, which later 
were to exert such great inf1uence in nurturing the spirit of 
their Renaissance. Although Scholasticism had its roots in 
the earlier patristical period, the rise of Islam and its 
expansion in the West, which caused the Carolingian renai
ssance in the 9th century, may be regarded as the begin
ning of its history of significant development up till the 
12th century. Between the 9th and the 13th centuries 
Muslim philosophers like al-Kindi, al-Farabi, ibn Sina and 
ibn Rushd - particularly the latter two - had been 
instrumental in shaping the intellectual preparation of 
Scholasticism as the philosophy of Christian society towards 
attainment to its Golden Age in the 13th century with the 
official adoption of Aristotelianism into Christian theology 
and metaphysics. lo4 Ibn Sina's method inf1uenced men like 
Albert the Great, the teacher of Thomas Aquinas, and 
Henri of Ghent and the many disciples of Bonaventure of 
Bagnoregio including Duns Scotus and Meister Eckhart. 
His conceptual distinction between essence and existence, 
in which existence is conceived on the one hand as acci
dent to essence, and on the other as the very substance of 
it, have inf1uence Aquinas himself in his own distinction 
between essence and existence which effected a revolu
tionary change in Christian theology and metaphysics and 
whose effect and implications dominated Christian 

104 Sec above, pp. 8-11; 33-38. 
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philosophy and theology up to this day. ",; Aquill~s was <llso 
indebted to ibn Sina on the idea that the universal had real 
existence only as creative idea in God; that it had expe
riential existence only in individual things; and that it had 
mental existence when abstracted from the particulars of 
the human mind. These were ideas that, in the mind of a 
genius like Aquinas, played an important role in the 
formulation of Christian theology and metaphysics and 
contributed to the emergence of the Golden Age of 
Scholasticism. Apart from Muslim philosophers, ~llfIs
such as ibn 'Arabi, to mention one great example-also 
played significant roles in the development of Christian 
mysticism represented by men like Dante .'\Jighieri and 
Raymond Lull in the 14th century. 

From the very beginning of its advent Islam challenged 
Christianity's right to universality. Then in its earliest 
Revelations received at Makkah it challenged the authen
ticity and truth of fundamental Christian doctrines. IOU Then 
Islam followed up these tremendous doctrinal challenges, 
which amounted to the challenge to valid existence and 
hence also to world domination, by historically unprece
dented rapid territorial expansion whose extent stretched 
far and wide-greater than any known empire the world 
had seen. Together with these extraordinary events, which 
in themselves caused traumatic and harrowing experiences 
in Western Christian life and spirit, Islam carried to the 
West superior knowledge and the spirit of intellectual and 
rational investigation of higher truths that was to set the 
pace in the development of Western Christian intellectual 
history. Finally, it was because of Islam's supremacy in 
world affairs and the economic blockade effected by Islam 
upon the West beginning from the 9th to the 14th cen
turies in its control of world trade and trade routes-both 

105 See above,pp. 8-11. 
106 See e.g., al-Ikhlii~. (122); see also the references in note 30, 

above. 
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the land and sea routes-that forced the West to live in 
isolation and on its own means and etforts, and to seek 
other ways to the sources of international supplies. In that 
quest, which was prompted by the direct involvement of 
Islam in world history and in Western intellectual history, 
the West was able, after the Reconquista in the 15th and 
16th centuries, to gather its strength and intellectual 
resources; to emerge once again on the stage of world 
history as a dynamic force achieving many far reaching 
'discoveries' for itself such as - apart from scientific 
'discoveries' - the 'discovery' of America by Amerigo 
Vespucci and Christopher Columbus; the' discovery' of the 
sea route to India via the Cape of Good Hope by Vasco da 
Gama with the assistance of his Muslim pilot who already 
knew the way; and thence to the Spice Islands of the Malay 
Archipelago, and its first adventure in colonization with 
the capture of the strategic seaports and stapling points in 
the Indian Ocean, and in the Straits of Malacca by Alfonso 
d'Aibuquerque. 

What is briefly sketched above is meant to underline the 
fact that Islam played the dominant role in the shaping of 
world histary from the time of its advent onwards at least for 
a thousand years. The Western counter-attack came gradu
ally beginning with the scientific revolution in Western
Europe in the 13th century and its gradual growth in 
subsequent centuries in military and economic power. The 
geographical expansion of Western Europe eastwards and 
westwards and the establishment of its trading posts in the 
Indian Ocean in the 16th century caused grave economic 
repercussions in the Muslim world. The progressive weak
ening of the Muslim world, which was primarily caused by 
internal elements whose germs were evident in the early 
periods of Islam, had made possible the Western coloni
zation of a significant part of that world from the 17th 
century onwards till own times; and with the colonization 
and cultural control of vital areas of the Muslim world, the 
West was able to inculcate the projection of its worldview in 
the Muslim mind and thence to dominate the Muslims 
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intellectually. The dissemination of the basic essentials of 
the Western worldview and its surreptitious consolidation 
in the Muslim mind was gradually accomplished through 
the educational system based upon a concept of knowledge 
and its principles that would ultimately bring about the 
deislamization of the Muslim mind. The confrontation bet
ween Western culture and civilization and Islam, from the 
historical and religious and military levels, has now moved 
on to the intellectual level; and we must realize, then, that 
this confrontation is by nature a historically permanent one. 
Islam is seen by the West as posing a challenge to its very 
way oflife; a challenge not only to Western Christianity, but 
also to Aristotelianism and the epistemological and philo-
sophical principles deriving from Graeco--Roman thought 
which forms the dominant component integrating the key 
elements in the dimensions of the Western worldview. The 
West is ever bound to regard Islam as the true rival in the 
world; as the only abiding force confronting it and 
challenging its basic beliefs and principles. And the West 
and Islam as well know that the dispute between them 
revolves around fundamental issues to which no com
promise is possible. In the perpetual clash of worldviews 
between Islam and the West is to be discerned the external 
sources and causes, in esse and in passe, of the problems that 
beset us today. 

As to the internal causes of the dilemma in which we 
find ourselves, the basic problems can - it seems to me -
be reduced to a single evident crisis which I would simply 
call the loss of adab. I am here referring to the loss of 
discipline - the discipline of body, mind, and soul; the 
discipline that assures the recognition and acknowledge
ment of one's proper place in relation to one's self, society 
and Community; the recognition and acknowledgement of 
one's proper place in relation to one's physical, intellec
tual, and spiritual capacities and potentials; the recogni
tion and acknowledgement of the fact that knowledge and 
being are ordered hierarchically. Since adab refers to 
recognitian and acknowledgement of the right and proper 
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place, and condition ill liIe and to self discipline in 
positive and willing participation ill enacting one's role in 
accordance with that recognition and acknowledgement, 
its occurrence in Olle and in society as a whole rel1ects the 
condition of justice. Loss of allab implies loss of justice, 
which in t urn betrays confusion in knowledge. In respect 
of the society and community, the confusion in knowledge 
of Islam and the Islamic worldview creates the condition 
which enables false leaders to emerge and to thrive, 
causing the condition of injustice. They perpetuate this 
condition since it ensures the continued emergence of 
leadeTs like them to replace them after they are gone, per
petuating their domination over the afTairs of the Commu
nity. Thus to put it briet1y in their proper order, our 
present general dilemma is caused by: 

1. Confusion and error in knowledge, creating the con
dition for: 

2. The loss of adab within the Community. The condition 
arising out of(1) and (2) is: 

3. The rise of leaders who are not qualifIed for valid 
leadership of the IVluslim Community, who do not pos
sess the high moral, intellectual and spiritual standards 
required for Islamic leadership, who perpetuate the 
condition in (1) above and ensure the continued con
trol of the affairs of the Community by leaders like 
them who dominate in all fields. 

AU the above roots of our general dilemma are interde
pendent and operate in a vicious circle. But the chief cause 
is confusion and error in knowledge, and in order to break 
this vicious circle and remedy this grave problem, we must 
first come to grips with the problem of loss of adab, since 
no true knowledge can be instilled without the precon
dition of allab in the one who seeks it and to whom it is 
imparted. Thus, for sublime example, God Himself com
mands that the Holy Qur'an, the Fountain of aU true know
ledge, cannot even be touched in approach save through 
the prescribed allab of ritual purity. Indeed, 'ibiidah in its 
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entirety is but another expression of adab LOwards God. 
Knowledge must be approached reverently alld in 
and it canllot be possessed simply as if it were there ,wail
able to everyone irrespective of intention and and 
capacity. Where knowledge of Islam and the Islamic wurld 
view is concerned, it is based on authority. Since Islam is 
already established in perfection from the very beginnillg, 
requiring no further developmental change nor evolution 
towards perfection, we say again that adequate 
about IsI~un is always possible for all Muslims. There can be 
no relativism in the historical interpretation of Isl~HH, so 
that knowledge about it is either right or wrong, or true or 
false, where wrong and false means contradiction with tbe 
already established and clear truth, and right and true 
means conformity with it. Confusion about such truth 
means simply ignorance of it, and this is due not to any 
inherent vagueness or ambiguity 011 the part of that truth. 
The interpretation and clarification of knowledge about 
Islam and the Islamic world view is accomplished by autho
rity, and legitimate authority recognizes and acknowledges 
a hierarchy of authorities culminating in the Holy Prophet, 
upon whom be Peace! It is incumbent upon us to have a 
proper attitude towards legitimate authority, and that is 
reverence, love, respect, humility and intelligent trust in 
the veracity of the knowledge interpreted and clarified by 
such authority. Reverence, love, respect, humility and 
intelligent trust can only be realized in one when oue 
recognizes and acknowledges the fact that there is a 
hierarchy in the human order and in authority within that 
hierarchy in point of intelligence, :,piritual ami 
virtue. In respect of the human order in society, we not 
in the least mean by 'hierarchy' that semblance of it where
in oppression and exploitation and dominat.ion are 
mized as if they were an established principle ordained by 
God. Any kind of "hierarchy" or "order" is not 
legitimate, for such order is not order at all - it is 
and adab is not resignation to disorder as that would be 
contrary to justice. Disorder is the manifestation of the 
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occurrence of injustice. The fact that hierarchical disor
ders have prevailed in human society does not mean that 
hierarchy in the human order is not valid, for there is, in 
point of fact, legitimate hierarchy in the order of creation, 
and this is the Divine Order pervading all Creation and 
manifesting the occurrence of justice. God is the Just, and 
He fashions and deploys all Creation in justice. In order 
that mankind generally might recognize and acknowledge 
the just order, He has bestowed upon His Prophets, 
Messengers and men of piety and spiritual discernment the 
wisdom and knowledge of it so that they in turn might 
convey it to mankind who ought to conform with it as 
individual and as society. And this conformity with that 
order is the occurrence of adair, the resulting condition of 
that conformity is justice. Human society is not necessarily 
by nature made up of equal elements. From the mineral to 
the vegetal to the animal kingdoms of nature we discern 
orders of hierarchy from the lowest to the highest. Even 
among angels there are those in the highest level nearest 
to God (al-muqarrabiin). And in the Hereafter too Heaven 
and Hell and their respective inhabitants would all be 
likewise ordered from the highest to the lowest. In respect 
of the individual, the confusion in knowledge of Islam and 
the Islamic worldview very often creates in him an 
overweening sort of individualism: he thinks himself the 
equal of others who are in reality superior to him, and cul
tivates immanent arrogance and obstinacy and tends to 
reject authority. He thinks he knows whereas in reality he 
does not know his place in relation to himself and to 
others; and he inclines towards envy. In that condition he 
allows his passions to hold sway over his actions and 
decisions in life. While God declares that He does not bur
den a soul more than what it can bearJ07 - which reveals 
that even souls are not equal in capacity - the individual 
we mean, instigated by his own arrogant ambitions and 
disposition, does not hesitate to wrongly burden his soul by 

107 See al-Baqarah (2): 286. 
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taking upon himself a trust and responsibility - whether 
political, social, cultural, intellectual, religious and spiritual 
- which he in his real capacity cannot adequately fulfill. 
When people like him increase in number some of them, 
or those they consider representative of their kind, in
evitably become leaders who we have earlier designated as 
false. And they consolidate their kind in all spheres of 
responsibility and trust in societal life: the political, social, 
cultural, intellectual, religious and spiritual. The resulting 
condition suffered by the society is what we have called the 
loss of adab, which reflects the injustice that prevails, and 
the continued corruption of knowledge. 

Now it may be that many Muslims today, when reminded 
of the preponderantly false character of those to whom 
they have entrusted the responsibility to lead them, ask 
how we are to know their rightful places; to be able to dis
tinguish the true from the false; to ensure that the true will 
be in their rightful places and the false in theirs, and hence 
to ensure deliverance from the tyranny and misguidance of 
false leaders? Indeed, this very question in fact demon
strates clearly the rampant confusion that has already taken 
hold of our minds. Only when Muslims are immersed in 
ignorance can such a question be raised, for the mere fact 
that God has commanded that we render back our trusts 
(an tu 'addu 'l-arniiniit) to those to whom they are due (iLii 
ahliha) means that we ought already to know the true from 
the false and the right from the wrong in the matter of 
entrusting the responsibility of right leadership - other
wise He would not have so commanded. The fact that we 
now raise the question means that we have lost that capa
city for discernment necessary to distinguish the true from 
the false and the right from the wrong, and in such a state 
we must realize that the answer to it will not be understood 
unless we regain that knowledge which is adab. We must 
not forget that Islam is not a religion meant for fools, and 
this means that we must constantly refresh our knowledge 
of Islam and the Islamic worldview and be vigilant against 
false interpretations; that we must always rise to the level of 
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that correct knowledge of Islam and the Islamic worldview 
so that whatever else of knowledge of the sciences that we 
might seek will always be set in proper balance with the 
former in such wise as to maintain a just order of know
ledge in ourselves. The manner as to how this condition 
can be accomplished will be clarified in the next chapter, 
where a possible solution to the problem is outlined in the 
form of a systematic organization of a plan of education 
that reflects Islam and its worldview. 

Now we have said earlier that the progressive weakening 
of the Muslim world was primarily caused by internal 
elements whose germs were discernible in the early periods 
of Islam; and we said further, with reference to these 
internal elements, that they created the condition of loss of 
adab. The chief characteristic symptom of loss of adab 
within the Community is the process of levelling that is 
cultivated from lime to time in the Muslim mind and 
practiced in his society. By 'levelling' I mean the levelling of 
everyone, in the mind and the attitude, to the same level of 
the leveller. This mental and attitudinal process, which 
impinges upon action, is perpetrated through the encou
ragement of false leaders who wish to demolish legitimate 
authority and valid hierarchy so tllat they and their like 
might thrive, and who demonstrate by example by levelling 
the great to the level of the less great, and then to that of 
the still lesser. This Jahifl streak of individualism, of imma
nent arrogance and obstinacy and the tendency to chal
lenge and belittle legitimate authority, seems to have 
perpetrated itself - albeit only among extremists of many 
sorts - in all periods of Muslim history. When Muslims 
become confused in their knowledge of Islam and its world 
view, these extremists tend to spread among them and 
influence their thinking and infiltrate into positions of 
religious leadership; then their leadership in all spheres of 
life tends to exhibit this dangerous streak and to encou
rage its practice among Muslims as if it were in conformity 
with the teachings of Islam. They who encourage this 
attitude pretend that what is encouraged is no other than 
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the egalitarian principle of Islam, whereas in fact it is far 
from it in that what they propagate leads to the destruc
tion, or at least the undermining of legitimate authority 
and hierarchy in the human order - it is the levelling of 
all to their leve~ it is injustice. Some earlier Muslims who 
exhibited this SU'eak of levelling, of whittling down to their 
size their great contemporaries or predecessors, have inva
riably concentrated their censure on the fact that those 
great and true leaders of the Community were mere human 
beings, men of flesh and blood like any other, and have em
phasized their human errors which were in reality trivial in 
nature in comparison with their individual learning and 
wisdom and virtue and considerable contributions to the 
knowledge of Islam and its world view. Moreover, these so
called errors and mistakes do not in tlle least negate the 
validity of their thoughts reflected in their works and their 
deeds, nor of their rightful places in the life of the 
Community throughout tlle ages. Indeed, even the Noble 
Companions - may God be well pleased Witll them - were 
not exempt from such censure: Sayyidina 'Umar and 
Sayyidina 'Ali were both charged by a lesser man with com
mitting mistakes, notwithstanding the fact that, according 
to a well-known lJadith, they were both included among the 
Ten who were assured Paradise. We can only marvel how, 
when God Himself has overlooked their mistakes, a mere 
creature who lived centuries later could still persist in 
pointing out those mistakes! No doubt it is possible to 
concede that the critics of the great and learned were in 
the past at least themselves gl"eat and learned in their own 
way, but it is a mistake to put them together on the same 
level - the more so to place the lesser above the greater in 
rank as it happens in the estimation of our age of greater 
confusion. In our own times tllOse who know cannot fail to 
notice that critics of the great and learned and virtuous 
among Muslims, who emulate the example of their 
teachers in the habit of censuring their own true leaders, 
are men invariably much less in authoritative worth than 
the lesser of the past; men whose intellectual and spiritual 
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perception of Islam and its world view cannot even be 
compared with any of those of their teachet's - let alone 
with those of the great they disparage, from whom their 
teachers did derive knowledge and guidance without due 
acknowledgement. Not a single one of the so-called 
Modernists and Reformers of our times, including those 
who masquerade as 'ulama: barely reaches the lowest level 
of the great 'ulama: of the past and men of spiritual dis
cernment who contributed so much to the knowledge of 
Islam and the Islamic world view, whether in terms of intel
ligence, virtue and spiritual knowledge, or in terms of 
volume in original, individual analyses, interpretations, 
commentaries and other written efforts. In fact, they never 
produced such works, their writings being largely of a jour
nalistic nature and content. In the beginning, they had to 

air their views about such questions as the createdness or 
uncreatedness of the Holy Qur'an, and many dabbled in 
the vexed question of qa{ia and qadr- they had to imitate 
the great of the past in order to gain the confidence and 
credulity of the confused. And those who judge them as 
great leaders are those who do not truly know the real ones 
of the past. For all the questions and problems that they 
attempted to raise and solve had already been dealt with 
with keener and profounder insight and with more 
intellectual and spiritual sophistication and refinement by 
men like al-Ash'a{i, al-Ghazafi, the Ahl al-Ta~wwuf and 
other masters of the past. Moreover, the nature of the Holy 
Qur'an and of qa(la and qadr and related questions are not 
considered as problems by Muslims who know and believe, 
and their being presented as if they are problems only 
betrays their confusion and adds to the general confusion 
that has invaded our minds and our belief and faith. Such 
exercises serve only to advocate the affectation of those 
who set themselves up as equals of their masters. They and 
their followers thrive where there is confusion and 
ignorance, where they can escape the relentless scrutiny 
and censure of knowledge. It is because Muslims in our age 
have become confused and ignorant and desperate that 
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they see men who have, as if lor the fil'S! time, opened their 
minds to Islam; they do not see that these men are poor 
imitations of the great of the past. They do not bring 
anything new that the illustrious Muslims of the past have 
not already brought; nor do they clarify Islam better to the 
clouded vision than the immensely superior clarification 
accomplished by the masters of the past. Yet, it is such as 
they who have been most vociferous and vehement in dis
paraging and denouncing the past and its great the 
learned scholars and thinkers and jurists and men of spiri
tual discernment. Their conception of the past has been 
inl1uenced by Western ideas on human evolution and 
historical development and secular science. These ideas 
are the second serious instance the tirst being those of 
the Falasifah whom al-Ghazafi vanquished-of the smugg
ling of Western concepts alien to Islam into the Muslim 
mind. But the Falasifah at least understood Western 
thought better than they, and although these Modernists 
and Reformers were cautious in attempting to islamize the 
ideas they brought in, their ideas pose a great danger to 
the Muslim's loyalty to Islam because they were not ideas 
that could be truly islamized. They opened the doors to 

secularism without knowing it, for it did not take long for 
their followers to develop their ideas to secular propor
tions. The great Muslims of the past were not really their 
intellectual ideals; people like Rousseau, Comtc, Mill, and 
Spencer were more properly their intellectual ideals. Islam 
in reality did not seem to be the principle of their thought; 
they attempted to fit Islam to their ideals. Though they 
claim to be Muslims, their loyalty is to their country, which 
loyalty seems to be levelled to the same plane as that due to 
Islam. Because they were never really intellectually and 
spiritually profound, they preoccupied themselves instead 
Witll sociology and politics. Their experience of the decline 
of Muslim rule and the disintegration of Muslim empires 
made them take notice of Ibn Khaldun and they concen
trated their efforts on the concept of ummah and of the 
state in Islam. They naturally neglect to lay as much stress 
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on the (onlept of the individual and the role the indivi
dual plays in realizing and establishing the urnmah and the
Islamic state. Now it is true that the ummah and the Islamic
state are paramount in Islam, but so is the individual
Muslim, for how can the ummah and the Islamic state be
developed and established if individually Muslims hae
become confused and ignorant about Islam and its world
view and are no longer good Muslims? When they say that
the decline of the Muslims was caused by corrupt leader
ship, their iclentificanon of cause with corrupt leadership is
1101 qUite correct. If we ask oursehes what is it that is
corrupt about their leadership we will recognize at once
that it is their knozili dge that is corrupt which renders their
leadership corrupt. Corrupt leadership is the elfect, and
not the cause; and it is the (fJect of confusion and error in
knowledge of Islam an(l its worldview. If we accept this,
then it ought to be clear that the root of the problem is no
Longer to be seen as grounded in the umrnah and the state.
The identification (if cause with the corruption of knowl
edge as here suggested, and not with that of leadenhip as
tile) suggest, significantly shifts the gmoummd wherein lies the
root of the problem to that of knowledge, and knowledge
is iiilierent in man as individual, and not in society and state
and urn ,nah. So, ai a matter of correct trate in our times and
under the pieseni circumstances, it is important to stress

the iiidiVi(lual in seeking a just solution to our problem

rather than the society and the state. Stressing the indii—
dual implies, as a precondition for our ideas to be equipped
sufficiently to enable us to grasp and present a solution to
the problem, knowledge about the intelligence, virtue, and
the spirit, and about ultimate destiny and purpose; for

intelligence, irtue, and the spirit are elements inherent in
the individual, and such knowledge is to be gained not

from Vestcrii notions of psychology, which are irrelevant
to us, but from Islamic tradition expounded and inter

preted by our masters of time past, the men of spiritual

disceriimeiit. Only in this way can we conceptualize and

then realize au edu ational system within tile Quranic

framework and based upon islamic loundations that would
educate generations of Mushnms to come to become vod
Muslims; Muslims no longer confused, but knowing and
practicing and ready to realize and establish the Islamic
state and to enact their proper role as a single, 1gorous
ummah, Otherwise — if the preoccupation is only with the
ummah and the state—efforts to realize our purpose dh1 be
doomed to failure such as we have experienced; and oum
enemies and the ignorant intent upon confounding us will
say, as they have said and are saying, that Islam is no longer

‘relevant’ today, and that the Islamic slate is mereb an
ideal that cannot be established and practiseti in fact. 1 he
stressing of society and the state opens the door to
secularism and secular ideology and secular education
Now, we alread possess an abundant store ul knowledge
about the intelligence, virtue and the spirit. (ildl (>1
teachers iii the masters of the past who were tileam possessed

of intellectual and spiritual discernment and irame; all
these — the knowledge and the men — of a universal qua—
lit) and character. so that what they brought hrthi is ‘alitl
fir man for all time, since time Sources whence such know
ledge conies, and the deep draughts such mcii mlrew. ate of
a universal imature so unique in its tiamisuendiaig of historx
and the lorucs of ciiangc that they are always new, always
‘modern’. If the modernist ‘reformers’ really knew, tiny

would at least htae bemielitted Ironi thetum. But such know
ledge and such nieim were precist’ly the ouies they- ignored.
in spite of the fact that the Sources referred to ame the I lol
Qur’an and time Sunnah. Instead, they (Lispalagud such
men and looked for faults and cotidemnnud the mcii

because of their faults, imotwithstamulimig their Ilmerits being
greatem- than their lauhis. -fdab consists in the discetimmijemit
oh the merits. hut of time faults; fur thc iiwmits determine

tli eir place in the I mierarchiical uider.
There is not mnchi lutidaumiental dihhi.ri’miut’ iii hasi. ideas

and in issues formulated and iii character anti qualit’ bet
ween the modernist ‘reformers’ and their counterpart time
traditionalist ‘reformers’ of our timmws, for time> all deii e
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their example from the same line of cntIcs among the 
'ulama' of less authoritative worth who in earlier times pre
occupied themselves with denigrating their greater con
temporaries and predecessors. All are prone to levelling 
everyone to the same level of equality, notwithstanding the 
fact that even in God's Sight we are not all the same and 
equal. Indeed, we are all the same in point of being crea
tures of God, in point of being human beings, cast in flesh 
and blood. But our spirits, our souls, though derived from 
that One Spirit, and though essentially the same are, in 
point of power and magnitude, not the same, not equal. We 
are like so many candles of varying lengths and shapes and 
hues and sizes; the tallow they are made from is essentially 
the same and the light they burn is essentially the same, 
but the greatness of the flame, the light each sheds is not 
the same in power and magnitude. And we judge the value 
of the candle by the light it sheds just as we judge a man by 
those qualities by which he is not the same, but excels 
another such as by intelligence, virtue, and spiritual dis
cernment. So it is neither correct nor true to regard such a 
man as merely a man of flesh and blood like any other, for 
he is not like any other in that his intelligence, virtue, and 
spiritual discernment transcend the limitations of his i1esh 
and blood, and his greatness of spirit manifests his excel
lence over others. Adab is the recognition and acknow
ledgement of such lights in man; and acknowledgement 
entails an attitude expressing true reverence, love, respect, 
humility - it entails knowing one's proper place in rela
tion to him who sheds such light. But these traditionalist 
'reformers', in spite of the fact that they are men of far 
lesser lights than the luminaries of the past, whose lights in 
fact vanish when set against their brilliance, who all too 
willingly play at 'reforming' to a confused audience unable 
to assess truly the quality of the 'reform' other than by its 
own inadequate criteria of estimation, all too frequently be
come puffed up with their own self-importance. They are 
like a signpost on the Way to the Truth that instead of 
pointing the traveller along the Way to other earlier, clear-
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er signposts nearer the Truth, point to itself and so 
confuse. They and their followers, who have become insen
sibly more arrogant than the leaders, have done something 
which no group or school in earlier times ever contem
plated doing; and that is to popularize the idea that the 
Holy Prophet, upon whom be Peace, is no more than a 
man like any other man. They do this by constantly under
lining the ayat in tlle Holy Qur'an where God, Glorious 
and Exalted, commands the Holy Prophet, Peace be upon 
him, to say that he is 'but a man like you all'.lOti Their 
underlining of the ayat and incessant quoting of it is to 

remind us of the fact that MUQammad, who may God bless 
and give Peace, is not an angel or a god or God incarnate, 
but a man and a mortal. Why should they do this? - have 
we all become unbelievers that they should direct us to 
reflect upon that fact? They must know that the ayut they 
glibly quote as if discovered for the first time is meant 
actually to be directed towards unbelievers. Other ayat occur in 
the Holy Qur'an where the other Prophets, upon whom be 
Peace, are also commanded to say the same thing, and all 
of them are directed towards unbelievers. Ill'! Believers 
already know that Prophets are men, and alread,'r believe in 
them and in what they brought, so that there is no need to 
tell believers that Prophets all are men. Indeed, that is why 
believers believe. They must see that to believers God, 
Glorious and Most Exalted, tells them that the Holy 
Prophet, upon whom be Peace, is the Seal of the Prophets; 
the Universal and Final Messenger of god to mankind; the 
Lamp spreading Light; God's Mercy to all creatures; 
exalted in character and nature as the standard for man
kind; the Examplar par excellence - and many more ."0 God 

108 AI-Kah{(l8): 110. 
109 See for example, al-An'iim (6): 91; Ibriihlm (14): 10-11; Balli 

Isrii'il(l7): 93-94; al-Kahf (18): 110; al-Anbiyii' (21): 3; al
Mu'minun (23): 24, 33: ai-Shu 'a rii , (26): 153 Yii Sin (36): 15; 
!fa Mim (41): 6; Al-Qamar (54): 24; al-Taghiibiin (64): 6. 

110 See the references in notes 87-98 above. 
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has established in our hearts recogmtlOn and acknow
ledgement of his superiority and excellence over all other 
men; and it is these supreme qualities of the Holy Prophet, 
upon whom be Peace, that must be stressed to the Muslim 
audience of all ages. They may say that in our age of aber
rations and excesses in belief and faith, an age in which 
they think that Muslims are on the verge of unbelief, it is 
proper and timely to emphasize the human and mortal 
nature of the Holy Prophet, upon whom be Peace. We 
answer that even if what they allege and think is true, and 
even if there is genuine good intention in what they do, 
they still fail to see that the general confusion of the 
Muslims has not been and is not caused by any confusion 
on the part of the Muslims as to the nature and personality 
and mission of the Holy Prophet, upon whom be Peace. 
Confusion in belief and faith among the Muslims has no
thing to do with and does not revolve around any issue 
relating to the Holy Prophet's humanity and created 
nature. The cause lies not in confusion about the created 
nature of the Holy Prophet, but in ignorance of tawlfid and 
the fundamental articles of faith and other related 
essen tials of belief which are all comprised in that category 
of knowledge which we have designated as farrJu 'ayn; and 
this means that the cause is part of the general cause which 
we have in this chapter called confusion and error in know
ledge. The basic problem, therefore, is that of education
the lack of proper and adequate Islamic education - for 
such education, rightly systematized, would assuredly pre
vent tlle occurrence of general confusion leading to aber
rations and excesses in belief and in practice. The rise of 
false leaders in all spheres of life which follows from loss of 
adab and confusion and error in knowledge respectively 
means in this particular case the rise of false 'ularnii' who 
restrict knowledge (al- 'ibn) to the domain of jurisprudence 
(fiqh). They are not worthy followers of the mujtahidiin; the 
great Imams who through their individual efforts of 
sublime research established the Schools of Law and Juris
prudence in Islam. They are not men of keen intelligence 
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and profound insight, nor are they men of integrity ill 
keeping the trust of right spiritual leadership, Notwith
standing the fact that the Holy Qur'an repeatedly con
demns it, they delight in endless controversy, disputations 
and polemics which succeed only in making mountains out 
of jurisprudential molehills in whose blind paths the gene
rality of Muslims are left guideless and bewildered. Their 
misguidance leads to the emphasis on differences between 
the various rnadhiihib and to obstinate adherence to trivia
lities within them, which in turn gradually incite the 
modernist and traditionalist 'reformers' and their followers 
to attack falsely the rnujtahidiin, thereby undermining legi
timate authority, and to discredit the concept and validity 
of the rnadhhab in Islamic life. The false 'ulamii' are not 
able to develop the interpretations of the mujtahidun along 
their proper courses within the clear guidelines, and their 
incessant elaboration of trivialities leads to the neglect of 
the real problem of education. They are content at leaving 
the Muslims' basic education in farrju 'ayn knowledge at the 
infantile level while they allow the development of farrJ.u 
kifoyah knowledge to increase tremendously. In this way the 
amount of secular knowledge increases and develops in the 
Muslim's life out of proportion to the religious, so that the 
Muslim spends most of his adult life knowing more aboul 
the world and less about religion. Thus we have weak 
Muslims and weak and dangerous leaders whose compre
hension and knowledge of Islam is stunted at the level of 
immaturity; and because of this Islam itself is erroneously 
made to appear as if 'undeveloped' or 'misdeveloped' or 
left to 'stagnate'. The increase in fanJu kifoyah knowledge 
and preoccupation in emphasizing its role in life without 
due emphasis on its acquisition being organized in propor
tionate balance with that of the far~lu 'uyn at all levels of 
education naturally directs the attention solely to the 
problems of state and society, for the state and the society 
are the U'ue referents in respect of the farrJu kifiiyah. The 
preoccupation in our age with the Islamic state and the 
ummah is succinct indication of the preponderant estima-
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tion accorded to the acqUlslUon of Iar4u kifayah knowl
edge. In this respect, too, the social, political, and legal 
sciences in that category of knowledge has been demand
ing - and receiving - undue attention and ascendancy 
over the other category in our estimation and our con
sciousness. It is easy to see why, under these circumstances, 
the trend of affairs in Muslim life leads to the 'sociali
zation' of Islam; and the levelling of the Holy Prophet, 
upon whom be Peace, to the same level as the masses is but 
a logical consequence of that 'socialization'. Together with 
'socialization', rationalism-the kind understood in the 
West, that is, as derived from the concept ratio, not the 
kind we mean as derived from the Quranic 'aql- is advo
cated by the 'modernists' who emulate the example of 
their predecessors at the turn of the century. They futilely 
attempt to 'rationalize' Verses of the Holy Qur'an they find 
convenient to their purpose in line with the theories and 
findings of modern science. Their habit, however, is to 
remain silent on many of the other Verses which in fact 
cannot be so fathomed and which prove their thinking to 
be inadequate and confused. They likewise rationalize all 
episodes in the life of the Holy Prophet, ,upon whom be 
Peace, and present them in a 'despiritualized' version. By 
ineptly treating the nature of revelation as if it were a 
'natural' phenomenon, and the Holy Qur'an as if it were 
created and on the same level as other books; by presump
tuously 'despiritualizing' the life and person of the Holy 
Prophet, upon whom be Peace, they prepare the ground 
for a 'secularized' Islam. They draw inspiration about ideas 
on state and society and man not so much from Islam and 
Islamic sources as from Western European sources about 
liberty, equality, and fraternity; about the social contract 
and the doctrine of human rights and humanistic indivi
dualism. The successes of socialism in the West in recent 
times have blindly encouraged their thinking in identifYing 
socialism with Islam - at least as a political theory and 
social order-as if the choice of life-style open to Muslims 
lies solely between capitalism and socialism! They do not 
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see that Islam is neither the one nor the other. If they had 
so seen, then they ought to have thought out their ideas 
about state and society and man based on their own 
intellectual and original efforts grounded upon Islam and 
the Islamic sources in the manner of the mujlahidun of old. 
But they are intellectually lazy, or inadequate, or incapable 
of original ijtihad, and prefer instead to let Western 
thinkers think and realize the ideas for them to appro
priate conveniently and islamicize in slip-shod fashion. 
They do this not only at the theoretical level in the socio
political and socio-economic spheres of life, but at the 
practical level as well, in which the educational, economic, 
financial, legal and other aspects of societal life are being 
likewise involved. They are, curiously enough, the very 
ones who clamour for ijtihiid while in fact not even one ful
fills the conditions for being a mujtahid! The 'tradi
tionalists', although not necessarily in agreement with the 
'modernists' in all respects in what they think and say and 
advocate, are nevertheless influenced by them and are 
infected by the same disease of socializing and despiritual
izing Islam and levelling all Muslims. They are, unwiningly 
perhaps, aiding the process of 'secularizing' Islam in 
attempting to suppress its intellectual and spiritual 
elements. They and the 'modernists' erroneously blame 
ta~awwuI in particular as the cause of the degeneration of 
Muslims. In reality, however, they possess neither the intel
lectual capacity nor spiritual vision to understand la~awwuf, 
and what they do not understand they condemn. They say 
ignorantly that ta~awwuI is alien to Islam, and that no 
matter how one looks at it ta~aUJwuI contains germs of 
decline and degeneration. They are blind to the fact that 
ta~aUJwuI is an integral part if Islam; that just as all reality 
and truth has an outer and inner aspect to it so is ta~(lwwuf 
the inner dimension of Islam; its sincere and correct prac
tice is none other than the intensifIcation of the shan 'ah 
upon one's self; it is the expression of ilJ,san in the' abel; it is 
'ibadah fortified and enlightened by intellectual discern
ment leading to spiritual apprehension of realities; it is the 
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practice of the shan 'ah at the station of i~Miin; it is estab
lished upon certainty as it is based upon J.Ukmah and al- 'ilm 
al-Iadllnniyy - wisdom and spiritual knowledge which God 
grants to whomsoever he pleases of the elect among His 
servants. It is also knowledge that enables the possessor to 
recognize and acknowledge the hierarchical order (mariitib) 
of reality and truth, and so it is the fount of true adab. Its 
technical vocabulary is derived from its chief Source, the 
Holy Qur'an, and its interpretation and practice is 
grounded upon the Sunnah. Its exponents are the saints, 
the awliyii', the Friends of God. To say as they do that 
ta~awwuf contains germs of decline and degeneration is to 
imply that its Sources and vital principles, the Holy Qur'an 
and the Sunnah, are the repository of those very germs! 
The germs of decline and degeneration are contained not 
in ta"awwuf and its sublime Sources, but in the ignorant 
who misunderstands, misapplies and commits malpractices 
leading to all sorts of aberrations and excesses. If they who 
condemn ta;;awwufmean by it the aberrations and excesses 
perpetrated by the ignorant, then they should say so and 
clearly distinguish the true from the false, and condemn the 
false. But just as they attack the mujlahidun because they see 
them through the trivialities projected by the 'ulama' of 
less authoritative worth and by those who are even less so, 
in the same way they condemn ta~awwufbecause they see it 
through the aberrant and excessive mind of the ignorant 
who falsely claim to be its exponents. They seem to fall into 
the habit of seeing what they think is the true through the 
eyes of the false, and so see not the true in reality; and see
ing in this fashion they assume the self-styled task of 'puri
fYing' Islam from what they falsely see to be stains of 
impurity. Ta~awwufas seen by them is such a stain. In their 
method they are like people who see stains on a white wall 
and \vho, wishing to cleanse the wall of the stains, employ 
too much detergent, and of the wrong kind withal, so that 
instead of erasing the stains only they erase part of the 
whiteness of the wall as well and so disfigure the whole 
wall. If we cast a cursory glance at Muslim history we must 
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see that ta~awwllf is not the cause of Muslim decline and 
degeneration. The loss of adab in the sense we have 
explained is the real perpetrator of decline and degenera
tion among us. Not only have the . ulmna' of less authori
tative worth and those who are downright false, having 
undermined the authority of the great, neglected to 
inculcate correct knowledge of Islam and its world view in 
the Muslim mind through systematic organization of know
ledge in structured educational formula but, to add to the 
general confusion and ignorance that such neglect entails, 
the rulers among Muslims have contributed significantly to 
the chaos. Like the false 'ularna: taking delight in endless 
controversy, in disputations and polemics and in hurling 
the accusation of unbelief against each other, the rulers 
take prime delight in endless struggle and warfare desu'uc
tive to all. A classic example is Timur who instead of con
quering Russia and China, a feat which he was well able to 
accomplish and which would perhaps have altered the 
course of world history for the better, turned against the 
Persians and the Turks and the Egyptians and wrought 
havoc and devastation among fellow Muslims. In the his
tory of the Ahl al-Ta~awwuJ, the tanqah came into existence 
in the 13th century after many turbulent petiods of Muslim 
history. The degeneration among the Ahl al-Tanqah came 
after the 15th century. Such degeneration is not to be 
construed as the cause, but as the effect of the decline and 
degeneration already begun in earlier centuries due to the 
loss of adab. Ta~awwuf proper has strengthened the belief 
and faith of Muslims in ages of tyranny and confusion; it 
has inculcated adab, and has adorned our civilization and 
our souls with the gift of incomparably rich and lofty spirit
ual literature from which we might derive the important 
bases for the education of the individual Muslim. The 
ta;;awwufthat they blame, then, is not the tll~llwwufthat the 
Ahi al-Ta~awwufknow, and it is therefore not ta~llwwuj; and 
the blame is not to be laid on ta~awwuf Rather it is neglect 
in developing and formulating a systematic educational 
programme based on Islamic principles already clarified by 
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the great intcrpreters of Islam-neglect in implementing a 
coordinated, unified system of education developed out of 
the intellectual and spiritual vision of men of discernment, 
in pursuit of incessant jurisprudential and political 
dissensions instead, spurred on by the emergence and 
spread of alien doctrines which sought to undermine the 
teachings of Islam from within, and which altogether arose 
out of the confusion in knowledge of Islam and the loss of 
adab, that is the cause of the degeneration and decline of 
Muslims. This cause is perpetuated in our time by the 
modernist 'reformers' who derive their inspiration partly 
from the West and partly from the 'ulamii' of less 
authoritative worth, and by the traditionalist 'reformers' 
who derive their inspiration partly from the modernists 
and partly from the same line of lesser 'ulam1i. Apart from 
their respective followers all over the Muslim world 
reflecting their leaders in various degrees of ignorance and 
arrogance, there is now a third group which I will call the 
secular scholars and intellectuals among the Muslims. 

The secular scholars and intellectuals among the 
Muslims derive their inspiration mainly from the West. 
Ideologically they belong to the same line of descent as the 
modernist 'reformers' and their followers; and some of 
them cleave to the views of the traditionalist 'reformers' 
and their followers. The majority of them do not possess 
the intellectual, spiritual, and linguistic prerequisites of 
Islamic knowledge and epistemology so that they are 
severed from the cognitive and methodological approaches 
to the original sources of Islam and Islamic learning. In 
this way their knowledge of Islam is at the barest minimal 
level. Because they occupy a strategic position in the midst 
of the Community, and unless they drastically change their 
ways of thinking and believing, they pose a grave danger to 
the Islamic welfare of the Community. Of those who suffer 
from loss of adab, they are the most bold and insolent. The 
great' ulama' of Islam, the men of intellectual and spiritual 
discernment and virtue, the savants, saints, and sages, are 
still talking to us through their works; teaching and admo-
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nishing and guiding us; interpreting and clarit)'illg f(x us 
the Sources of Islam, and clearing away the obstacles along 
the Path to the Truth and tight conduct so that we might 
achieve success in this world and in the next-and yet, 
because they no longer understand the meanings of those 
words of wisdom, the secular scholars and intellectuals 
among us refuse to listen and pay attention, but hang 
instead upon every word taught by their Western masters 
in the various branches of knowledge of the scicnces, 
particularly in that branch known as the human sciences. 
They are like sons who while their good and wise fathers 
are seriously talking to them, stop their ears in heedless
ness, and yet eagerly lend their ears to the words of 
strangers. They have no adab, for they do not recognize 
and acknowledge the legitimate authorities in the true 
hierarchical order, and they demonstrate by example and 
teach and advocate confusion and error. Their chief error 
is the levelling of the categories of knowledge in Islam, that 
is, the fanJu 'ayn and the farlj:u kifoyah, so that there is now 
confusion as to which is which, in that the nature of 
fanfu' a.Vfl knowledge and its method of approach is 
confused with that of the frmfu kijayah. In this way they 
emulate the ways of thinking and believing of Western 
man, and advocate such ways to their students in all 
spheres of life. Now, the West does not recogniLc and 
acknowledge farrj:u 'ayn knowledge as it does not even 
possess or know of any other category of knowledge except 
that which we have designated as fan!u kijayah. This is in 
fact the main reason why, as demonstrated ill the course of 
Western intellectual history throughout the ages and the 
rise of secular philosophy and science in Western civili
zation, the Western conception of knowlcdge based upon 
its experience and consciousness must invariably lead to 

secularization. There can be no doubt, therefore, lhat if 
the secular Muslim scholars and intellectuals allow them
selves and are allowed to confuse the Muslim youth ill 
knowledge, the deislamizatioll of the Muslim mind will 
continue to take effect with greater persistence and illtl'll-
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sity, and will follow the same kind of secularizing course in 
future generations. Large numbers among them do not 
fully understand the nature of Western culture and civili
zation whence they draw their inspiration and toward 
which they stand agape in reverential awe and servile 
humility portraying the attitude of the inferior. They do 
not even completely grasp the contents and implications of 
the teachings of their alien masters, being content only to 
repeat them in vulgarized versions and so cheat the Muslim 
audience of their true worth. The best specimen of this 
breed among the tribes that possess no adab is to be found 
in abundance in Malaysia and Indonesia where systematic 
deislamization has been implemented since colonial days, 
and where the momentum of secularization is more 
pronounced than in other parts of the Muslim world. Here 
perhaps, in this predominantly Islamic region of Southeast 
Asia, the loss of adab due to ignorance of Islam and its 
world view, as a religion and a civilization, is at a more 
advanced stage than elsewhere in the Muslim world parti
cularly among the secular Muslim scholars and intellec
tuals. This state of affairs is due partly to the fact that the 
process of islamization began to take effect at a relatively 
later date than in other Muslim regions, and that islami
zation has been interrupted by the arrival of Western 
colonialism and cultural imperialism. Moreover, the bulk 
of the 'ulama: are equally immersed in loss of adab, seeing 
that they are the blind followers of the modernists as well 
as the traditionalists. In deislamizing the Muslims, the 
Western administrators and colonial theorists have first 
severed the pedagogical connection between the Holy 
Qur'an and the local language by establishing a system of 
secular education where race and traditional culture are 
emphasized. At the higher levels linguistics and 
anthropology are introduced as the methodological tools 
for the study of language and culture, and Western values 
and models and orientalist scholarship and philology for 
the study of literature and history. Then, still being 
brought to bear upon the study of language and 
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literature-which are the identifying aud cOllsolidating 
cultural elements of islamization-and of history aud 
traditional cullure, sociology and edUGHional theory and 
psychology are significantly inu·oduced. These misplaced at 
the purely rational disposal of scholars and intellectuals 
inadequately equipped with knowledge of Islam and its 
worldview tend to reduce Islam to the level of other 
religions as if it were tlle proper su~ject of the philosophy 
and the sociology of religion, and as if it were all evolved 
and developed expression of primitive religion. And all 
these and other fields of knowledge in the human sciences, 
including those philosophical elements in the theoretical 
aspects of the natural, physical and biological sciellces, 
instilled into the marginal minds of the secular Muslim 
scholars and intellectuals are such that their knowledge so 
conceived is productive not only of potential and 
theoretical confusion, but also of actual and practical eHor 
as well. Through the unbalanced assimilation and impar
ting of such knowledge without any islamizing science and 
judgement being brought to bear upon its every proposi
tion, and the active participation in its fOrluulation and 
dissemination by tlle secular scholars and intellectuals, the 
rapid propagalion of loss of aelab is assured and indeed 
becomes a widespread reality. These false leaders among 
Muslims are responsible for causing tlle romaniz£ttioll of 
the originally Arabic script of the language, facilitating 
gradual severance from its formal, lexical and conceptual 
connections with the Sources of Islam, with their OWll 

Islamic sources and with the languages of the other Muslim 
peoples; for causing the dearabization, westernization and 
confusion of the language and its semantic and general 
vocabulary so that many important concepts pertaining to 
Islam and the Islamic world view have lost their transpa
rency and have become opaque; for causing the emer
gence of the journal and the newspaper-so significantly 
unislamic in concept and purpose-and of mediocre jour
nalists and writers of rustic quality who all contribute to the 
mutilation of the standards of literary values and expres-
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slon established by Islam; for causing the widespread 
emergence of the marginal Muslim and the marginal society 
stranger to the u'lnmah, and hence for causing the disinteg
ration of consciousness in the ummatic solidarity; for 
causing the severance of the Muslim past from the con
sciousness of the present; for causing the establishment in 
our midst of an educational system designed, from the 
lowest to the highest levels, to perpetuate the secular ideo-
10b1'; for causing the rise of various forms of chauvinism and 
socialism; for reviving the Jahifi spirit of advocating a return 
to pre islamic values and cultural tradition-and many more 
which for obvious reasons it is not necessary to detail here. 
And the same is true, in varying degrees of absence of adab 
and in respect of their character traits, their quality, their 
contagious contribution to error and confusion in know
ledge of Islam and its worldview and their propagation of 
false knowledge, of other such scholars and intellectuals 
among the Muslims wherever they might be in the Muslim 
world and whether in the Arabic speaking regions or not. 
They all have become conscious or unconscious agents of 
Western culture and civilization, and in this capacity they 
represent what we have earlier identified as the external 
sources and causes of our dilemma. But their existence 
amongst us as part of the Community creates for us the 
situation whereby what was once regarded as 'external' has 
now moved in methodically and systematically to become 
internal. In their present condition, they pose as the 
external menace which has become a grave internal prob
lem, lor intellectually, as it were, the drlr al-~Iarb has 
advanced into the dill' al-islZim; they have become the 
enemy within, and-unlike the kinds known to the 
Muslims of the past-they are not hidden nor any longer 
lurking underground, but have surfaced in multitudes into 
the full light of awareness, advertising themselves openly 
and conspicuously and exhibiting their learned confusion 
and arrogant individualism so publicly that it is no longer 
possible to ignore them. The epistemological weapons they 
llse to bring about the deislamizalion of the Muslim mind 
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are invariably the same, and these are - apart from the 
underlying principles of secular philosophy and science 
that produced and nurtured them - anthropology, 
sociology, linguistics, psychology and the principles and 
methods of education. If the underlying principles and 
methods of these sciences arc not made subject to some 
kind of islamizing formula whereby they would be 
rendered harmless, then, as they are, they would continue 
to be harmful to the Islamic welfare of the Community. 

Loss of adab, then, not only implies loss of knowledge; it 
means also loss of the capacity and ability to recognize and 
acknowledge true leaders. 111 If all are levelled to the level of 
the masses, the 'awlimm, how can true leaders stand out 
above the rest? If true leaders are denied their rightful 
place above those they lead, how can they be recognized 
and acknowledged by the led? And true leaders must not 
be confused with the false, for how can nightingales, put in 
the same cage as crows, sing? To put true leaders in lofty 
stations in our estimation and to put ourselves below them 
and to revere, to love, to respect, to affirm their veracity 
and confirm in our actions their wise counsels and learned 
teachings in humility is not to worship them, as the narrow
minded among the modernist and traditionalist 
'reformers' erroneously think. Were the Angels 
worshipping Adam, upon whom be Peace, when they 
prostrated themselves before him? Indeed, they were 
obeying God, Glorious and Exalted, and recognizing and 
acknowledging the superior knowledge bestowed upon the 
first man by his Creator - they not only saw the day he is 
made from, but they recognized and acknowledged even 
more so the spirit that God breathed into him. It was Iblis 
who saw only the clay and refused to recognize and 
acknowledge Adam's superior nature, and disdained to 

III This, then is the reason why Muslims today often raise the 
question as posed on p. 109 above; it is only at this stage that 
the answer to that question can be clearly understood and 
appreciated. 
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prostrale belure him in spite of the Divine Command. 
Recugnition and acknowledgement of excellence in 
anolher does not mean to regard the other as a raM and to 
aSSllme an auitude of the 'abd towards that other; it is no 
other than to recognize and acknowledge God's 
Knowledge and ~Will and Puwer and Just Purpose, His 
Bounty, Charity and Love in bestuwing excellence in one 
over the other, so that that one might share it with others. 
But only those others who recognize and acknowledge 
derive benefit from it, not thuse who do not. 

I have in this chapter briefly summarized the various 
sources and natures of the problems that create our pre
sent general dilemma, and have identified and isolated the 
main, over-riding crisis so that we might understand and 
know its cause and be able to take the right steps in 
preparing a real and all-curing remedy. 

\Ve mllst see that the three main groups that perpetuate 
loss uf adab in our times, and that not only perpetuate, but 
also consolidate its paralyzing influence and intensifY its 
odious spread among the generations of contemporary 
Muslims, are not in reality our true leaders. Without know
ing any of them, and without being in any way guided by 
them, we can still know about Islam and its world view from 
the great 'ulama of the past who are the real interpreters of 
the Sources of such knowledge. Conversely, without know
ing the true teachers of the past and without being guided 
by them, it is almost impossible to arrive at the correct 
understanding and knowledge of Islam and its world view. 
It were as if the false leaders of our times have been fash
ioned in the mould of the crafty Master Magician in the 
guise of new lamps meant to be traded for the old. They 
indeed claim to be the new lamps; and we must not fall 
into the error of the ignorant wife of Aladdin, tra.ding the 
old for the new, unaware of the priceless value and 
wonderful quality of the old far surpassing all of the new 
put together. The thinking and methods and example 
adopted by these false leaders and their followers, com
pounded of a mixture of truth and falsehood and right and 
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wrong which are the ingredients of confusion, pr()p<Lg~lled 
and advocated at a time when Muslims are already con
fused and desperate and ill no balanced state of mind and 
spirit to absorb more confusion, have effected among the 
generality who are influenced by them a warped under
standing of Islam and a clouded vision of its interpretation 
of the world and of reality and truth. The effect of their 
teachings among the generality of Muslims, particularly lhe 
younger generation who are experiencing the effects of 
westernization, is the tendency towards a relelltless and 
erroneous attitude of levelling by which they judge all 
things. Their words and actions betray their mental and 
attitudinal condition of levelling in which they imply and 
even understand the Holy Qur'an to be on the same level 
as other books; Islam to be OIl the same level as other 
religions; the Holy Prophet, upon whom be Peace, lo be on 
the same level as other Prophets, Peace be upon them all, 
who all are regarded as being on the same level as ordinary 
men; the knowledge to be on the saIIle level as other 
sciences; true leaders to be on the same level as false ones, 
and the greater to be on the same level as the lesser; the 
life of the world to be on the same level of importance as 
that of the hereafter. It is this levelling of all instilled into 
the understanding of the masses without due consideration 
given to the quality of that understan'ding, and without due 
elaboration as to the distinctions that naturally exist in the 
hierarchical order of creation, especially in the human 
order, that is productive of the 'socialization' of Islam. The 
despiritualization of man, starting from the Holy Prophet 
himself-the despiritualization that must necess~u-ily take 
place as a precondition to the levelling process-tends to 
involve Islam absurdly in a kind of secularization. These 
groups of false leaders, who are not even sure as to whal 
they are supposed to do, and are equally groping for solu
tions to general problems we encounter today-solutions 
hastily conceived in piecemeal fashion, of tentative validity 
and dubious soundness-have indeed misrepresented the 
achievements of the truly great ' ulama of the past: the 
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mujtahidLin, the men of piety and virtue and of intellectual 
and spiritual excellence, in connection with their inter
pretation of Islam and its world view. Inclined as they are to 
see only small matters and not great ones in their esti
mation of superiors, they have not understood those men 
completely and have misrepresented them in caricature 
before us. Our task ahead is to represent the true leaders 
of the past in U'uer light, to exercise justice in our estimation 
of them from whom our predecessors derived guidance and 
knowledge. We must reexamine the misrepresentations, 
referring every detail to the original sources they allegedly 
claim to represent; we must scrutinize their premises, their 
deductions and conclusions, and retrace the paths of their 
logic to see how far they have been correct or have been 
led astray by their own process of inadequate thinking; we 
must ourselves know the originals and understand them in 
their correct perspectives. It is our duty to diligently study 
the thoughts of the true leaders of the part, who were all 
recognized and acknowledged by a grateful Community; 
who all served Islam and the Muslims with signal merit, 
recognized and acknowledged by a knowing Community of 
contemporaries without their true characters and qualities 
having to be fabricated and 'built up' long after they were 
gone, as so often happens in our age of falsehood and 
confusion. We must learn from the great of the past their 
knowledge and wisdom. This does not mean that we 
ourselves cannot contribute any further knowledge that 
can be contributed, but it does mean that we must first 
draw our strength the inspiration from their wisdom and 
knowledge, and that when we do begin to contribute ours, 
we must recognize and acknowledge them as our teachers, 
and not disparage and denounce, for ijtihiid can be 
exercised without having to undermine legitimate autho
rity. They are like torches that light the way along difficult 
paths; when we have such torches to light our way, of what 
use are mere candles? 
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THE DEWESTERNlZATION 

OF KNOWLEDGE 

Introduction 
Many challenges have arisen in the midst of man's 
confusion throughout the ages, but none perhaps more 
serious and destructive to man than today's challenge 
posed by Western civilization. I venture to maintain that 
the greatest challenge that has surreptitiously arisen in our 
age is the challenge of knowledge, indeed, not as against 
ignorance; but knowledge as conceived and disseminated 
throughout the world by Western civilization; knowledge 
whose nature has become problematic because it has lost 
its true purpose due to being unjustly conceived, and has 
thus brought about chaos in man's life instead of, and 
rather than, peace and justice; knowledge which pretends 
to be real but which is productive of confusion and 
scepticism, which has elevated doubt and conjecture to the 
'scientific' rank in methodology and which regards doubt 
as an eminently valid epistemological tool in the pursuit of 
truth; knowledge which has, for the first time in history, 
brought chaos to the Three Kingdoms of Nature; the 
animal, vegetal and mineral. It seems to me important to 
emphasize that knowledge is not neutral, and can indeed 
be infused with a nature and content which masquerades 
as knowledge. Yet it is in fact, taken as a whole, not true 
knowledge, but its interpretation through the prism, as it 
were, the worldview, the intellectual vision and psycho
logical perception of the civilization that now plays the key 
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role ill its formulation and dissemination. What is formu
lated and disseminated is knowledge infused with the 
character and personality of that civilization - knowledge 
presented and conveyed as knowledge in that guise so 
subtly fused together with the real so that others take it 
unawares in toto to be the real knowledge per se. What is the 
character and personality, the essence and spirit of Western 
civilization that has so transformed both itself and the 
world, bringing all who accept its interpretation of 
knowledge to a state of chaos leading to the brink of 
disaster? By "Western civilization' I mean the civilization 
that has evolved out of the historical fusion of cultures, 
philosophies, values and aspirations of ancient Greece and 
Rome; their amalgamation with Judaism and Christianity, 
and their further development and formation by the Latin, 
Germanic, Celtic and Nordic peoples. From ancient Greece 
is derived the philosophical and epistemological elements 
and the foundations of education and of ethics and 
aesthetics; from Rome the elements of law and statecraft 
and government; from Judaism and Christianity the 
elements of religious faith; and from the Latin, Germanic, 
Celtic and Nordic peoples their independent and national 
spirit and traditional values, and the development and 
advancement of the natural and physical sciences and 
technology which they, together with the Slavic peoples, 
have pushed to such pinnacles of power. Islam too has 
made very significant conu'ibutions to Western civilization 
in the sphere of knowledge and in the inculcation of the 
rational and scientific spirit, but the knowledge and the 
rational and scientific spirit have been recast and 
remoulded to fit the crucible of Western culture so that 
they have become fused and amalgamated with all the 
other elements that form the character and personality of 
Western civilization. But the fusion and amalgamation thus 
evolved produced a characteristic dualism in the world view 
and values of Western culture and civilization; a dualism 
that cannot be resolved into a harmonious unity, for it is 
formed of conflicting ideas, values, cultures, beliefs, philo-
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sophies, dogmas, doctrines and theologies altogether 
reflecting an all-pervasive dualistic vision of reality and 
truth locked in despairing combat. Dualism abides ill all 
aspects of Western life and philosophy: the speculative, the 
social, the political, the cultural - just as it pervades with 
equal inexorableness the Western religion. 

In formulates its vision of truth and reality not upon 
revealed knowledge and religious belief, but rather upon 
cultural tradition reinforced by strictly philosophical 
premises based upon speculations pertaining mainly to 
secular life centered upon man as physical entity and 
rational animal, setting great store upon man's rational 
capacity alone to unravel the mysteries of his total enviroll
ment and involvement in existence, and to conceive out of 
the results of speculations based upon such premises his 
evolutionary ethical an.d moral values to guide and order 
his life accordingly. There can be no certainty in philoso
phical speculations in the sense of religious certainty based 
on revealed knowledge understood and experienced in 
Islam;112 and because of this the knowledge and values that 
project the worldview and direct the life of such a civili
zation are subject to constant review and change. 

The inquiring spirit of Western culture and civilization 

112 See above, p. 86, reference to yaqlrt (certainty). The Holy 
Qur'an mentions three degrees or levels of certainty of 
knowledge: certainty derived by inference, whether 
deductive or inductive: 'ilm al-yllqln (ai-Takathur (102): 5); 
certainty derived by direct vision: 'ayn al-yaqln (al-Takii/hul 
(102): 7); certainty derived by direct experience ~/aqq al'yaq"in 
(al-Jfiiqqah (69): 51). These levels of ceI'tain knowledge 
pertain to truth, whether manifest or hidden, empirical or 
transcendental; and the certain knowledge of what is hidden 
has the same force of certainty as that of what is visible. 
These levels of certainty also pertain to that which is 
perceived by the spiritual organ of cognition, the heart (ai
qalb) ,and refers to knowledge as belief and faith (lmiin). See 
p. 75 above. 
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originated with disenchantment towards religion as that 
civilization understands it. Religion in the sense we mean, 
as atn, has never really taken root in Western civilization 
due to its excessive and misguided love of the world and 
secular life and of man and preoccupation with man's 
secular destiny. Its inquiring spirit is basically generated in 
a state of doubt and inner tension; the inner tension is the 
result of the clash of conflicting elements and opposing 
values in the sustained dualism, while the doubts maintain 
the state of inner tension. The state of inner tension in turn 
produces the insatiable desire to seek and to embark on a 
perpetual journey of discoveries. 

The quest insatiable and the journey perpetual because 
doubt ever prevails, so that what is sought is never really 
found, what is discovered never really satisfies its true 
purpose. It is like the thirsty traveller who at first sincerely 
sought the water of knowledge, but who later, having found 
it plain perhaps, proceeded to temper his cup with the salt 
of doubt so that his thirst now becomes insatiable though 
he drinks incessantly, and that in thus drinking the water 
that cannot slake his thirst, he has forgotten the original 
and true purpose for which the water was sought. 

The fundamental truths of religion are regarded, in such 
a scheme of things, as mere theories, or discarded 
altogether as futile illusions. Absolute values are denied 
and relative values affirmed; nothing can be certain, except 
the certainty that nothing can be certain. The logical 
consequence of such an attitude towards knowledge, which 
determines and is determined by the world view, is to 
negate God and the Hereafter and affirm man and his 
world. Man is deified and Deity humanized, and the world 
becomes man's sole preoccupation so that even his own 
immortality consists in the continuation of his species and 
his culture in this world. \V'hat is called 'change' and 
'development' and . progress' in all their aspects as far as 
Western civilization is concerned is the result of the 
insatiable quest and perpetual journey spurred on by doubt 
and inner tension. The context in which the notions of 
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change and development and progress is understood is 
always this-worldy, presen ting a consistently materialistic 
world view that can be termed as a kind of humanistic 
existentialism. The spirit of Western culture that describes 
itself as Promethean is like the Camus ian Sisyphus who 
desperately hopes that all is well. I say desperately h(fpes that 
all is well because I suspect that the fact cannot be that all is 
well, for I believe that he can never really be truly happy in 
that state. The pursuit of knowledge, like the struggle to 
push the Stone from the plains up the Mountain where at 
the top it is destined to roll down again, becomes a kind of 
serious game, never ceasing, as if to distract the soul from 
the tragedy of unattainment. No wonder, then, that in 
Western culture tragedy is extolled as being among the 
noblest values in the drama of human existencel 

Reliance upon the powers of human reason alone to 
guide man through life; adherence to the validity of the 
dualistic vision of reality and truth; affirmation of the 
reality of the evanescent-aspect of existence projecting a 
secular worldview; espousal of the doctrine of humanism; 
emulation of the allegedly universal reality of drama and 
tragedy in the spiritual, or transcendental, or inner life of 
man, making drama and tragedy real and dominant 
elements in human nature and existence - these elements 
altogether taken as a whole, are, in my opinion, what cons
titute the substance, the spirit, the character and per
sonality of Western culture and civilization. It is these ele
ments that determine for that culture and civilization the 
moulding of its concept of knowledge and the direction of 
its purpose, the formulation of its contents and the 
systematization of its dissemination; so that the knowledge 
that is now systematically disseminated throughout the 
world is not necessarily true knowledge, but that which is 
imbued with the character and personality of \V7es tern 
culture and civilization, and charged with its spirit and 
geared to its purpose. And it is these elements, then, that 
must be identified and separated and isolated frolll the 
body of knowledge, so that knowledge may be distinguished 
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from what is imbued with these dements, for these ele
ments and what is imbued with them do not represent 
knowledge as such but they only determine the character
istic form in which knowledge is conceived and evaluated 
and interpreted in accordance with the purpose aligned to 
the worldview of Western civilization. It follows too that 
apart from the identification and separation and isolation 
of these clements from the body of knowledge, which will 
no doubt also alter the conceptual forms and values and 
interpretation of some of the contents of knowledge as it is 
now presented,lI3 its very purpose and system of deploy
ment and dissemination in institutions of learning and in 
the domain of education must needs be altered accor
dingly. It may be argued that what is suggested is but 
another, alternative interpretation of knowledge imbued with 
other conceptual forms and values aligned to another 
purpose which reflects another world view; and that this 
being so, and by the same token, what is formulated and 
disseminated as knowledge might not necessarily reflect 
true knowledge. This, however, remains to be seen, for the 
test of true knowledge is in man himself~ in that if, through 
an alternative interpretation of knowledge man knows 
himself and his ultimate destiny,114 and in thus knowing he 
achieves happiness, lIS then that knowledge, in spite of its 
being imbued with certain elements that determine the 
characteristic form in which it is conceived and evaluated 
and interpreted in accordance with the purpose aligned to 
a particular world view, is true knowledge; for such know
ledge has fulfilled man's purpose for knowing. llb 

113 'Some of the contents of knowledge' refen-ed to here 
pertains mainly to the human sciences 

114 See above, pp. 75-85; 89-95. 
115 See above, pp. 74-75. 
116 For a decisive answer to the above argument, see below, what 

is referred to by note 124. 
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The nature uf mall 
Man has a dual nature, he is both soul and body, he is ~lt 

once physical being and spirit (15: 29; 23: 1:2_14).117 God 
taught him the names (al-asma') of everything (2: 31), By 
'the names' we infer that it means the knowledge (al- 'jllll) 

of everything (al-ashyii'). This knowledge docs not refer to 
knowledge of the essence (dftiit) or inmost ground (~ifl) of 
a thing (shay) such as, for example, the spirit (al-rl1~t), of 
which only a little knowledge is vouchsafed to lllan by Cod 
(17:85); it refers to knowledge of accidents (sing. 'ww./) 

and attributes (sing !jifah) pertaining to things sensible and 
intelligible (malJsl1siit and ma'qiiliit) so as to make known 
the relations and distinctions existing b(~tween them and to 
clarify their natures within these contexts in order to 
discern and understand their causes, uses, and specific 
individual purpose. Man is also given knowledge about 
(ma'rifah) God, His Absolute Oneness; that God is his true 
Lord (mbb) and true Object of Worship (ilillt) (7: 172; 3: 
18). The seat of this knowledge in man, both al- ',1m and 
rna'rifah, is his spirit or soul (al-nafs) and his heart (al-lii/Lb) 
and his intellect (al-'aq0. In vinue of the fact that Illall 

knows ('amfa) God ill His Absolute Oneness as his true 
Lord, such knowledge, and the necessary reality of the 
situation that follows from it, has bound man in a Covenant 
(mlthiiq, 'a ltd) determining his purpose and attitude and 
action with respect to himself and to God (q. v. 7: 172 fol.). 
This 'binding' and 'determining' of lllan to a Coveuant 
with God and to a precise nature in regard to his purpose 
and attitude and action is tlle binding and determining ill 
religion (ain) and ill real submission (aslallw) respectively. 
Thus both din and aslmna are mutual correlates ill the 
nature of man (ref. fi{mh). Man's purpose is to do 'ibiidah to 
God (51: 56), and his duty is obedience (,tfJ'ah) to God, 
which conforms with his essential nature (jl{m/t) created 

117 In this chapter numerals in bl'ackeL> refer to the chapters 
and verses of the Holy Qur'an; numerals preceding the 
colon refer to the former (i.e. siirah) and those that cume 
after to the latter (i.e. ayah). 
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for him by God (q. v. 30: 30). But man is also "composed of 
forgetfulness (nisyan);" and he is called insiin basically 
precisely because, having testified to himself the truth of 
the Covenant, which enJoms obedience to God's 
Commands and Prohibitions, he forgot (nasiya) to fulfill his 
duty and purpose (q. v. narration from ibn 'Abbas: 

~ ~I -'-<r ..:,:J ~L,I ..:;L:.:JI ..s-' L..oI 

Indeed, man is called insiin because, having covenanted 
with Him, he forgot (nasiya). 

with reference to 20: lIS). Forgetfulness is the cause of 
man's disobedience, and this blameworthy nature inclines 
him towards injustice (:fulm) and ignorance (jahl) (33: 72). 
But God has equipped him with the faculties of right vision 
and apprehension, of real savouring of truth and right 
speech and communication; and has indicated to him the 
right and the wrong with respect to the course of action he 
should take so that he might strive to attain his bright 
destiny (90: 8-10). The choice is left to him. Moreover, God 
has equipped him with intelligence to know right from 
wrong and truth from flasehood; and even though his 
intelligence might confuse him, and provided he is sincere 
and true to his real nature, God, out of His Bounty and 
Mercy and Grace ""ill - as He Wills - bestow His 
Guidance (hudii) upon him to help him attain to truth and 
right conduct (q. v. the supreme example of the Prophet 
Ibrahim, upon whom be Peace!, in 6: 74-82). Man, thus 
equipped, is meant to be vicegerent (kharifah) of God on 
earth (2: 30), and as such the weighty burden of trust 
(amiinah) is placed upon him - the U'ust of responsibility 
to rule according to God's Will and Purpose and His 
Pleasure (33: 72). The amiinah implies responsibility to be 
just to it; and the 'rule' refers not simply to ruling in the 
socio-political sense, nor to conu'olling nature in the 
scientific sense, but more fundamentally, in its encom
passing of the concept nature (tam'ah) , it refers to the 
ruling, and governing, and controlling, and maintenance 
of man by his self. Man also has two souls (nafsiin) an a-
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logous to his dual nature: the higher, rational soul (al-nafs 
al-nii~iqah); and the lower, animal soul (at-nafs al
l;ayawiiniyyah). When God proclaimed the reality of His 
Lordship to man it is the rational soul that He addressed, 
so that it is the rational soul that knows God. In order for 
man to fulfill his Covenant with God, to constantly confirm 
and affirm the Covenant within his total self so that it is 
enacted as action, as work (' amal, i. e. with reference to 
'ibiidah) performed in obedience to God's Law (i. e. the 
shan 'ah) , the rational soul must assert its supremacy and 
exert its power and rule over the animal soul, which is 
subject to it and which must be rendered submissive by it. 
The effective power and rule excercised by the rational soul 
over the animal soul is in fact din; and the conscious sub
jugation and total and willing submission of the latter to 
the fonner is none other than aslama and islam. Both din 
and islam, leading to excellence in religious conduct 
(iZlsqn), have to do with the freedom of the rational soul, 
which freedom means the power (quwwah) and capacity 
( wus') to do justice to itself; and this in turn refers to excer
cise of its rule and supremacy and guidance and mainte
nace over the animal soul and body. The power and 
capacity to do justice to itself alludes to its constant 
affirmation and fulfillment of the Covenant it has sealed 
Mth God. justice in Islam is not what refers to a state of 
affairs which can operate only Mthin a two-person-relation 
or a dual-party-relation situation, such as: between one man 
and another; or between the society and the state; or 
between the king and his subjects. The man of Islam, the 
true Muslim, the khalifatu'Llah, is not bound by the social 
contract, nor does he espouse the doctrine of the Social 
Contract. Indeed, though he lives and works within the 
bounds of social polity and authority and conu'ibutes his 
share towards the social good, and though he behaves as if 
a social contract were in force, his is, nevertheless, all irtcii
vidual contract reflecting the Covenant his soul has sealed 
Mth God; for the Covenant is in reality made for each and 
every individual soul. The purpose and end of ethics in 
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Islalll is ultimately for the individual; what the man of IsIam 
does here he does in the way he believes to be good only 
because God and His Messenger say so and he trusts that 
his actions will find favour with God.lIS 

We have described most cursorily the bare essentials 
relating to the naLUre of man, saying that he is, as it were, a 
'double associate': possessed of a dual nature of soul and 
body, the soul rational and the body animal; that he is at 
once spirit and physical being, and that he has individuality 
referred to as the self; that he has attributes reHecting those 
of his Creator. We say specifically that he has knowledge of 
the names of things, and knowledge about God; that he has 
spiritual and rational organs of cognition such as the heart 
and the intellect; that he has faculties relating to physical, 
intellectual and spiritual vision and experience; that he has 
the potentiality to contain vvithin his seU- guidance and 
wisdom, and that he has the power and capacity to do 
justice to his self. We also say that he is forgetful by nature 
and hence subject to disobedience, injustice and igno
rance. In him both qualities, positive and negative, contend 
for supremacy; but in him also is sealed the means of 
salvation in true religion and submission. To sum up our 
brief exposition, we now say that man in his totality is the 
locus (ma{uul or makiin) in which din occurs, and as such he 
is like a city (madinah), a state, a como polis. In his real 
nature he is, as it were, the dweller in his self's city, citizen 
in his own miniature kingdom. The concept of man as a 
microcosmic representation (' alam saghir) of the macro ... 
cosmos (al- 'iilam al-kabzr) is most important in relation to 
knowledge - which is his paramount attribute responsible 

118 For an elaboration of the concepts of justice and injustice in 
Islam, and their relationship to the Covenant with God, 
which must at this stage be recollected, see above, pp. 75-79. 
The same applies here to the concept in Islam that the 
Covenant is in reality not a doctrine of 'social contract' and 
that 'happiness' is knowledge which is identified with justice. 
See above, pp.74-75. 
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for the effective establishment of the just order in his self, 
his being and existence - and to the organization 
instruction, inculcation and dissemination of knowledge in 
his education, specifically with reference to the university, 
as will be presently outlined. 

The nature of knowledge 
There have been many expOSItIOns on the nature of 
knowledge in Islam more than in any other religion, 
culture, and civilization, and this is no doubt du~ to the 
preeminent position and paramount role accorded to al
'iim by God in the Holy Qur'an, These expositions, thOl~gh 
apparently varying in substance, encompass the nature of 
knowledge in its totality. There have been distinctions made 
between God's Knowledge and the knowledge of man 
about God, and religion, and the world, and things sensible 
and intelligible; about spiritual knowledge and wisdom. 
Thus, for example, knowledge has been understood to 
mean the Holy Quran; the Revealed Law (shan'ah); the 
Sunnah; Islam; Faith Oman); Spiritual Knowledge (' ibn al
ladunniyy) , Wisdom (ljikmah) , and Gnosis (ma'rifah) , also 
generally referred to as Light; Thought; Science (specific 
'ilrn, to which the plural: 'uiiim is applied); Education. 
These expositions range from the earliest periods of Islam 
to the seventh century after the Hijmh, and they include 
works on exegeses and commentaries of the Holy Quran; 
commentaries of the !fadith by the Compilers of the various 
$ilJ,iily, works of the Imams on law and jurisprudence, and 
those of other foremost jurists specifically concerned with 
the elucidation of knowledge and discernment; books on 
knowledge written by various scholars, savants, sages and 
saints among Sunnls and Sl1i'ls; expositions by the 
Mu'tazilah, the Mutakallimun, the Falasifah, the Sufis and 
the 'Ulama' in general; lexicons and dictiOl~aries of 
technical terminologies in ta~awwuf and philosophy and 

119 For a summary of the various ideas on knowledge expressed 
by Muslim thinkers covering the above periods, see ai-
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the arts 01’ sciences il/—Jun 1111) by ‘ .n’ious gralilinarialls,

philologists, scholars and nien of letters; and in anthologies
and other works connected with education and belle—lettrec,
it is geiterally understood thai knowledge requires no
definition (iadd) ;° that the understanding of what the
concept couched in the term ‘i/rn means is naturally
apprehended by man’s knowledge of knowledge, ftr
knowledge is one of his most important attributes, and
what it is is already’ clear to him, so that ii dispenses with
the iteed for an explanation describing its specific nature.
It is also gcnerall accepted that knowledge can be classi—
tied into essential elements, so that its basic classification.
insofar as man is conccrmiecl, is useful. All knowledge comes
from God. For the purpose of classification for our action,
we say that in the same manner that man is of a dual nature
po’sessecl of two souls, so is knowledge of two kinds: the
one is food and life for the soul, and other is provision with
which mitan might equip himself in the world in his pursuit
of pragmatic ends. The first kind of knowledge is given by

‘I’ahanawi; ka/ohaJ jstilahal al-/unun, time aincle on ‘thn. Most
of it is derned ti’oni data contained iii the ai—1awaqij of
Adud al Din ai—i, who macic extensive use of al—Ainidi’s
ibkur al-AJkai

I ti there have been many’ atiemps made by’ Muslim thinkers to
cletimme know ledge philosophically and epistemologicallv, the
best definition — according to al-Amidi in his work cited in
note 119 and also in another work; the lhkamJi usd1 al—ahkn,n
— was that made by Faklmr al-Din al—Razi. Ibim Hazmn, and also
al-Ghazali in his Maqasid al-ialns4Jah, have distinguished the
meaning of definition as being of two types, one referring to
a description of the nature of the object clef ned (ram); and
the other to a concise specification of the distinctive c harac—
terismh of the object defined (Iiadd). We are hem e, however,
not concerned with a philosophical or epistemnological deli—
nimion of knowledge, but more with its general classification
designed to be applied to a system ui order and discipline in
the educational system.

God thi ought i’evelation to UtaH; ,uid this refers to the Holy
Qur’an. The Holy’ Qui”an is the complete and fiiial Re\e—
lation, so that it suffices ftr luau’s guidance and sals dunn;
and there is no other knowledge — except based ttpuml it

and pointing to it — that can guide and save man. God
however, has never ceased to communicate with man, and

out of His Grace, Bounty and Charity’ He may bestow the
faotmr of specific spiritual knowledge and wisdom upon time

elect among His servants — His ‘friends’ (i. e. the nu’livu ) -

in proportion to then’ arious degrees of i),isan (t/. : it): o2.
1: 65, 31: 12, 38: 20). The Holy’ Qur’ami is the km exledgt’
J)ar excellence. The Holy Prophet, who may’ ( od Bless and
give Peace! — who received the Revelation and brought to
mami the Holy’ Qur’an as it xsas re ealed to him by God, who
thus brought to man the knowledge, whose own hifr is time
most excellent and perfect interpi etation of the Holy
Qur’an so that his life becomes for man the locus of
emulation and true guiding spirit — is knowledge of that
first knowledge on account of his nature and mission
ordained by God. Hence his sunnah, which is his manimer oh
interpreting God’s Law (shari ‘a/i) iii daily life and pm’actit e,
is also part of that knowledge. The shari ‘a/i is (,ocl’s Law
embodied in the Holy Qur’an amid manifested in s’om’d

(qaw1, model action (Ji ‘ii). and silent confirmation (hn/i’I I’)

in the unnah which includes spim’ittmal know ledge amid
wisdom. Sc> then, the Holy’ Qur’dn, the sunnah, the ihart ‘aim.
‘i/rn al—/adunni’fi’ and hikmah are tile essential elements of
the first kind of’ knowledge. As regards tile last memitioned
— spiritual knowledge and wisdom — mitan can only receive
this through his acts of worship and deyotion, his acts of
service to God ( ‘ibadat) which, depending upon Cods
Grace and his own latent spiritual power and capacity
created by God to receise it, the mnamt receives by direct
insight or spiritual saouring (dhawq) and unveiling to his
spiritual vision (ka,shft. This knowledge pertains to his self

or soul, and such knowledge (ma ‘i’/ah) —. when
experienced in true emulation of the ihan u/i — gives

insight into knowledge of God, and fin’ that reason is the
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highest knowledge. We are here alluding to knowledge at 
the level of ilj.san, where 'ibiidah has reached, or rather, has 
become identified with ma'rifah. (q. v. 51: 56 with reference 
to ii ya'budiin which means, according to the interpretation 
of ibn 'Abbas: ii ya 'Tifun).121 Since such knowledge 
ultimately depends upon God's Grace and because it 
entails deeds and works of service to God as prerequisites 
to its possible attainment,it follows that for it to be received 
knowledge of the prerequisites becomes necessary; and this 
includes knowledge of the essentials of Islam (isliirn
zman-ilj.siin) , their principles (arkan) , their meanings and 
purpose and correct understanding and implementation in 
everyday life and practice: every Muslim must have 
knowledge of those prerequisites; must understand the 
basic essentials of Islam and the Unity of God, His Essence 
and Attributes (tawljid); must have knowledge of the Holy 
Qur'an, the Prophet, upon whom be God's Blessings and 
Peace!, his life and sunnah, and practise the knowledge thus 
based in deeds and works of service to God so that every 
man of Islam be already in the initial stage of that first 
knowledge, that he be set ready on the Straight Path that 
leads to God. His further progress along the path of highest 
virtue (ilJsan) will depend upon his own knowledge, his 
own intuitive and speculative power and capacity and 
performance and sincerity of purpose. The second kind of 
knowledge refers to knowledge of the sciences ('uliirn), and 
is acquired through experience and observation and 
research; it is discursive and deductive and it refers to 
objects of pragmatical value. The first kind of knowledge is 
given by God to man through direct relevation, and the 
second through speculation and rational effort of enquiry 
based on his experience of the sensible and intelligible. 
The first refers to knowledge of objective truths necessary 
for our guidance, and the second to knowledge of sensible 
and intelligible data acquired (kasbl) for our use and 

121 See above, note 76. 
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understanding. From the point of view of man, both kinds 
of knowledge have to be acquired through conscious action 
( 'arnal'} , for there is no useful knowledge without action 
resulting from it; and there is no worthwhile action without 
knowledge. The first knowledge unveils the mystery of 
Being and Existence and reveals the true relationship 
between man's self and his Lord, and since for man such 
knowledge pertains to the ultimate purpose for knowing, it 
follows that knowledge of its prerequisites becomes the 
basis and essential foundation for knowledge of the second 
kind, for knowledge of the latter alone, without the guiding 
spirit of the former, cannot truly lead man in his life, but 
only confuses and confounds him and enmeshes him in the 
labyrinth of endless and purposeless seeking. We also 
perceive that there is a limit for man even to the first and 
highest knowledge; whereas no limit obtains in the second 
kind, so that the possibility of perpetual wandering spurred 
on by intellectual deception and self-delusion in constant 
doubt and curiosity is always real. The individual man must 
limit his individual quest for knowledge of the second kind 
to his own practical needs and suited to his nature and 
capacity, so that he may set both the knowledge and himself 
in their right places in relation to his real self and thus 
maintain a condition of justice. For this reason and in 
order to achieve justice as the end, Islam distinguishes the 
quest for the two kinds of knowledge, making the one for 
the attainment of knowledge of the prerequisites of the first 
obligatory to all Muslims (far~i'ayn), and that of the other 
obligatory to some Muslims only (fanj kifayah) , alld the 
obligation for the latter can indeed be transferred to the 
fonner category in the case of those who deem themselves 
duty-bound to seek it for their self~improvement. The divi
sion in the obligatory quest for knowledge inLO two cate
gories is itself a procedure of doing justice to knowledge 
and to man who seeks it, for all of the knowledge of the 
prerequisties of the first knowledge is good for man, 
whereas not all of the knowledge of the second kind is good 
for him, for the man who seeks that latter knowledge, 
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which would bear considerable influence in determining 
his secular role and position as a citizen, might not 
necessarily be a good man. The concept of a 'good man' in 
Islam connotes not only that he must be 'good' in the 
general social sense understood, but that he must also first 
be good to his self, and not be unjust to it in the way we 
have explained, for if he were unjust to his self, how can he 
really be just to others? Thus we see that, for Islam, (a) 
knowledge includes faith and belief (lnuin); and that (b) 
the purpose for seeking knowledge is to inculcate goodness 
or justice in man as man and individual self, and not merely 
in man as citizen or integral part of society: it is man's value 
as real man, as the dweller in his selfs city, as citizen in his 
own microcosmic kingdom, as spirit, that is stressed, rather 
than his value as a physical entity measured in terms of the 
pragmatic or utilitarian sense of his usefulness to state and 
society and the world. 

As the philosophical basis for the purpose and aims of 
education, and for the establishment of an integrated core
knowledge in the educational system, it seems to me 
important to recollect the essential character of the Islamic 
vision of Reality. 12'2 In the same way that the Islamic vision of 
Reality is centred on Being, so is that Being viewed in Islam 
as a Hierarchy from the highest to the lowest. Within this 
context is also seen the relationship between man and the 
universe, his position in the order of Being and his 
analogical description as a microcosm reflecting the 
Macrocosm without the reverse being the case. Knowledge 
is also ordered hierarchically, and our task at present is to 
alter the system of education known to us - and in some 
cases to modify it - so that it patterns itself after the 
Islamic system of order and discipline. 

122 The reference here is to the philosophical vision (shuMld) of 
Reality and to the Islamic concepts of change, development 
and progress, which derive from the wor/dview of Islam. See 
above, pp. 85-88. 
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Definition and aims of education 
We have said that justice implies knowledge, which also 
means that knowledge is prior to justice. We have defined 
justice as a harmonious condition or state of affairs 
whereby every thing or being is in its right and proper 
place - such as the cosmos; or similarly, a state of 
equilibrium, whether it refers to things or living beings. We 
said further that with respect to man and in view of his dual 
nature justice is a condition and situation whereby he is in 
his right and proper place - the situation in relation to 

others, and the condition in relation to his self. Then we 
mentioned that the knowledge of the 'right place' for a 
thing or a being to be is wisdom. Wisdom is a God-given 
knowledge enabling the one in whom the knowledge 
subsists to apply the knowledge in such wise that it (i. e. the 
application or judgement) causes the occurrence of justice. 
Justice is then the existential condition of wisdom mani
fested in the sensibilia and intelligibilia and in the spiritual 
realm in respect of the two souls of man. The external 
manifestation of justice in life and society is none other 
than the occurrence within it of adab. I am using the con
cept (rna 'na) of adab here in the early sense of the term, 
before the innovations of the literary geniuses. Adab in the 
original basic sense is the inviting to a banquet. The idea of a 
banquet implies that the host is a man of honour and prestige, 
and that many people are present; that the people who are 
present are those who in the host's estimation are deserv
ing of the honour of the invitation, and they are therefore 
people of refined qualities and upbringing who are expected 
to behave as befits their station, in speech, conduct and 
etiquette. In the same sense that the enjoyment of fine food 
in a banquet is greatly enhanced by noble and gracious 
company, and that the food be partaken of in accordance 
with the rules of refined conduct, behaviour and etiquette, 
so is knowledge to be extolled and enjoyed, and approached 
by means of conduct as befits its lofty nature. And this is why 
we said analogically that knowledge is the food and life of 
the soul. In virtue of this, adab also means to discipline the 
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mind and soul; it is aCqUjsitiOil of the good qualities and
attribute.s of mind and soul; it is to pform the correct as
against the erroneous action, of nght as against wrong; it is
the preserving Jroin dtgra(e. The analogy of invitation to a
batiquest to partake of line food, and to knowledge to
Lml)ue the intellect and soul ith sustenance from it, is
significantly and proloundb expressed in a hadith narrated
by ihn Mas’tid, may God be well pleased with him!:

L L.a

rent in the Islamic concept ol education is the incuk anon
of adab, for it is adab in the allinclusive sense licte meant as
encompassing the spiritual and material life of man that
instills the quality of goodness that is sought after. Education
is precisely what the Prophet, upon whom be Peace, meant
by adab when he said:

Mv Lord educated (addaba) me, and indc- nn
cation (ta lzb) most excellent.

\‘emil this Qur’an is (,od’s Banquet on earth, so learn
throughlv, then, from (or of) His Banquet.

1’hc Lisa,i al—-l rob sa s that ma dabat means mad’dt (1: 206:
2) so that the Holy Qur’an is God’s invitation to a spiritual
banquet on earth, and we are exhorted to partake of it by
means of acquiring real knowledge of it. Ultimately, real
kitowledge of it is the ‘tasting of its true flavour’ — and that
is wIn we said earlier, with reference to the essential
elements oh the first kind of knowledge, that man recei es
sl)iritual knowledge and wisdom from God by direct insight
or spiiitual savouring (dhawq) , the experience of which
ciltitust siiiniltaneouslv unveils the reality and truth of the
matter to his spirittial vision (kas1iJ’. He in whom (idub
inheres reflects widsom; and with respect to society adab is
the deployment of the just order ithin it. Adub, then, is the
spectacle (mashhad) of justice as it is reflected by wisdom;
and it is the recognition and acknowledgement of die
various hierarclnes (mardtib) in the order of being and
existence and knodedge, and concomitant action in
accord with the recognition and acknowledgement. We
have said cam her that the purpose for seeking knowledge in
Islam is to inculcate goodnesS or justice in man as man and
individual self. The aim of education iii islam is thereftre
to produce a good man. What is meant by ‘good’ in our
concept of’good man’? The fundamental element inhe—

123 On the definition and a niorc extended elaboiatiuii ul tlw
concept of adab, see chapter IV, which U can of the stil)JcCt.
What is here proposed,that ‘educatu ui nicans t,i dib, iii

contradistinction with the getieralh accepted tuibi’uh. is of
paramount importance and nmusL seriously be commiclerc-d.
Thrbtah in my opinion is a comparatively ret cot term
applied to denote educatioim’. Semanticall, hoeer, the
term seems neither appropriate nor adequate iii cuneim1g
the conception of education, which is IJeettimal univ to man.
Basically tarbah conveys the meamlmg of to ii un ume’ -

bear, ‘to feed, foster, nourish, to cause to iiiei eaw iii

growth’, ‘to real’, . to bring krth mature produce. to do
fliesticate. Its application in the Arabic language is im it

restricted to oman alone, and its semantic fields exit-mid mu
other species: to minerals, plants and animals; one caim iclem

to cattle farming and stockbrceding, clue ken farming aol
poultry husbandry, pisc icultitre and phimit cultivation each as
a form of tarbmyah respeti ely. Education is somneil ii ig pt

liar only to man; and the activity invol cd and q&ialmimimm
elements inherent in education ale 1101 the same as timuw

nnolved and inhetent in larbiyah. Momcoer, Larbma/L basicalh
also refers to the idea of possession, and it is usually the
‘possessor’ who exercises tambmah on the objects of tnrbiah.
God, the Sustainer, Nourishet, Cherisher, 1oi d amid lscs—
sor of all (al—,abb) is already ever exercmsmmmg 1 his Dominion
over all, so that tambiyah is something that man must do In
the case of man it is usually the parents who c-x it iw arbtah
over their offspring. When the exem cisc ol taibiyali is
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Education}s the instilling and inculcation of adab in man 
- it is ta 'dih. le3 Thus adab is precisely what applies to man if 
he must acquit himself successfully and well in this life and 
the Hereafter. And the definition of education and its aims 
and purpose are already in fact contained in the brief 
exposition of the concept of adab as here outlined. 

Islamic ~ystem of order and discipline 
We referred earlier to an Islamic system of order and 
discipline. Islam itself is the epitome of the Divine cosmic 
order and discipline, and the man who is conscious of his 
destiny in Islam knows that in like manner he too is an 
order and discipline, in that he is like a city, a kingdom in 
miniature; for in him as in all mankind, is manifested the 
Attributes of the Creator without the reverse being the case. 
Man knows that he is knowing, and experience of such 
knowledge tells him that he is at once being and existence; 
a unity and yet a multiplicity, subsistent and at the same 
time evanescent - he is on the one hand permanent, and on 
the other change. His personality from his birth till his 
death as a phenomenal being remains unchanged, even 
though his physical being is everchanging and suffers final 
dissolution. And this is due to the fact that his personality 
refers to the permanent in him - his rational soul. Were it 

transferred over to the state, there is danger that education 
becomes a secular exercise, which is happening in fact. 
Furthermore the end of tarbiyah is normally physical and 
material in character as it deals with physical and material 
growth only. Yet we all know that the real essence of the 
educational process is set towards the goal pertaining to the 
intellect, which inheres only in man. So we must select a 
precise term to denote education that fulfills the end and 
purpose of education, which is to produce a good man. The 
only appropriate and adequate term is ta'dib. Error in the 
selection and application of terms employed for cultural, 
religious and spiritual concepts invariably leads to confusion 
in knowledge, in theory and in practice. 
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not for this quality of permanence, it would not be possible 
for knowledge to inhere in him. Thus the knowledge of the 
first kind, which is his life and food, refers to his rational 
soul; and his education as a whole and quest for knowledge 
leading to the first kind of knowledge, insofar as his 
personality is concerned, entails the pursuit of knowledge 
of the prerequisites to that first knowledge (i. e. the 
Janf/ayn). In view of the permanent nature of his persona
lity, so is education in Islam a continuous process through
out his life on earth, and it covers every aspect of that life. 
From the point of view of linguistic usage, we must see that 
the fact that the term 'iim has been applied in Islam to 
encompass the totality of life - the spiritual, intellectual, 
religious, cultural, individual and social - means tllat its 
character is universal, and that it is necessary to guide man 
to his salvation. No other culture and civilization has ever 
applied a single term for knowledge to encompass all activi
ties in man's life. Perhaps this was why the organization, 
inculcation and dissemination of knowledge was conceived 
as a system of order and discipline pertaining to the 
kulliyyah, a concept conveying the idea of the univenal. We 
know that from the earliest periods Islam began its 
educational system significantly Witll the mosque as its 
centre; and with the mosque (jami') continuing to be its 
centre even - in some cases - till the present day, there 
developed other educational institutions such as the 
maktab; the bayt al-~tikrnah; the gatherings of scholars and 
students (majalis); the dar al- 'uhim, and the madliris; and in 
the fields of medicine, astronomy and devotional sciences 
there rose the hospitals, observatories, and zawiyah within 
the Sufi fraternities. We also know that the early vVestern 
univ~rsities were modelled after the Islamic originals. Very 
little information is available to me, however, concerning 
the original concept of the university within the Islamic 
system of education, and the extent to which original 
Islamic concepts pertaining to the structure of the 
university had influenced the Western copies. But the 
general character and structure of the universities today, 
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which are veritable copies of Western models, still reveal 
significant traces of their Islamic origin. 

The very name for the institution which derives from 
Latin: universitatem clearly reflects the original Islamic 
kulliyyah. Then again, apart from the role of medicine in 
Islamic learning and its early and great influence in the 
West, the anatomical concept of the faculty, which harks 
back on quwwah which refers to a power inherent in the body of 
an organ, is most significant, not only - it seems to me -
in establishing its Islamic origin, but in demonstrating the 
fact that since the concept 'faculty' refers to a living being 
in whom the attribute 'knowledge' subsists, and that this 
knowledge is the governing principle determining his 
thought and action, the university must have been con
ceived in emulation of the general structure, in form, func
tion and purpose, of man. It was meant to be a microcosmic 
representation of man - indeed, of the Universal Man (al
insiin al-kulliyy). 

But the university as it later was developed in the West 
and emulated today all over the world no longer reflects 
man. Like a man with no personality, the modern university 
has no abiding, vital centre, no permanent underlying 
principle establishing its final purpose. It still pretends to 
contemplate the universal and even claims to possess 
faculties and departments as if it were the body of an organ 
- but it has no brain, let alone intellect and soul, except 
only in terms of a purely administrative function of 
maiutenance and physical development. Its dvelopment is 
not guided by a final principle and definite purpose, except 
by the relative principle urging on the pursuit of 
knowledge incessantly, with no absolute end in view. It is a 
symbol that has become ambiguous - unlike the Quranic 
concept of ayah - because it points to itself (i. e. to tlle 
sciences for the sake of the sciences) instead of to what it is 
meant to represent (i. e. to man), and hence is productive 
of perpetual confusion and even scepticism. Because of the 
secular basis of Western culture, which is mentioned in the 
beginning, the university is geared to a secular relative 
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purpose, and hence reflects the secular state and society and 
not the universal man. But there never has been nor ever 
will be, except in Islam in the person of the Holy Prophet, upon 
whom be God's Blessings and Peace!, the Universal Man 
(al-insiin al-kiirnil) that can be reflected in microcosmic 
representation as 'university'. Neither can state nor society 
be truly considered as capable of possessing an attribute 
called knowledge, for that is only possessed by the 
individual man. And even if it be argued that the modern 
university is in fact emulating man, yet it is the secular man 
that is portrayed; the rational animal devoid of soul, like a 
circle with no centre. The various faculties and 
departments within them, like the various faculties and 
senses of the body, have in the modern university become 
uncoordinated, each preoccupied with its own endless 
pursuits; each exercising its own 'free will', as it were, and 
not the coherent will of one being, for there is no'being' -
all is 'becoming'. Can one be judged sane and coherent 
who contemplates some affair, and at the same time 
recognizes something else entirely different from what is 
being contemplated, and who says something again quite 
different altogether, who hears different sounds and sees 
yet again different things? The modern university is the 
epitome of man in a condition of ;;.ulm, and such a 
condition is maintained by the encouragement and 
elevation and legitimization of doubt and conjecture as 
epistemological tools of scientific enquiry. The Holy 
Qur'an repeatedly repudiates such methods, branding 
them contraries of knowledge. Thus doubt (shakk) , 
conjecture and guess (;;.ann) disputation and contention 
( mira:, i. q. jiidala), inclination of the mind or soul towards 
natural desire (hawa) , are all generally considered 
blameworthy - the more so when applied to and 
masquerading as knowledge. We must take note of the 
significance that, in the case of \\Testern culture and 
civilization, and with reference to the sociology of 
knowledge, the West has defined knowledge in terms of the 
effort of science as control of nature and society. With 
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respect to man as an individual, to the improvement and 
identification and elevation of his personality and the 
desire to learn about the Divine order of the world and 
salvation, to this most important purpose - and hence U'ue 
nature - of knowledge the West no longer attaches any 
significance and reality. This is and has been so by virtue of 
the fact that the West acknowledges no single Reality to fix 
its vision on; no single, valid Scripture to confirm and 
affirm in life; no single human Guide whose words and 
deeds and actions and entire mode of life can serve as 
model to emulate in life, as the Universal Man. We cannot, 
as Muslims, afford to overlook this important fact; for Islam 
embodies within itself all the three fundamentals of 
knowledge and action mentioned above, and for that 
reason alone classifies knowledge into two kinds and 
clarifies the concept of the knowledge of prerequisites 
(far(payn) that must form the basic core of all education. 
The following simple diagrams will help summarize in bare 
figurative framework the main subject of this chapter: 

His \'alious faculties and 
senses, both spiritual and 
physical 

~ 

Fig,I:Man 
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His soul and inner being 
(riil;.-naJs-qalb-- 'aql) 

Fig, II: Knowledge (Man's) 

Knowledge of Sciences 
represents the Far(t 
Kifii'yah knowledge 
whose parts have been 
deployed according to 

priorities of service to 
self, state and society in 
the Muslim community) 
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Knowledge 01 Prerequisite, 
to revealed knowledge (it 
represents the Fard 'A.yn 
knowledge) whose paw; 
ha\'e been illlegrated 10 

form the con? knowledge for 
individuals in Islamic 
education, 



Fig. Ill: The Islamic University (as microcosmic 
representation of the Universal Man in terms of knowledge 

Knowledge of Sciences: 
its various faculties and 
departments 
corresponding to man's 
physical faculties and 
senses 
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Knowledge of Prerequisites 
(Fan!- fl.yn) must reflect 
inner being of man 
(ru~-llafs-qalb- 'aql) and his 
spiritual senses in terms of 
faculties and departments. 
Must contain specialization. 

Projects Islamic vision of 
Reality and Truth, and 
remains as pemunu:nt 
'being' of the university. 

Fig. IV: General Sehellle of Kllowledge and ib Classifilalioll alld ,ystem 
of order and dicipline 

GOD 

Knowledge 
al- 'lIm 

I 
(;od's Knowledge is not the subject of this paper. What i, outlillt"d 
herein is only God's Knowledge as revealed and given to man. 

t 
The Huly Qar'iin 

t 
~ T!teSanllah~ 

...-------- .... 
The wisdom aIld spiritual ----------------. Tile Rt'Vl'dkd l"l\\ 
knowledge (~ikmah-'ilm II ()Iudi'ail) 

al-lndunniyy) Mall , , 
KrLOwl<dge of Sciences The 
Natural, Physical, Applied, 
Human Sciences, "ie. , and 
Aesthetics. Acquisition is 
obligatory to some (/ar~l 

kifiiyah) , 
III 

The UniveTsity 
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The Holy Qur'an-Exegesis, 
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NOli" With respect to the system of order and discipline 'plten:, the abU\c 
Schema descends to the university, which is the highest Inel uf lite 
education system. However, the same pattel-n as outlined for the uni\'l:n,ity 
applies to the lower levels in gradations from the lowest to the highest 
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Concluding Remarks and Suggestions 
In the foregoing pages, including those of chapters II, III 
and IV of the book, I have attempted to elucidate certain 
key concepts pertaining to the nature and purpose of know
ledge from the Islamic viewpoint, and to demonsU-ate the 
fundamental nature of their mutual interrelation and 
interdependence. These key concepts must form the essen
tial elements of the Islamic system of education. They are: 

1. The concept of religion (din); 
2. The concept of man (insan); 
3. The concept of knowledge (' ilm and ma 'rifah); 
4. The concept of wisdom (lJikmah); 
5. The concept of justice (' adl); 
6. The concept of right action (' amal as adab); 
7. The concept of the university (kulliyyah-jami'ah); 
In terms of practical application, the first refers to the 

purpose of seeking knowledge and involvement in the pro
cess of education; the second to the scope; the third to the 
content; the fourth to the criteria in relation to the second 
and the third; the fifth to the deployment in relation to the 
fourth; the sixth to the method in relation to the first down 
to the fifth; and the seventh to the form of implementation in 
relation to all that precedes it. 

In elucidating the key concepts pertaining to the nature 
and purpose of knowledge, and in demonstrating the fun
damental nature of their mutual interrelation and inter
dependence, we have in this and the previous chapters 
touched briefly but significantly upon the origin, SU-ucture, 
methods and validity of knowledge in the context of Islam. 
Indeed, the problem of knowledge is the recurrent theme 
of this book, and although we stated in a previous note that 
in this chapter we are concerned not so much with a 
philosophical or epistemological definition of knowledge, 
but more with its general classification designed to be 
applied to a system of order and discipline that describes 
the Islamic educational system, it nevertheless is important 
to understand what the Islamic epistemological context 
involves and implies. Since we have said that all knowledge 
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comes from God and is interpreted by the soul through its 
spiritual and physical faculties, it follows that the most 
suitable epistemological definition would be that 
knowledge, with reference to God as being its origin, is the 
arrival (Jpuyiil) in the soul of the meaning (rna 'na) of a thing 
or an object of knowledge; and that with reference to the 
soul as being its interpreter, knowledge is the arrival 
(wu:jiil) of the soul at the meaning of a thing or an object of 
knowledge. The World of Nature, as depicted in the Holy 
Qur'an, is like a Great Book; and every detail therein, 
encompassing the farthest horizons and our very selves, is 
like a word in that Great Book that speaks to man about its 
Author. The word as it really is is a sign, a symbol; and to 
know it as it really is is to know what it stands for, what it 
symbolizes, what it means. To study the word as word, 
regarding it as if it had an independent reality of its own, is 
to miss the real point of studying it, for regarded as such it 
is no longer a sign or a symbol, as it is being made to point 
to itself, which is not what it really is. So in like manner, the 
study of Nature, of any thing, any object of knowledge ill 
Creation, pursued in order to attain knowledge of it; if the 
expression 'as it really is' is taken to mean its alleged 
independent reality, essentially and existentially, or its 
perseity, as if it were something ultimate and self-sllbsistent 
- then such study is devoid of real purpose, and the 
pursuit of knowledge becomes a deviation from the u-uth, 
which necessarily puts into question the validity of such 
knowledge. For as it really is, a thing or an object of 
knowledge is other than what it is, and that 'other' - at 
least at the rational and empirical level of normal expe
rience - refers to its meaning. This is why we have defined 
knowledge epistemologically as the arrival in the soul of the 
meaning of a thing, or the arrival by the soul at the meaning 
of a thing. When we speak of 'rational' and 'empirical' as 
we do here, we are not thereby subscribing to the principal 
cleavage along methodological lines determined by what is 
called rationalism on the one hand, and empiricism on the 
other, as here we are deliberating in an Islamic context 
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which is nut the same as that of Western philosophy and 
epistemology. Reason and experience are in Islam valid 
channels by which knowledge is attained - knowledge, 
that is, at the rational and empirical level of normal 
experience. We maintain that there is another level; but 
even at this other, spiritual level, reason and experience are 
still valid, only that they are of a transcendental order. At 
this level the rational has merged with the intellectual, the 
empirical with what pertains to authentic spiritual expe
riences such as inner witnessing (shuhucl) , tasting (dhawq) 
and other interrelated states of trans-empirical awareness. 
This is the level at which ta;;awwuf, which I have defined 
earlier as 'the practice of the shall'ah at the station (maqam) 
of i~z.:.,iin', becomes the context in which knowledge means 
unification (taw}jld). 

In appraising the present situation with regard to the 
formulation and dissemination of knowledge in the Muslim 
world, we must see that infiltration of key concepts from 
the Western world has brought confusion which will 
ultimately cause grave consequences if left unchecked. 
Since what is formulated and disseminated in and through 
universities and other institutions of learning from the 
lower to the higher levels is in fact knowledge infused with 
the character and personality of Western culture and 
civilization and moulded in the crucible of Western culture 
(see I ntrod ltction), our task will be first to isolate thlt elements 
including the key concepts which make up that culture and 
civilization (see the last paragraph in pp. 137 - 138 above). 
These elements and key concepts are mainly prevalent in 
that branch of knowledge pertaining to the human 
sciences, although it must be noted that even in the 
natural, physical and applied sciences, particularly where 
they deal with interpretation of facts and formulation of theories, 
the sarne process of isolation of the elements and key 
concepts should be applied; for the interpretations and 
formulations indeed belong to the sphere of the human 
sciences. The 'islamization' of present-day knowledge 
means precisely that, after the isolation process referrred to, 
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the knowledge free of the elements and key cOllcepb 
isolated are then infused with the Islamic elemeills and key 
concepts which, in view of their fundamental nature as 
detining the fitmh, in fact imbue the knowledge with the 
quality of its natural function and purpose and thus makes 
it true knowledge. 124 It will not do to accept present-day 
knowledge as it is, and then hope to 'islamize' it merely by 
'grafting' or 'transplanting' into it Islamic sciences and 
principles; this method will but produce connicting results 
not altogether beneficial nor desirable. Neither 'grafting' 
nor 'transplant' can produce the desired result when the 
'body' is already possessed by foreign elements and con
sumed in disease. The foreign elements and disease will 
have first to be drawn out and neutralized before the body 
of knowledge can be remoulded in the crucible of Islam. 

Our next important task will be the formulation and 
integration of the essential Islamic elements and key con
cepts so as to produce a composition which will comprise 
the core knowledge to be deployed in our educational 
system from the lower to the higher levels in respective 
gradations designed to conform to the standard of each 
level. The core knowledge at the university level, which 
must first be formulated before that at any other level, must 
be composed of ingredients pertaining to the nature of 
man (insan); the nature of religion (din) and man's 
involvement in it; of knowledge ('tim and rna 'rifalt), wisdom 
Uukmah) and justice ('ad!) with respect to mall and his 
religion; the nature of right action (' amal-adab). These will 
have to be referred to the concept of God, His Essence and 
Attributes (tawljicl); the Revelation (the Holy Qur'an), its 
meaning and message; the Revealed Law (shari'ah) and 
what necessarily follows: the Prophet (upon whom be God's 
Bessings and Peace!), his life and sunnah, and the history 
and message of the Prophets before him. They will also 

124 True knowledge conforms with Jl!rah. The sentence answers 
the argument posed in p. 138 above. See also note 116. 
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have to be referred to knowledge of the Principles and 
practice of Islam, the religious sciences ( 'uliim al-shar'iyyah) , 
which must include legitimate elements of ta~awwuf and 
Islamic philosophy, including valid cosmological doctrines 
pertaining to the hierarchy of being, and knowledge of 
Islamic ethics and moral principles and adab. To this must 
be added knowledge of the Arabic language and of the 
Islamic worldview as a whole. This core knowledge, integ
rated and composed as a harmonious unity and designed at 
the university level as a model structure and content for the 
other levels, must invariably be reflected in successively 
simpler forms at the secondary and primary levels of the 
educational system. At each level, the core knowledge must 
be designed to be made identical for application in the 
educational system throughout the Muslim world, since the 
core knowledge is obligatory ot all Muslims (jarrj'ayn). 

With respect to the knowledge of the sciences designated 
as obligatory to some only (jarrj kifoyah), it has been 
pointed out that it must be imbued with the Islamic 
elements and key concepts after the foreign elements and 
key concepts have been isolated from its every branch. To 
this knowledge must be added the knowledge of Islamic 
history, culture and civilization, Islamic thought, and the 
development of the sciences in Islam. In this category too 
new courses on comparative religion from the Islamic point 
of view, on Western culture and civilization, must be 
designed as a means for Muslims to understand the culture 
and civilization that has been and is and will continue to be 
confronting Islam. Knowledge of all these will assure logical 
continuity in the successive educational progression from 
the core knowledge to that of the sciences. Many new sub
jects will undoubtedly be added to the above. The deter
mining of the order of priority, with reference to individual 
striving after the various branches of the knowledge of the 
sciences, will invariably depend on its relative usefulness 
and benefit to self, society, and state respectively. The 
formulation of the concept of 'relative usefulness and bene
fit to self, society and state' must be contained in the form 
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of general principles reflecting the Islamic elements and 
key concepts. It follows that the order of priority with 
reference to choice must not be left to the judgement of 
inviduals, but must likewise be planned to conform with the 
current needs of self-society-state, which is none other than 
those of the Community. Whereas in the case of the core 
knowledge the obligation to acquire it is directed to all and 
to both sexes, in the case of knowledge of the sciences, cer
tain branches may not be deemed appropriate for women; 
so that some may be obligtatory to men only and some to 
women. Regarding entrance into the higher levels of 
education, it is not sufficient merely for an individual to be 
allowed to qualify on the basis of good results in formal 
scientific subjects, as is practised today everywhere. No 
doubt personal conduct is recognized as important in many 
educational systems, but their notions of personal conduct 
are vague and not really applied effectively in education, 
and no objective system has been devised to determine the 
nature of those elements of human conduct and behaviour 
that are undesirable for purposes of higher learning 
leading to appoinunents to responsible posts and offices. It 
is neither impossible nor impracticable to devise a system 
for implementation into the educational framework 
whereby certain individuals can be barred from higher 
education. Knowledge (i. e. the farrj kifayah) is not 
necessarily everyone's right; no one in Islam has the right 
to do wrong - this would be a contradiction in terms and 
purpose. To do wrong is injustice, and this is not a right. 
The doing something wrong that is considered in Islam to 
be the most destructive to self, society, and state revolves 
around three vices: lying, breaking promise, and betraying 
trust. The Holy Qur'an is most emphatic in denouncing 
these vices as they are vices which caused man's downfall 
and which man not only perpetrates on his fellowman, but 
even on God Himselfl Hence the profound significance of 
the {tadith narrated by Abu Hurayrah, may God be well 
pleased with him!, concerning the mark of the hypocrite, 
that when he speaks, he lies; and when he promises, he 
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breaks the promise; and when he is entrusted with 
something he betrays the trust 

-:;l> ~I 1':'13 --.i.l.> ~ 3 1.:,13 ,-:",is -'::"..J....-..I':'I 

I say that this well-known fiadith is of profollnd significance 
not only because it states in succinct summary the precise 
nature of the most destructive of man's vices, but also 
because it furnishes us with clear indication of the criteria to 
be adopted when judging human character and conduct. I 
believe that the f.k:idith is not meant to be heeded simply as 
wise counsel whose application is to be left to individual 
judgement and responsibility, but that it must be seriously 
systematized into an educational devise which can be 
applied as a moral check on all who will pass through the 
educational process. Such a devise, applied positively and 
effectively through the levels of the educational system, will 
assist in minimizing the emergence and perpetration in 
Muslim society and state and leaderhsip of betrayal of trust 
leading to injustice and ignorance. 

Space does not permit us to go into details here. This 
chapter is meant to set forth a statement of the problem 
and the possible and acceptable solution to it; to gather 
together the key concepts and explain them in the correct 
Islamic persepctive. If at all this humble attempt to meet 
the demands of this task in any small way contributes to the 
true and the correct answer, then to God alone the Praise, 
for every atom of good is accomplished through His help 
and guidance. 

The details of the formulation and integration of the 
core knowledge, the order of deployment of the knowledge 
of the sciences in the academic structure and in the priority 
framework in the system of order and discipline, will have 
to be methodically set forth after thorough research by a 
team of expert scholars and thinkers experienced in 
academic administration. This team should be gathered 
together in one place where recourse to the necessary 
facilities can conveniently be had, and where consultations, 
discussions and research among the members can be 
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facilitated and coordinated without undue expenditure in 
the human and financial resources and in time. The 
blueprint for the above proposed concept and for the 
restructuring of the academic and administrative system 
according to priorities can then be prepared ill a few years. 
vVhen this is accomplished, the experimental stage, 
beginning with the university, can commence operations. 
Naturally, the assistance and support of the wise and far
sighted Muslim government desi~ous of achieving the 
results of this long-term but realistic project is urgently 
sought, both at the initial stage of reserach and preparation 
of the blueprint, and at the experimental stage of setting 
up the Islamic university. This might take several years of 
critical assessment and appraisal of the functioning of its 
implementation according to plan, and will involve 
evaluation of at least the first intake of graduates; of 
methodical analysis and correction of errors in the process 
of perfecting the system until it is found to be satisfactory. 
\\Then this stage has been achieved, the system can thcn bc 
recommended to the Muslim world at large, and the follow
up in connection with the lower levels of the educational 
system can be planned and implemented after the pattern 
of the university has been perfected. It is futile to attempt 
short-term myopic measures in providing for a solutioll to a 
problem of this magnitude. Our great and God-fearing pre
decessors of astute vision and profound intellectual and 
spiritual depth have laboured in terms of centuries to build 
splendid systems of thought and action with God's help and 
guidance, and if we are even to hope to rise to the same 
expectation, then we must humbly emulate their example. 
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Appendix 

ON ISlAMIZATION: THE 
CASE OF THE MALAY

INDONESIAN ARCHIPElAGO 

About ten years ago*, wntmg on the historical and 
cultural impact of Islam upon the Malay world which 
revolutionized the Malay vision of reality and existence into 
a distinctly Islamic world view, I referred to the process that 
brought about this phenomenon as islamization, the 
integral components of which form part of the dimensions 
ofIslam. I wrote then (S.M.N. al-Attas, Preliminary Statement 
on a General Theory of the Islamization of the Malay-Indonesian 
Archipelago, Kuala Lumpur, 1969), that 

... the coming of Islam seen from the perspective of 
modern times [that is, seen from the perspective of our 
present time when we can 'look back' into the effects of 
historical processes which are found to have radically 
changed the lives and worlds of men, and discern their 
causes and specific and general influences], was the 
most momentous event in the history of the Archi
pelago. (p.2). 

In this connection I also drew attention to the 
... similarities that exist between the dominant role of 
Islam in influencing the beginnings of the European 
Middle Ages as Pirenne pointed out [H. Pirenne, 
Mohammed and Charlemagne, London, 1958], and the 

*l.ein 1967. 
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role of Islam in so lo speak, both the soul 
and Ihl' body of the Malay-Indonesian society. (p. 7). 

As a historical and cultural process islamiDllion in the 
undenvent three phases. 

Phase I: from 578-805/1200-1400, juris-
played the m<yor role of interpreting 

law in the conversion of the 
Malays. The conversion was effected by strength of 
faith, not necessarily accompanied by an understand
ing of the rational and intellectual implications such 
conversion entailed. Fundamental concepts connected 
with the central Islamic cOllcept of Unity of God 

''1'ere still vague in the minds of the converts, 
their old concepts overlapping and clouding or con
fusing the new ones. This phase can well be described 
as the cOllversion of the 'body'. 
Phase ll: from approximately 803-111 ] 400-1700, COll

tinuation of the process described ill Phase I, but 
during this phase the m,yor role of interpreting the 
religious law had passed on to philosophical mysticism 
and metaphysics (ta~awwuj) and other rational and 
intellectual elements such as rational theology (kaliim). 
During this phase, ~llfism and $iifi writings primarily 
and the writings of the Mutakallimun played the 
dominant role aimed at the conversion of the 'spirit'. 
Fundamental concepts introduced according to the 
Islamic weltanschauung, some of which were still 
understood in the opaque sense, influenced by the old 
weltanschauung, were expounded and defined so that 
they were understood in bOlh the transparent and 
semi-transparent senses. 
Phase Ill: from approximately 1112/1700 onwards, 
continuation of Phase I and consummation of Phase II 
which had been largely successful. To this phase must 
also be assigned the cultural influences brought about 
by the coming of the West. V\'hat is generally known as 
"\'\lesternization" is here conceived as the perpetuation 
of the rationalistic, individualistic, and international-
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ISI1C spirit whose philosophical wen: laid 
earlier by 1s1<'im. (pp. 

As a background to the evaluation of the major III 

the world view of the peoples of the Archipelago which 
were brought about by the coming of Islam, an olltliJlt~ 

of the philosophical and religious situation in the 
Archipelago before the coming of Islam was focussed 
towards the relevant perspective. 

Hinduism, as the people of the 
it, was a superstructure maintained by the 
above an indifferent conununity. The community's 
ticipation in Hinduism was a inHuence from 
above; the religion was imposed on the cOl1l1mmity 
the authority of the ruling group. The Maiay-illdollesian 
society was therefore not a Hinduized society, rather the 
Malay-Indonesian dynasties were, to use the 
of Van Leur, "legitimized sacrally by all Indian hiero
cracy" U.e. Van Leur, Indonesian Trade and Tht' 
Hague, 1955, p. lOH]. The philosophical influence of 
Hinduism upon the Malay-Indonesian world view ha~ 
been unduly magnified [by the Dutch alld Brili"h 
orientalists]. The people of the Archipelago were more 
aesthetic than philosophical by nature; either did 
not fully grasp the subtleties of Hindu metaphysics or 
they ignored it in favour of that which was less 
complicated and more readily acceptable to their own 
worldview. Philosophy was transformed illto art at. the 
expense of the rational and intellectual elemellts. 
Intellectual speculation, with its emphasis on logic and 
systematic reasoning, did not seem to have bt::en 
popular. No doubt the doctrine of the as 
pounded in the Bhagavad Gitll was known and made to 
run through the VeillS of Hindu-Malay literature to 
to it some life-giving spark of the divine. But we must 
not be misled into thinking that there was 
really profound in the sense in which it is 
in the Hindu doctrines. The doctrine of the 
interpreted as the Bmhlnan 'lodged within' the indi-
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vidual being was congenial to the autochthonous world 
view of the Hindu-Malay which was still steeped in 
animism ... [Hindu-Malay literature was mainly mytho
logical and presented] in poetic form lacking expo
sition and commentary so that it was not meant for the 
profane ears of the masses. For this latter group, the 
philosophical world view envisioned by the poets of 
Old Javanese literature was glimpsed in the wayangs 
[plays for the various kinds of theatre or theatrical 
dancing] filtered, as it were, through the medium of 
art. 
The same could also be said of Buddhism in the 
Archipelago. For many centuries, from the /6th to the 
5th/lIth centuries, Sumatra seems to have been a great 
centre of Buddhism and Buddhist philosophy. Yet the 
influence of the Buddhist clergy in Sumatra did not 
seem to have made itself felt in the realm of philo
sophy, but again in that of art. It is further significant 
that this artistic manifestation occurred in Java in the 
form of the great Borobudur. We are told of the exis
tence of one thousand monks in Sumatra in the late 
6th century where Buddhist theology and philosophy 
flourished; of the venerable Atisha, the great reformer 
of Buddhism in Tibet, who had sat at the feet of 
Dhannakirti, high priest of the Buddhist clergy in 
Sumatra in the early 5th/lIth century. Considering the 
powerful influence of the Sumatran Buddhist clergy in 
producing reformers in differeut lands, it is strange 
and surprising that Buddhist philosophy did not 
flourish as well in Sumatra itself. It is possible that 
Buddhism, not being a missionary religion charged 
with an expansive movement, was not interested in 
irnparting a new worldview to the people of the 
Archipelago. It may also be possible that the Buddhist 
clergy in Sumatra was mainly not composed of 
indigenous people but of people from South India who 
came there to find seclusion and peace for the purpose 
of contemplation, who ... shut themselves up in their 
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monasteries oblivious of the outside world. Neither the 
Hindu-Malay nor the Buddhist-Malay, as far as we know, 
had produced any thinker or philosopher of note ... 
(pp.2-4). 
Islam came to the Archipelago couched in ~llfi meta
physics. It was through ta~awwuf that the highly intel
lectual and rationalistic religious spirit entered the 
receptive minds of the people, effecting a rise of ratio
nalism and intellectualism not manifested in pre-Islamic 
times. This emergence of rationalism and intellectualism 
can be viewed as the powerful spirit that set in motion 
the process of revolutionizing the Malay-Indonesian 
worldview, turning it away from a crumbling world of 
mythology, which can be compared with the Greek world 
in the Olympian era, to the world 'of intelligence, reason 
and order. The disseminators of Islam propagated the 
belief in a God '\Those Power is governed by His 
Wisdom; Whose Creative Will acts in accordance with 
Reason. Man is conceived as the epitome of Creation; 
that in the ring of universal life, Man is the super
scription and the seal. The essence of Man is that he is 
rational and rationality is the connection between him 
and Reality. It is these concepts and that of the spiritual 
equality between man and man that gave the ordinary 
man a sense of worth and nobility denied him in pre
Islamic times ... (pp. 5-6). 
The result of a preliminary semantic study of the key 
cultural terms connected with concepts of God, Being, 
Existence, Time, Religion, Man, the Self and Will 
reveal the great changes that have occurred in the 
Malay-Indonesian worldview caused by Islamic ele
ments. The animistic elements in the old worldview 
coupled with its logical notion of a Parmenidean uni
verse with all its implications have been supplanted by 
rationalistic elements involving an atomistic, dynamic 
universe. The concept of the Self is now highly abstract. 
The Self does not belong to the spatio-temporal order, 
and this in turn influences the concepts of Will and its 
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relatioll 10 freedum and morality. 'rIte conIlotaliolis in 
the old feudal concepts were replaced by new and 

! ones. New culture values replaced the old. 
(pp.7-8). 
... While Hinduism and Buddhism ... might not have had 
much effect in changing the essential character and 
world view of the Malay:Javauese civilization, the same 
view cannot be applied with regard to Islam. The 
difTerences between the spirit of the fonner religion 
and that of Islam, their places of origin, their religious 
mediums, their initial and significant influences - 011 

the civilization in the case of the former, and 
the Malay in the case of the latter - are so cOllsider
able that to entertaiu such a view would be highly 
hillacious ... Hinduism is not a Semitic religion based 
upon an uncompromising monotheism charged with a 
missionary spirit. It is true that the metaphysical fonnu
lations of Semitic monotheism become almost identical 
with those of Hinduism at certain levels, yet they are 
generally conceived by their respective adherents as 
considerably dissimilar. The several formulations of 
Hinduism even in its country of origin have been 
preponderantly of an aesthetic nature ... The scientific 
formulations of the metaphysical doctrines of the 
religion cannot be said to be generally recognized and 
accepted. By nature the Javanese civilization was more 
aesthetic than scientific. The scientific part of Hindu 
philosophy and metaphysics was ignored in favour of 
what was more congenial to the autochthonous world 
view. It was aesthetic and ritualistic Hinduism that was 
recognized and accepted; the scientific, with its 
emphasis Oil the rational and intellectual elements and 
on systematic and logical analysis, was rejected - and 
even when accepted had first to be sifted through the 
sieve of art so that the worldview presented was that 

by poets rather than by thinkers and 
philosophers. Hinduism is couched in symholic forms 

are and anthropomorphic, no doubt in 
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large measure due to the influence of the language 
which forms its medium of expression. The same 
conclusions may be drawn with respect to the Old 
Javanese language. There has been, furthermore, a 
preference for poetry rather than for prose in the lan
guages of the two civilizations, Indian and Javanese 
... The essential religious spirit of Islam is mOIlotheistic, 
couched in its unique conception of the Unity of God 
(al-taw~iid). Conceived philosophically through rational 
theol06'Y and metaphysics (' ilrn al-kaliim and ta;;awwuf> , 
it sets forth an ontology, cosmology and psychology of 
its own in its conception of the Oneness of Being 
(wa~l1lal al-wujiid). This ontology, cosmology and 
psychology is not to be equated simply with that of Neo
Platonism and Hinduism according to the Vedanta, as it 
in general has its foundations in the Qur'iin whose 
uniqueness has impressed itself upon every facet of 
Muslim life. The Qur'an came together with Islam to 

the Malay-Indonesian Archipelago. No comparable 
event occurred in pre-Islamic times to match that of 
the impact and influence of the Qur'an, as no com
plete Holy Scripture ever seems to have existed in the 
past. The Qur'anic conception of man as a rational ani
mal, capable by rneans of his reason or intelligence 
('aql) of understanding and appreciating the signs 
(iiyiit) that point to God is made all the more signifi
cant in respect of the future development of the Malay 
language by the emphasis laid on the meaning of 
'rational' (nii/iq) as the capacity to speak (berkata-kata 
[i.e., speaking]) - the emphasis on the faculty of 
speech. Now it is not just the capacity to speak that is 
being emphasized as the rationality in man but more 
significant, the capacity to speak clearly; to employ 
correct and unambiguous symbols and signs in inter
preting experience and reality. Indeed, perhaps no 
other Holy Book has so impressed upon man the 
importance and uniqueness of language. The Qur'an 
alone claims clarity (rnubzn) as being one of its most 
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important chief virtues. It had chosen Arabic to be its 
language because of the inherent scientific tendency 
towards clarity in the SU'ucture of Arabic [Pre-Islamic 
Arabic, not being an aesthetic religious language, 
whose vocabulary is generally enriched or emburdened 
as the case may be by the sophisticated and inevitably 
confusing mythological, mystical, metaphysical and 
philosophical vocabularies, was comparatively 'pure' 
and unsophisticated, as far as the purpose of Islam was 
concerned, in relation to the Graeco-Roman and Irano
Persian languages that held sway in the neighbouring 
regions (p. 23)]. The preference is for prose rather 
than for poetry (shi'r), and even when poetry is used 
later in religious and metaphysical topics its excellence 
is not considered merely from the point of view of the 
science of prosody but, more important, from that of 
exposition of meaning, interpretation, and commen
tary achieved through sharf;, (lit. from the root "to 
open" or "to interpret the true meaning"). A whole 
science of Islamic prosody is evolved out of the Qur'an; 
it is also the sole authority on Arabic and its grammar. 
Arabic is the language of Islam and no language of any 
Muslim people, whether or not it has achieved a lofty 
rank in civilization, is without the influence of Arabic. 
The Qur'an also inaugurated among the Arabs them
selves the tradition of a written language, and wherever 
oral tradition was the literary tradition of a people, it 
was the influence of the Qur'an that, having effected 
conversion to Islam, brought about the transition to a 
written literary tradition. All the Muslim peoples 
adopted the Arabic script, creating wherever necessary 
new letters to represent the phonetic peculiarities not 
found in Arabic but still basing such letters on the 
Arabic script... Islamic [culture] as opposed to 

Hinduism and Buddhism, is a scientific and literary 
culture. (pp. 19-21). 
The Qur'an, when it came upon the Arabs, extolling 
clarity and intelligence, declares itself to be in "plain" 
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(kitiibun Ju~~ilat iiyiituhu) and "not devious" (ghayra dhl 
'iwajin) Arabic. By relative comparison,. as ~ar as 
aesthetic religion was concerned, the relatlOnslup bet
ween Arabic on the one hand and the Graeco-Roman 
and Irano-Persian languages on the other, was like 
Malay and Old Javanese, the latter being the domina~t 
aesthetic literary and religious language of the ArchI
pelago. Semantically, Old Javanese would have been 
less susceptible than Malay of recognizing and accept
ing the Quranic teachings, since its understanding of 
them would have been more clouded or confused by 
the existing and firmly rooted concepts and ideas in its 
aesthetic religious vocabulary. (pp. 23-24) . 
... The Malay language underwent a revolutiona~y 
change; apart from enrichment of a great part of Its 
vocabulary by a large number of Arabic and Persian 
words, it became the chief medium for conveying Islam 
throughout the Archipelago so that by the 9th/16th 
century, at the latest, it had achieved the status of a 
literary and religious language displacing the 
hegemony of Javanese ... Malay literature flourished -
and there are reasons to believe that it even originated 
- in the Islamic period. The 9th/16th and 10th/17th 
centuries witnessed the unrivalled prolificness of Malay 
writing on philosophical mysticism and ,r_atio~al 
theology. The first Malay translation of the Qur an WIth 
commentary based on al-Bayq.aWi's famous Commen
tary, and translations, commentaries and original works 
on philosophical mysticism and rational theolo~ also 
appeared during this period which marked the nse of 
rationalism and intellectualism not manifested any
where before in the Archipelago. Corresponding to 
what I have outlined as Phase II of the islamization 
process, this period was significant in setting in mot~on 
the process of revolutionizing the Malay-IndonesIan 
weltanschauung effecting its transformation from an 
aesthetic to a scientific one. The underlying factor in 
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this cultural revolution was the clarification of a new 
conception of Being introduced by Islam. It is the 
correct comprehension of this new conception of 
Being that cOllstituted the inner intensification of the 
islamization process. The Malay language, it seems to 
me, developed into a new stream as a result of its being 
employed as the vehicle for philosophical discourse in 
the Archipelago. This new stream, probably originating 
in Barus, had its centre in Pasai (later Acheh), the 
earliest centre of Islamic learning in the Archipelago, 
whence its influence spread throughout the Archi
pelago. The new stream is characterized by its terse, 
clear style, its Islamic vocabulary; it reveals a language 
of logical reasoning and scientific analysis very much 
inl1uenced no doubt by its writers - ~ufIs, scholars, 
translators, and commentators - who were themselves 
under the sway of the Qur'~in which, as I have already 
pointed out, extolls clarity and intelligence in speech 
and writing. It is from this new stream that 'modern' 
Malay or the present day Malay-Indonesian language 
developed, since this was the stream that conveyed and 
spread Islam in the Archipelago ... To this same period 
must nlOdern Malay historical writing be assigned. 
(pp. 27-29). 
... So widely was the language spread by Islam that it is 
now the ofTicial language of over 100 million people, 
perhaps the second largest Muslim language. (p. 27) ... 
Together with the historical factor, the religious and 
language factors began setting in motion the process 
towards a national consciousness. It is the logical 
conclusion of this process that created the evolution of 
the greater part of the Archipelago into the modern 
Indonesian nation with Malay as its national language. 
(p.8). 
... The coming of Islam constituted the inauguration of 
a new period in the history of the Malay-Indonesian 
Archipelago. The greatest evidence of this cultural 
revolution manifested itself in expository and pole-
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mical wntmgs during the 8th/15th to the 10th/17th 
centuries reflecting the change of ideas in the 
worldview of the people centered around a different 
conception of Being from what they had known in the 
past. This was also the 'clarification', 'intensification' 
and 'standardization' of Islam followed by 'correctioll', 
to complete the change, as it were. ~Lifi metaphysics did 
not come, contrary to what is held even by some 
Muslim scholars, to harmonize Islam with traditional 
beliefs grounded in Hindu-Buddhist belief", and other 
autochthonous traditions; it came to clarify the diJferellCf: 
between Islam and what they had known in the past. 
Indeed, the whole period, from the testimony of the 
writings, was devoted to answering the ever increasingly 
persistent question and demand for clarification of the 
nature of Being. The fact that the question was raised 
at all revealed the existence of an inner problem expe
rienced by the Malay-Indonesian. No such polemics or 

raising of such questions were ever known to have 
occurred before, as no such problem was encountered 
at the corning of Hinduism and Buddhism. Major key 
terms represented by Malay words having to do with 
God, Man and the relationship between them and the 
World, underwent examination, distinction and accep
tance or rejection in relation to Arabic key terms and 
words philosophically analogous to what happened to 
Arabic itself during the Translation Period when it 
became the vehicle of Greek philosophy and was influ
enced by Greek thought. 
The spiritual revolution manifested in the 8th/15th-
10th/17th centuries reflected the beginnings of the 
modern age in the Archipelago. The concept modern 
has nowhere, to my mind, been clarified when scholars 
apply it in the context of the Malay-Indonesian Archi
pelago or, for that matter, of the Muslims as a whole . 
(p. 30) . 
... Religion in Western culture has always been conveyed 
through the medium of art. Rational theology and 
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philosophical speculations on God were initiated later 
after greater acquaintance with Greek philosophy 
became possible through the paradoxically significant 
contact with IslaIn. Even then, religion remained in the 
finn embrace of art, as it does now. Philosophy and 
sciellce divorced themselves from religion, though not 
from art, disenchanted from its lack of certainty. The 
introduction of Christianity to Europe, just as that of 
Hinduism and Buddhism to the Archipelago, has never 
been followed by a rationalistic clarification of the 
conception of Being. This task, as far as Christianity was 
concerned, was left to philosophy which reduced reli
gion to a mere theory, and even then it occurred in 
comparatively recent times. Indeed, it can be said, 
perhaps without exaggeration, that the very nature of 
the problem which lay within the inmost ground of 
Western culture has its roots in the frustrations in early 
Christian theological polemics and disputes which in 
turn gave rise to all manner of "developments" in 
philosophy, in science, in humanism, and in what is 
considered today as "modern". (pp. 22-23). 
.. .In Europe itself in the cultural history of the Western 
Ch ristian peoples, the concept "modern" is traced back 
to the rationalistic, individualistic and internationalistic 
spirit which began to emerge in the 7th/14th century 
onwards. But, again, what constitutes what is modern is 
very much dependent upon the religion. In Western 
Christian cultural history, it was the very religion, as 
interpreted by the Church, that gave rise to the attitude 
conceived as modern so that the very meaning of the 
term is governed by Christian doctrine which ulti
mately rest with the clerbry .. .it was conflict with and 
opposition to the teachings of the Church that brought 
about the modern attitude, that is, rationalism, indi
vidualism and internationalism which in the West has 
always been understood as hnmanism. Clearly, such a 
concept cannot be applied to Muslims, for in Islam 
there has always been neither 'Church' in the Western 
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Christian sense nor clergy, and the rationalism, illdivi 
dualism and internationalism understood by the 
Muslim has always been in harmony, not connic!, with 
religion. The above statements have prof()Und impli
cations embracing the distinct philosophical and reli
gious attitudes of Islam and the West (Christiallity). 
(pp. 30-31). 

Some of these "profound implications embl~acing the dis
tinct philosophical and religious attitudes of Islam and the 
West (Christianity)" are outlined in the present book. With 
reference to Phase III of the process of islamization quoted 
above (Appendix, p. 170) in which I stated that "what is 
generally known as "Westernization "is here conceived as 
the perpetuation of the rationalistic, individualistic and 
internationalistic spirit whose philosophical foundations 
were laid earlier by Islam", I said that 

.. .In the Archipelago, the coming of Western impe
rialism as well as the imposition of 'Western culture 
beginning in the 10th/16th century certainly seem to 
have interrupted and retarded the process of islami
zation. Before this period, there were other forces 
operating in the Islamic world as a whole such as 
internal political dissensions and tlle decline in 
political and economic power. Furthermore, advance
ment in the field of the technological sciences in 
Europe, coupled with the lack of such advancement in 
the Islamic world, weakened the latter considerably. 
These disastrous events occurring in the Islamic world 
caused reprecussions in the Archipelago. But the 
appearance of Europeans on the Malay-Indonesian 
scene and their control over the area beginning from 
the 11 th/17th century to the present century have left 
their effects upon the Muslims. In certain parts of the 
Archipelago, Western influences have resurrected the 
pre-Islamic feudal order; in modern times we witness 
the revivification of feudal tendencies: old customs 
devoid of coherent culture values, old titles, coun tradi 
tions, etc. Western scholars engaged m Malay-
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Indonesian history have neglecled and minimized the 
importance of the study of Islam and its role in the 
Archipelago. Pre:iudice against and fear of Islam have 
intluenced Western imperialism in attempting a 
consistent policy of separating Muslims from their reli
gion, as has been the case with the Dutch and British 
powers in the Archipelago. This was generally effected 
by the control of religious administration, and thereby 
the religion itself, through lhe local ruling groups. At 
the same time, the system of education has neglected 
the teaching of Islam. (p. 9) . 
... On the other hand, however, the coming of the West, 
seen solely from the perspective of a cultural pheno
menon and not an imperialistic one, can be considered 
as a continuation of the islamization process; it can be 
considered to have perpetuated the rationalistic spirit, 
the philosophical foundations of which had already 
been laid by Islam long before. It is when seen in this 
perspective that, to use a pregnant remark, Islam had 
prepared the Archipelago, in a sense, for the modern 
wodd to come.(pp. 9-10). 

Earlier in the present book (p. 44) I defined islamization as 
the liberation of man first from magical, mythological, ani
mistic, national-cultural tradition opposed to Islam, and 
then from secular control over his reason and his 
language. The man of Islam is he whose reason and 
language are no longer controlled by magic, myth, 
superstition, animism, his own cultural and national 
traditions opposed to Islam and secularism. What I meant 
when I referred to westernization seen solely from the 
perspective of a cultural phenomenon as being a 
continuation of the islamizatioll process referred in fact to 
the general effect westernization had in the disintegration 
of the magical world view of the Malay-Indonesian. Islam 
had already initiated the process of that disintegration, and 
westernization continued that process, which is not com
pletely accomplished yet. On the other hand westernization 
revived the non-Islamic cultural and national traditions 
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opposed to Islam and set an educational, administrative 
and political course heading towards secular 
'development'. It is only the perpetuation of the 
'rationalistic spirit', whose philosophical foundation had 
been laid by Islam long before, that can be considered as a 
continuation of the process of islamization. However, the 
rationalistic spirit initiated by Islam, if allowed to proceed 
along its present westernized course, will undoubtedly be 
deviated in its vision towards secular ends. But the process 
of islamization is still going on (al-Attas, ibid., p. 2), and the 
sense in which "Islam had prepared the Archipelago for 
the modern world to come" was obviously meant to denote 
not the secularized world, but the islamized world. A truly 
islamized world is a world disenchanted or deprived first of 
its magical, mythological, animistic, national and cultural 
tradition opposed to Islam and then its secular meaning; a 
world in which political power and authority - other than 
that of God and His Prophet and of those who follow His 
Prophet - has been desacralized; a world in which all 
values - other than those of Islam and the truth as 
partially found in the great world religious and the good in 
man and his society according to Islam - have been 
deconsecrated; a world whose meaning was seen and 
known and experienced and made conscious of in the time 
of the Holy Prophet (may God bless ami give him Peace!) 
and his Noble Companions (may God be well pleased with 
them all!). 
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General Index 

'abel 61,70,130 

'libid61 

'wlad al-mustawti 60 n. 57 

'adl (justice) 75, 76 

implies knowledge 7i::l 

as core knowledge 16:i 

see also justice 

'ahd see Covenant 
'iilum kaliir (MaCl'OCOSllloS) 67,142 

'alam .saghlr (microcosmos) 67, 142 
'arnal (action, work with ref~ 

erence to 'ibadah) 141 

'amal (deed and work) 72 

fulfilling the Covenant 141, 

see also 'iMdah 

and Islamic system of edu

calion 160 
as core knowledge 16:1 

'aql 

as intellect and reason 34 

mind 72 

seat of knowledge 139 

intelligence 175 
'ara(i (accident) 139 

'iiri/71 n.76, also rna 'Ii/ali 

see also 'ibadah 

'awamm (the masses) 129 

ii.yah (word, sentence, sign, 

symbol) 3i::l, 117 

pI. ayat 154 

'a}lt al-Jaqirt (certainty by direct 

vision) 135 n. 112 

a 10 

Abrahamic tradition 31 

adab 

and education 149, 150-152 

and hierarchy 107-108 

and Islamic system of edu-

cation 160 

andjustice 108, 149 

and ta,saurllJuf 123 
and wisdom 150 

consists in 115-116 
loss of adab 105, 123 

and corruption of 

knowledge 108 

cause of degeneration 
and decline 124 

due to ignorance of 

Islam 126 

implies loss of justice 106 

implies loss of ability to 

recognize true leaders 129 
restriction on know-

ledge 118 

rapid propagation of 127 
symptoms of loss 110 

towards God, authority 107 

aggiorrtamento 6 

A.ht al-Kitiib (People of the 
Book) 21,65 

Ahl aVfarlqalt 123 

Ahl al-Ta.sawwufII2 

see also hIJawuruf 

al-iikhimh (the Hereafter) 41, 42 

see also yawm ai-din and 
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yawm al-(tisiib 

amauah (trust) 66, 140 

Ante-Nicene Fathers 25 

Antiquity 33 
arelie 33 

Aristotelian 9 

philosophy 35 

and Western worldview 105 

arkan (principles) 
ai-lmiin 79 

ai-islam (essentials of 
Islam) 79 

and essentials of Islam 146 
aslama 62,63, 70 n. 74 

subjugation and submis

sion of the animal soul 
to the rational soul 141 

ai-asma'(the names) 139 

Atman 171 

awiiya' (Friends of God) 
122, 145 

baqa' (subsistence) 86 

bay'ah (buying and selling) 67 
bayt al-~!ikmah 153 

being, 

affirmation of 90 

contingent 8, 9 
in thought 9 

necessary 9 

necessity of 8 

of the world 8, 9 
of man 9 

or existence, see wujild 

perfection of 90 

Islamic vision of Reality i::l6 
and Covenant 89 

Brahman 171 

Byzantine 102 

Cape of Good Hope 10el 

Carolingian 101, 102 

Cartesian revolution 
Catholic 3, 6 

Celtic 134 

certainty 75, 86, also yaqlll 

Chalcedon 29 

Chinese 99 

Christianity 

and Western civilization 134 
dehellenization of 6 

doctrines of Trinity, 

Incarnation and 

Redemption 21, 23, 27 

early 22,27 

in u·oduction into Europe I i::liJ 

new religion 2H 

religion of culture 2i::l 

secularized 3, 5 
u·aditional2 

true 20 

Western 21, 23, 25, influ

ences of 29, world view 35 

westernization of 20, 22 
cogito 10 

colonization 104 

coming of age 5 

Confucians 99 

Constantinople 29, 102 

Copernican revolution 3:) 

Covenant 71,73,74,77, H5 

187 

uizthaq, 'ahd 1 :19 
'binding' and 'determining' 

of man in religion 139 
and forgetfulness 140 

man fulfilling the Covenalll 
with 'amal HI 

nOl. a social contract 142 
11. 118 



dii'in (debtor) 52 

as creditor 52 n. ·iI 

danii (brought near) 41 

dima (being indebted) 52 

in religious and spiritual 

context to God 53 
see also existence 

llafsahu 58, 59 
dar 

al-(tllrb 12H 

ai-islam 128 

al- 'ulUm 153 

(debt) 52 

daymlnah (judgement) 52 

(judge) 53 

al-dayyan (Supreme Judge) 60 
dehellenizatioll 5, 6, 7 

deislarnizatioll 46-47, 

and loss of adab 104 
and secularization 125 
deislamizing the Muslims l:!(}-

1:!9 
demythologization 8 
deconsecratioll of values 18 

Islam rejects 31 

proper'!l 

desacralization of politics 18, S2 
proper'll 

deus II 

dhawq (spiritual savouring) 79, 
145,150 

dftikr (remembrance) 90 
dilemma, 

Muslim 106 

see also loss of adab 
errOlleous blame on 

ta~ awwuf 121 

din (religion) 51, 6S, 64, 66, 69 
and Covenant 139 

and Islamic system of 

education 160 

as core knowledge 16:~ 

compared with concept of 

macrocosm 73 
din al-qayyim M 
primary significations 52 

reflects a cosmopolis 67 

rule excercised by the ratio-

nal soul over the animal 

soul 141 
see also 'adad al-mustawa, dana, 

ftisab ai-.saltz!l and man of 

Islam 

disenchaIllment of nature 18, S8 
see also secularization 

projJer41 

education 

basic problem 118 
definition and aims of 149 
Islamic system of 160 
see also adab, ta 'dib 

elllpirical intuition 11 

empiricist 18 n. 1 S 
essence 9 

European Enlightenment 1,7,37 
existence 9 

bringing iulO 55 

maintaining 55 
and Covenant 89 
see also being, wujud 

Fauisijllh 113, 14S 
j(m{I'(Evanescence) 86,92 
farr,i (prescribed) 71 n. 76 

'ayn84, 119, 125, 147, 15:~, 156, 
164 

kijayalt 84,119,125,147, 1M 

not everyone's right 165 
}i'l (model actions) 91 

188 

and the ,~hari'ah 145 

jiqh 170 

fi!mh (original state) 45 
natural state of being 61 

as din 62,IS9 
freedom 

the power of the rational 

soul to do justice to itself 

141, also quunvahand was' 

see also justice 

alfunttn (arts or sciences) 144 

Germanic 134 

Glad Tidings (Gospel) 28,40 
Gordian Knot 12 
Graeco-Roman 16,29, 176 

and Western worldview 105 
languages 1 77 

Greece 134 

Greek 

philosophy 22, 3S, 179 
cosmology 33, 34 

'growing up' 5 

habeas ccnpus 77 n. 82 
I;add (definition) 144 

I;adith 14S,I50 
(ull (spiritual mood) 71 n, 76 

pI. al;wa/ (spiritual states) 

?uuilfan 64 
see also din al-qayyim 

happiness 75 
is knowledge identified with 

justice 14211. 118 
see also certainty 

hawa (natural desire) 155 
al-(layiit al-dunya (the life of the 

world) 41, 42 

Hebrew 16, 21 

Hellenic 

epistemology 6 

thought 12 
Hijmh 143 
I;ikrnah (wisdom) 79, 122, 113, 

145 

and Islamic system of educa

tion ]60 

God-given knowledge 149 

as core knowledge 16S 
{iisab al~saliill 60 n. 57 
historical relativism 17 

see also secularization 

(Wlial (arrival in the soul of the 

meaning of a thing) 171 
huda (Guidance) 140 

'ibadah (service) 

and 'a mal 14] 
and ilts{tu 121 

and spiritual knowledge Hf) 

pI. 'ibiidat 61,70, 72 n. 77, 79 

identified with rna'rip.!! 146 
leads to ma'rifall 71, see also 

tna'rijah 

man's purpose IS9 
service and devotion 67 
constant recitation, reflec-

tion and contemplation 90 

idanah (conviction) 52 

il;san (peIi'cxtion ill virtue) 67 

189 

n. 68 
also 'The Way' 67 n. 68 
and knowledge 146 

and sll(Jl'j'ah 122, 162 

degl'ees of 145 
excellence in religious con

duct 141 
highest virtue 80 

in the 'abd 121 



121,132 

ilah (object of worship) 1:>9 
'ibn (right cognition) 71 n. 76 

and Islamic system of educa-

tion 160 
and justice 78 
and loss of adab 118 

and nature of knowledge 143 

applied to the totality of lite 153 
knowledge 80, 139 
as core knowledge 163 
al- 'ilrn al-ladunniyy (spiritual 

knowledge) 122,143, 145 

see also !,tikmah 

al-yaqin (certainty derived by 
inference, deductive or 

inductive 135 n. 112 

pI. 'ulUm 146 

al-shaT'iyyah 164 
ilfl{in (belief) 21 

also true hlith 41 

belief and faith 72 

and the nature of 
knowledge 143 

indian Ocean 104 

al-IrlJ!l (the Evangel) 27 
injustice see ::;.ullfl 

to the soul 78 
al-insan 

al-kulliyy, al-kamil see Universal 

Man 

i ntellerlus 35 

!rano-Persian 176, 177 
i.,liim (submission) 21,69 

concept of change, develop

ment and progress 86 
definition of 72 

objective-subjective Islam 

72 n. 77, 73-74 
see also revealed religion 

submission in service 72 
see also mu'min, muslim 

and asliima 141 
Islam 

and the changing of the 

Malay:Javanese civilization 174 
the coming of 171 
educational institutions 153 
essentials of 146 

essential religious spirit of 175 
purpose and end of 

ethics 141-142 
purpose of seeking knowl-

edge 84 
Religion of 85, 87 
rise of 101 

'secularized' 120 
'secularizing' 121 

Universal Religion 100 
islamization 44-46, 182-183 

elements of 127 

defined 44-45 
intensification of 

the process 178 
of Arabic 46 
of language 45 

of the Malay Indonesian 

Archipelago 169, three 

phases 170 

of thought and reason 45 

of com temporary knowledge 

162 
istisld.m (total submission) 6cl 

jadala (disputation and 
contention) 155 

jalll (ignorance) 46 
and disobedience 140 

see also ni,lyan 

Jahili 128 

190 

jiimi' (mosque) 153 

Judaic 16 
Judaism 134 

jnstice 
and Islamic system of educa

tion 160 
external manifestation of 149, 

see also u{iab 

in Islam 141 
in relation to the first and 

second kind of know

ledge 147 
see also 'adl 

kadhaba (to lie) 77 

kajir65 n. 67 
kaliim (rational theology) 

and islamization 170 

and wa!,tdat al-wujud 175 

killimllh shahadah (Testimony) 72 
also kalimah al-taw!,ttd 

(Formula of Unity) 73 
kasm (acquired) 146 
kashf(spiritual vision) 7!:l, 145, 150 

kathmh (multiplicity) 86 
khadim (servant) 61 

khalifah (vicegerent) 38, 66, 67, 
140 

khidmah (service) 57 
concept of 60-61 

khusr (loss) 58 
knowledge 

at the level of i!,tsan 146 

challenge of 133 
conceived by Western civliza

tion 133 

contraries of 155, see also 

shakk, :fann, mim: jadala) 

core knowledge 163 
definitions of 97 

epistemological definitioll I GI, 
see also (tlt,sul, wu;;ul 

first kind 83 
given by eod to man I-Hi 

unveils mystery of Being 

and Existence 147 
includes faith and belief 14B 

'islamization' of present-day 

knowledge 16:? 
of two kinds 7!:l 

nature of 143 
purpose of seeking, see 

Western, Islam 

progress of highest virtue 146 

revealed 135 

second kind 83, 146 
see also 'ilm, ma'rifah 

kufr65 n. 67 
kulliyyah (universal) 153 

and universitatem 154 

and Islamic system of educa

tion 160 

lisan (tongue) 72 
logical analysis 18 n. 13 

rna (Jabal 150 

rna'rifah (knowledge) 71 

n. 76, 79,8:? 
and Islamic system of educa-

tion lGO 

as core knowledge 163 

knowledge about God 13!:l 

and the nature of knowledge 

143 

pertaining to the soul 145 
see also 'ibn, !,tal 

al-ma 'rilf (good traditions of Illall 

and society) 31 

mad'a/l50 
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maddalla 53-54 

llwdhhab (pI. madhahibJ 119 

madinult (town) 53 

pI. mUll un, madii'in 

Madinatu 'l-Nabiy 5:i n. 42 

a cosmopolis 14:! 

mufmll (lOCllS) 14:!, also makan 

mabsii!>iit (sellsibles) 139 

majillis (gathering of scholars 

and students) 153 

mahiin (locus) 142 

mahtab 153 

malakiit (Absolute Power and 

Authority) 60 

Malay Archipelago 104 

miilik (king) 60,61 

Aboslute King 73 

mmnliik (slave) 60,61 

111an 

and Islamic system of educa

tion 160 

concept of microcosmic rep-

resentation 142 

has two souls 141, see al-naJs 
'infantile' :!4 

loclls in which dill occurs 14:! 
'mamre' 24 

nature of 139-143, as core 

knowledge 163 

of lsi am G8 

Perfect Man 90 

secular 155 

secularization of 40 

Universal Man 154, 155, 156 

Western 25, 36 

ml1qiLm (station) H):! 

rna 'qiiliit (in telligibles) 139 

maratib (hierarchical order) 

I:!:!, 150 

mashluui (spectacle) of justice 150 

mawjud (existent) 86 

millah (pI. milal) 64 

see also din al-qayyim 

mira' (disputation and COB-

tention) 155 

mitlulq see Covenan t 

mu'min (true believers) 21,73 

Mu 'tazilah 143 

mub"in (clarity) 175 

mujtahidun 118, 119, 121, 1:!2, 13:! 

see also iflihiid 

al-muqarrabiin (angels closest to 

God) 108 

lvlutakaLLimun 143 

and islamization 170 

muslim 21, 73 

al-nafs 

al-(wyawiiniyyah (animal or 

carnal soul) 69, 141, see 

zulm 

al-mu? Ina 'innah (tranquil 

soul) 70 

ai-na? iqall (rational soul) 
69,141 

seat of knowledge 139 

see also quwwah, WllS' 

niifiq (rational) 175 

naturalism 33 

nawajil (supererogatory) 71 n. 76, 
also .sawt 

Nicea 29 

!leo-modernist 1 

nisyan (forgetfulness) 46 

cause of disobedience 140 

Nordic 134 

notion of God 12 

open science 27 n. 29 

Olympian 33, 173 
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Pannenidian 

theory of u-lIlh 6 

thought and being 8 

universe 173 

Positivist 18 n. 13 

Post-Nicene Fathers 25 

progress of highest virtue 1 'i6 

Promethean IS7 

qiL(lii' 112 

qadr 112 

al-qalb (heart) 35,71 n. 7G, 72, 8:! 

certainty of 75 

seat of knowledge 139 

qam(l(l (to loan) 60 

qawl (words of the Prophet) 91 

and the Shm'i'ah 145 

quwwalt (power, faculty) 77 n.82 

and freedom of the rational 

soul 141 

power inherent in the body 

of an organ 154 

rabb65 n. 67, 73,130 

mbail (benefit, profit, gain) 58 

mbb (Lord) 139 

raj' (I·eturn) 57 

as rain 58 

rasm 144 n. 120 

mtio35 

rationalism 33, 1:!0 

reconceptualizatioIl 5 

Reconquista 104 
Reformation 4 

religio 49 

religion, 

world, universal, national 98 

Renaissance 36, 102 

means 37 

Revealed Law (sharl'ah) 

26,28,48,67 

revealed religion 29 

the name islam 30 

the name Mwlirn 3() 

Roman laws 29 

Rome 101, 134 

ai-rub (the spirit) 82, 139 

,(leC'ulum 16 

"ilbib (Possessor and Owner) 

73, also mbb, tnillik 

.saliit (prayer) 71 n. 7G 

Scholastic 6, 9 

Scholasticism 12, 102, 103 

secular 16 

concept, see al-!tayitt 

definition of religion 26 

ideology and education 115 

Muslim scholars 124, and 

loss of adab 126 

roots in and £i-uit of 23 

secularism 19 

distinction between secular

izatioll and secularism 47 

and the urnrnah 115 

secularization 

an ideology 47 
and deislamization 125 

applied to Western Illall :!5 

defined as 17 

and despiritualization 131 

fruits of~O 

Islam rejects 25 
integral components 18, 4~ 

of nature 35 

problems arising out of 15 

process of:!, 5,19 

result of 2, 2~ 

foots of 3, in 20, 48 

secularizatiollism 47, 48 
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shakk (doubt) 155 

shar!l (commentary) 176 

shar'i'ah (Revealed Law) 121 
and islamization 170 

and knowledge 143 

and ta~awwufl21 

obedience to God's Law 141 

see also qawl, Ji'l, taqnr 

(pI. ashya) 139 

shi'r (poeu)') 176 

shuhud (religious and philosophi 

cal visioll) 86, 148 n. 122 

inner witnessing 162 

Sl(zal,t 143 

5ijilh ( attributes) 139 

Signs of God 42 

.1 ira! al-Illustaqlm (the Straight 

path) 80 

ai-sin (inmost ground) 

of the soul 82 

of a thing 139 
society 

developing 2 
evolving 2 

Straits of Malacca 104 

~lJ.fls ]43 

and islamization 170 
submission 

according to Islam 63 

see also isla III 

real 62, 66 see also aslarua 

systems or forms of olher 

religions 64 

total 69 

unwilling 65 
sunltah 28, 30 

(confirmed practice of the 

Prophet) 71 n. 76, 143, 
145, 146 

abo ~'aliit 

see also qawl, Ji'~ taqrir 

sunnat Alliih (God's manner of 

creating) 62 

ta '({Ib (education) 

in contradistinction to 

tarbiyah 151-152 n. 123 

pi'ail (obedience and loyalty) 
67,72 

talii'ah (nature) 140 

taqrir (silent confirmation) 91 
and the shan 'ah 145 

ta5awwuf121, 122, 143 

the practice of the Shari'ah 

at the station of if.tsZln 

and islamization 170 

and the rise of rationalism 

and intellectualism 173 

and wa!uiat al-wujiid 175 

taw~lid (Unity of God) 64 
n.66,80, 146, 162 

ignorance of 118 

and core knowledge 163 
and islamization 170 

Theas II 
Thomistic Synthesis 9 n. 14, 

33-36 
al-tijamh (trade) 67 

tragedy 137, see also Western 
culture and civilization 

truth-perspective 27 n, 29 

ukhuwwah (brotherhood) 74 
'ulmnil'43, 112, 143 

false 'ulama' 118, 119 

immersed ill loss of adab 126 

men of intellectual aud spiri-

tual discernment 124 

of the past 131 

ammah (Community) 32,73, 
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113-115,119 

trend of afIairs 120 

marginal society 128 

Universal Religion (Islam) 28 

see also revealed religion 

see Islam 

universitatem 154 

'uwwida (returning) 5711.47 

Vedanta 175 
Vienna Circle 7 n. 13 

virtue 76, see also 'adl 

highest, see il;siin 

wa(ldah (Unity) 86 

Western 

Christianity 21, 2~" 25, 38 

colonization 104 

concept of justice 84 
concept of knowledge 125 

concept of religion 29 
culture and civilization 1, 20, 97 

confrontation against 

Islam 97 
inquiring spirit 135-136 

substance, the spirit, the 

character and 

personality of 137 

unconscious agents of 128 
worldview and values 134 

geographical expansion 104 

intellectual hisLOry 125 

life 
Islamic inl1uences 102 

and philosophy 135 
man ;~6, 37, 38 

origins and history of devel

opment 33 
philosophy and science 2,48 

purpose of seeking knowl-

edge H4, 137-1315 

search for identity, meaning 

of life 94 

theology and metaphysics 

22,48 
thought and the Falasifah 113 

worldview and deislamiza

lion 104 

ways of thinking 15 

worship ofYolllh 93 
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